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,MENTION 3 NEGROES FOR TAX JOB
Being Considered For Appointmeqf
In County Tax Assessor's Office
Three Negro men's names
have been mentioned for the
Reappraisal of real estate in
Shelby County, job which
comes under the office of the
County Tax Assessor, George
LaManna. Most often men-
tioned for the job are Alex
ander Gladney, jr., Lawrence
Wade, and Howard Jackson.
Others could be entered as
contenders.
Gladney is being recom-
mended by the Volunteer
king recommended by Frankitizens Association; Wade is
Kilpatrick, who is first vice
president of the Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic club and also
holds a similar office in the
Bluff and Shelby County of
Civic club. Jackson is being
backed by A. Maceo Walker,
who is president of the Shelby
County Democratic club and
co-chairman of the Volunteer
Citizens Committee.
It is reported that LaManna
favors appointing Wade and
has sent his name to the
County Commissioners to be
approved. However, it is re-
ported that the approval of
Wade is being delayed until
they hear from Negro political
leaders.
It is further reported that
LaManna feels somewhat ob-
ligated to go along with Kil-
natrick's suggestion to appoint
Wade, because Kilpatrick was
instrumental in getting Negro
voters to support LaManna in
last year's election.
Chairman of County Com-
mission Dave Harsh has not
•Rolm Reporter
approved Wade's nomination
because he is attempting to
hold up on the nomination un-
til he has conferred with Vol-
unteer Citizens Committee
leaders.
Wade. a college graduate, is
presently employed by an in-
surance company. Jackson, a
college graduate is employed
by a real estate company.
Gladney a high school gradu-
ate was discharged from the
U. S. Airforce last August af-
ter serving four years as a
teletype and IBM operator. He
is currently attending Owen
college.
It is felt in the Negro com-
munity to not appoint the Ne-
gro recommended by political
leaders serves to divide Negro
politicians and voters.
Young Gladney is the son of
Rev. Alexander Gladney, Sr.,
who is president of the Bluff
City and Shelby County Coun-
cil of Civic Clubs.
NAACP VOTER registration
awards — Kelly Alexander
presents voter registration
awards to A. T. Lockard.
Memphis, T • n n; Rev. A.
Leon Lowry, Tampa. Fla.:
Mrs. Juanita Mitchell. Balti-
more, Md.; Mr. Alexander;
Dr. William S. Thornton.
Richmond, Va. Other recipi-
Mayor Loeb Accused Of
'Fanning Racial Flames
For Political Strength
Loeb was "approaching a deli-
cate position . . . by publicly
blasting the entire Negro com-
munity." The Mayor indicated
that Negroes were unwilling
to assumecommunity responsi-
bility.
Walker said "only in recent
months have we been per-
mitted such an opportunity
Little Joins(to assume responsibility). Hewent on to point that Negroes
ivir. Roosevelt Ratcliff, bar-
opera tors." ber, 1329 Richmond, said, 
rade at the Mayor for state- in Memphis have been denied ,
Miss Gloria J. Massey, 867 think Mr. Walker is well qua;- before the Rotary club (See ties." He pointed to the fact Sports made during a speech educational and job opportuni- Staff
Barton st., college student, ified and he will do a magnifi- page 2). that "there isn't a single tech-,
said, "I feel that both men are cent job on MTA, but I'm very Memphis;
well qualified for the position sorry to see all of the contro- The two orga
nizations—the
on the MTA, but it was just versy pertaining to Mr. Willis' Volunteer Citizens Committee 
opened to Negroes. Negro 
nical school in 
Memp en- Of Defender
a matter of preference." appointment. Since Mr. Willis —which endorsed Atty. 
Willis
Ai Mr. Alvin Greene, Sr., truck was already in a city position,
VI/river, said, "Mr. Willis and TAC. I would have preferred
Mr. Walker are both fine men, to have seen Mr. Willis ap-
but since Mr. Willis was ap- pointed to the position on
pointed first, the commission MTA." mg the appointment. The Vol-
should have stuck to Mr. Wil- Mrs. Mattie Dixon 434 B unteer Citizens Committee, in
lis." Wellington, domestic, said, "I a written statement, accused
Mr. Clarence D. Tuck e r. think Mr. Willis is just as Loeb of "using racial intoler-
2254 Lyon at.. barber, owner capable as Mr. Walker, but I ance to inflame Negroes in or-
of Klondyke Handy Spot, said, think the City Commissioners der to win a political fight.
"If I had been Mr. Walker and should have kept Mr. Willis. DELICATE POSITION
a man of his qualit y, I He (Mr. Willis) would have The local chapter of the
wouldn't have accepted the po- made a good representative NAACP. in a press release,
sition. I just can't see why Mr. for everybody's benefit. I have accused the Mayor of "delib-
Walker accepted the position no criticism of the man ap- erately promoting racial hate."
after Mr. Willis had been pro- pointed in Mr. Willis' stead but The release added "our city
cured. I fault Mr. Walker more no one is happy because he has suffered immeasurably
so than I do 1VT h (rn:4,-,T) accepted." from the damage caused by the
The Tri-State Defender
roving reporter, this week tn-
terviewed the man in the
streets. Our reporter-photo-
grapher asked this question.
"What, in your opinion, do
you think about the Willis-to.
Walker switch for the Mem-
phis Transit Authority posi-
tion?" A cross section of Mem-
agt,is Negro citizens were ap-ached.
Here are the statements sup-
plied by concerned Memphis
citizens:
Mrs. Francis Johnson Frank-
lin, 1325 Azala ave., waitress,
said, "I don't know who is the
most qualified person. Mr.
Willis or Mr. Walker. but I
certainly do hope the best
man has the position. I am
not interested so much in the
one that has the position, but
I do hope the one who gets it
will be interested in getting
more jobs for Negroes as bus
I FR 1\1.1
It 111 Ii I.
•
because he was the one to ac-
cept the position. If he (Walk-
er) had not accepted, no one
would have made him accept.
I have talked with a lot of
people concerning the switch
and no one goes along with it.
If / were he, I would not have
accepted the position. In my
position, Mr. Walker accept-
ing the position after Mr. Wil-
lis was oustered, it makes me
think that Mr. Walker is an
easy goer and can be easily
bought out. I feel Mr. Walker
is not the man who will speak
out and think for himself. If
has been proven that he lets
the other man think for him.
Mr. Willis is a man who thinks
and speaks for himself and
in my opinion one who could
not be bought. Mr. Willis, a
man who is well qualified and
would have made a nice rep-
resentation."
(. NI %SS r
‘11 II 11)1N4)N,
Two organizations leveled
severe criticism at Mayor Hen-
ry Loeb last week for his ma-
nuevers in effecting a com-
promise with the four City
Commissioners which resulted
in A. Maceo Walker being ap-
pointed to the Memphis Trans-
it Authority instead of Atty.
A. W. Willis, jr.
Walker, who was appoint-
ed to MTA, also leveled a ti-
for the appointment—and the
Memphis Chapter of the NAA
CP— decried the tacits em-
ployed by the Mayor concern-
tactics of Mayor Henry Loeb,
who like, Orval Faubus of
Arkansas and Adolph Hitler of
Germany, never hesitates to
use the race issue as a means
of inflaming various segments
of our community for personal
political power."
The news release stated fur-
ther "it is ironic that Mayor
Loeb, a Jew, would deliberate-
ly promote racial hate when,
today in Israel, Adolph Eich-
mann is being tried for the
murder of millions of Jews for
no other reason than their be-
ing Jews."
A. Maceo Walker stated in
his press release that Mayor
A 1:111:1:NE
gineers cannot obtain employ-
ment in Memphis, nor can they
obtain jobs in accounting, for-
estry and many other tech-
nical fields."
(See full text of release from
NAACP—A. Maceo Walker—
and Volunteer Citizens Com-
mittee on Page 2).
Tennis Tourney
At Lincoln
The annual City-Wide Ten-
nis Tournament is scheduled
to get underway this evening
(Wednesday at 4 p.m. and con-
tinue until Sunday (Aug. 13),
announced Hosea Alexander,
director of municipal sports,
earlier this week. All matches
will be played at Lincoln Park.
The Tournament is being
sponsored by the Recreation
Department of the Memphis
Park Commission.
Entrants should register in
any of the following three di-
visions:
I. Beginners: a) Girls - Boys
(18 years and under) - Singles
b) Men - Women - Singles
2. Novice: a) Boys - Girls
(18 years and under) -
(See TENNIS, Page 2)
1'1
A new member has been
added to the ever growing
staff of the Tri State Defender.
The newest staff member is
William 0. "Bill" Little who
will cover sports. His column
"Sports Horizon" will appear
in this newspaper, starting in
the next issue—Aug. 18.
Little, well known in the
Mid South for his participation
in sports during his high
school and college careers, bee
been a sports writer since his
high school days at Booker T.
Washington high school. Pres-
ently he is a coach in baseball
and basketball at Douglas high
school.
His basketball team has
either won or shared the city
championship for the last two
years. He carried his baseball
team to the play-off last
Spring. Aside from coaching,
Little is a social studies in-
structor.
Little started a sports col-
umn "Memphis Prep League"
and then branched out tt
sports coverage for the Mem
phis World while he was a
junior in high school in 1951.
A native of Memphis, Coach
Little, played four years of
basketball and one year of
track during his college days at
LeMoyne. While a high school
student he played baseball and
basketball.
Little is married to the form-
er. Miss Geraldine Anderson,
a native of Memphis who is al-
so a teacher at Douglas. They
live at 4889 Horne Lake Rd.
Start keeping up with sports
by reading "Sports Horizon."
- HANDY TWIN SET
Galvanized steel twin pail
sets are handy for gardening
and general handyman chores.
The sets consist of two pails
joined together by A common
carrying handle.
ents. not pictured, W • r •
Earldean Robbins, Dallas.
Tex.; Bishop 0. L. Sherman.
Little Rock. Ark.; Miss Ros-
lyn Cheagle, Greensboro, N.
C.: and Dr. James B. Mc-
Millan, Las Vegas. Nev. Oc-
casion was NAACP 52nd an-
nual convention in Philadel-
phia.
WILLIAM 0. "BILL" LITTLE!
Ministers Back NAACP
In New Expansion Plans
Of Freedom Movement
Ministers of some of Mem-
phis' leading Negro churches
have agreed to increase the
numbers, tempo and participa-
tion in the picketing of main
street and sit-ins, announced
the Memphis Chapter of the
NAACP and the ministers fol-
lowing a meeting at Mt. Olive
CME church, last week.
The Freedom committee
I under the supervision of the
NAACP has made plans for
an expansion of the present
Freedom Movement to include
ALL stores on Main street
through the months of Au-
gust and September.
"It is extremely important
to remember, however, that if
we have not gained what we
seek at the end of this time,
the fight is not over. The
Freedom Movement will con-
tinue until victory is com-
pletely ours," said a NAACP
spokesman.
"Complete community co-
operation is urgently needed
if this effort is to be successful.
The importance of unity in
the Negro community has
been made quite evident after
the slanderous attack made on
us by Mayor Henry Loeb in a
recent speech," continued the
NAACP official.
"We are closer to victory
than ever before. Following
daily sit-in demonstrations,
dining facilities at Gold-
am it h's, Lowenstein's, and
Bry's have been completely
closed. This in itself is an in-
dication of the effectiveness
of our Freedom movement."
The expanded "Freedom
Movement" h ad its official
kick-off Saturday, Aug. 5, with
the "ALL DAY MARCH FOR
FREEDOM." In united deter-
mination against the evils of
discrimination we have adopt-
ed the sloga n: "LET'S BE
SANE AND STAY OFF
MAIN", said the NAACP offi-
cial.
Memphian Named Head
Coach At Miss. College
ITTA BENA, Miss. — Inter-
collegiate athletics at Mississip-
pi Vocational College will
boast new direction the 1961-
62 school year, with the sign-
ing of Douglas T. Porter as
athletic director-football coach
DOUGLAS T. PORTER
and Arthur J. McAfee, jr. as
basketball coach.
Their appontments were an-
nounced this week by Presi-
dent J. H. White.
Porter, a native of Memphis,
Tenn., is the son of W. P. Por-
ter, noted coach of Memphis'
Father Bertrand High Thun-
derbolts. He played his prep
football there being named to
the All-City Team in 1945-46.
An alumnus of Xavier uni-
versity. New Orleans, La.,
where he was varsity quarter-
back for three years, Porter
also holds the M. S. from Indi-
ana University.
COACHED XAVIER
A member of the Army from
1951 to 1954, discharged as a
first lieutenant, the new MVC
mentor joined his father's
coaching staff in 1954-55 be-
fore returning to his alma
meter as backfield coach and
director of intramurals. posi-
tions he held until coming to
MVC.
He is tmarried to the former
Miss Jean Butcher of Mont-
gomery, Ala., and they have
three children, Dania Cecile, 6;
Blanche Evette, 4, and Douglas
Vincent, 1.
Wichita, Kansas. is the
hometown of cage coach Mc-
Afee who holds the B. S. from
the University of Wichita, and
the M. S. and Ed. S. from Kan-
sas State Teachers college.
In the Air Force from 195!
to 1955, McAfee'm first coach-
(See COACH, Page 2)
Frontiers & M. I.
Clubs To Give
Football Game
Plans for the 1961 College
Football Classi c, sponsored
here each year, were discussed
by the sponsors during a meet-
ing at the home of Mrs. Lois
Emery, 989 N. Manassas ave.,
last Wednesday. The game is
sponsored by the Memphis
Frontiers of America Club and
the Mississippi Industrial Col-
lege Memphis club (MA).
The game is scheduled to be
played between M.I. college
and Alcorn college, both Mis-
sissippi teams, at Melrose sta-
dium, Oct. 21. Proceeds from
the game will go to the "Shoe
Project" of the Frontiers Club;
and "Scholarship Fund" for
the MI. Club.
Named general chairman of
the charity football game was
L. H. Boyce, who is a mem-
ber of both clubs. Vice chair-
man is Rev. H. Clark Nabrit,
president of the Frontiers
club.
Appointed to other commit-
tees were: finance — Henry
White, chairman; John Ha
vice chairman; Dr. E. Frank
White, Mrs. Lois Emery, Guy
Cartwright and Lawrence
Wade.
Gate committee: H. A. Cald-
well, 0121114Jan; Thaddeus T.
Stokes, itenry A. Neal, A. L.
Plaxico. and Payne.
Publicity committee: Thad-
deus T. Stokes, chairman;
Johnny Arnold, Mrs. N. M.
Watson. Mrs. Angie Mitchell,
Taylor Hayes, Rev. James A.
McDaniel and Lawrence Wade.
Ticket committee: Mrs. Lots
Emery, chairman; and D. E.
Frank White.
Arrangements committee: J.
T. Chandler, chairman; C. C.
Sawyers.
Tickets for the game will go
on sale Sept. I. More than
3,000 tickets will be available.
V. Wray To Head
Disaster Service
For Red Cross
Vance C. Wray, a veteran
local disaster worker, has been
named as chairman of Disaster
Services of the Memphis-Shel-
by County Chapter of the Red
Cross, it was announced today
by Norfleet R. Turner, chapter
chairman.
Wray has served for several
years as chairman of the chap-
ter's Disaster Survey sub-com-
mittee, which makes first hand
on-the-scene reports of disaster
damage from which disaster
relief needs are determined.
He is now serving his second
year as chief of the Red Cross
Disaster Emergency First Aid
Detachment, a volunteer group
which provides first aid facili-
ties at major fires and other
emergencies and at large pub-
lic gatherings in the Memphis
area.
Wray has been an active Red
Cross volunteer for many years
and has been on the scene of
nearly every major disaster in
the Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty area since the Mississippi
River flood of 1937.
As Chairman of Red Cross
Disaster Services, Wray will be
responsible for the chapter's
Disaster Preparedness Program
and in the event of a natural
disaster would be responsilile
for mobilizing the chapter and
community resources for re-
lief of disaster sufferers.
Wray will also he responsi-
ble for coordinating the activi-
ties of all Red Cross disaster
sub-committees, each of which
has a pre-planned job in the
chapter's disaster relief pro-
gram.
He succeeds Nathan I. MoY-
se as Disaster Services Chair-
man. Moyse recently moved
from the city.
Wray is Assistant Director of
the Records and Attendance
Division of the City Board of
Education and lives at 21;$7
Fizer Avenue.
AIDING, NAACP fight for
lyetidom — William Pollard,
,Los Angeles. president, Din-
ing Car Employees Division
of Hotel, Restaurant and
Tennis
(Continued From Page I)
Singles
b) Men - Women - Singles
3. Open: a) Men - Women -
Singles
b) Men & Women - Mix-
ed Doubles
c) Men - Doubles
Each entrant is eligible to
ehter two divisions. Trophies
will be awarded first and sec-
ond place winners in each di-
vision. Persons interested
should register immediately '
at Lincoln courts on Bellevue,
or Gooch courts — University,
and Hunter Aveune. Tourna-
ment will run August 9th
through August 13th.
Additional information can
be obtained by calling BR 5-
2183-84. with communism! We want
no retreat before the Soviet
Bartend•r Internation-
al Union, and chairman of
NAACP West Coast I•bor
committee, presents checks
totaling $1,200 to Bishop
Stephen G 111 Spottswood,
chairman, NAACP board of
directors. Left to right. are
Medger Evers, NAACP field
secretary; Bishop Spot! s-
Coach
Text Of Mayor Loeb's
Address Before Club
The text of Mayor Henry our country on the new fron-
Loeb's speech before the Mem- tier. He will find when he
phis Rotary Club: does so Americans waiting to
"A week ago today, Tues- participate.
, day, July 25, will, in my judg- In the meantime, we must
ment, be a day to be remem- not sit idly waiting. In the
bered by free people every- community where we live we
where. On that day, Jack Ken- must perform our duty with
nedy, President of the United courage and honesty. It is re-
States,reminded all tyrants that ported that during the "Battle
Americans have the courage to of the %fie" an American
I fight with whatever weapons GI who became lost from his
may be necessary to preserve
America and the free world.
Our Commander - in - Chief
truly expressed the will of
the American people. We
want no more compromises
(Continued From Page 1
ing job was at Jones High
School, Orlando, Fla.
Leaving Orlando in 1959. Mc-
Afee returned to Kan,sas State
as assistant basketball"ioach
under E. D. (Gus); Fish. past
president and /MOMS of the
NAIA's Hall of Fame.
He comes to MVC from Lane
college, Jackson, Tenn., where
he was head basketball coach.
A member of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, he is married to
the former Miss Sylvia Moore
of Orlando and they have onei
son, Arthur III.
WASH ING TON. D. C.—
Atty. William D. Martin, Sr.,
grand marshal of the golden
anniversary grand conclave
of Omega Psi Phi fraternity,
Inc., scheduled for Aug. 13-
18, announced today that the
program is framed to meet
the needs and desires of the
whole family. The social pro-
gram will include from baby
sitting for infants, to teenage
swim parties and record hops.
to five dances with famous
bands, and a boat ride for
adults.
A home handyman can make
small batches of mortar on con-
crete for pointing and patchinc
jobs in a clean, inverted lid of
a galvanized steel garbage can
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our sour-
pious treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and friday
Nights Until 800 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1.00
°DIM FINANCIZ CO
Home Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"Ws Ilk* to say yes to your
loan request"
Ivanuned and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 3-7611
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wood and Richard Smith,
vice president of the union.
Occasion was NAACP 52nd
annual convention in Phila-
delphia.
Elks To Raise $100,000
For Scholarship Fund
Announces George Lee
Grand Commissioner of Ed- James Farmer, who led
ucation for the Elks Lodge,
George W. Lee of Memphis, in
collaboration with Hobson
Reynolds, Grand Exalted Rul-
er of Philadelphia, has an-
nounced the climax of a schol-
arship program to raise $100,-
000; with an appeal to every
Elk and Daughter Elk o
America and the islands to
send on to the Grand Commis-
sioner of Education's officer
"their pledge cards and money
to aid in the battle of Negro
and white students who are
protesting against the out-
moded patterns of segregation
In our country," said Lee.
On Saturday night, Aug. 19,
in New York City at the Com-
modore Hotel, Judge William
C. Hueston, former Elks Grand
Commissioner of Education
and Grand Secretary, will be
honored with a "This Is Your
Life Banquet." Highlighting
the banquet program will be
Mrs. Leatha Flemming, Miss
Dorothy Height, Keesler Mont-
gomery and Grand Dt. Treas-
urer Pearl Brown.
race to new heights of educa-
tional and economic opport-
unity.
I choose to be with these
moderate, decent, level-headed
people who desire to elevate
all of the races. When we
choose this road, we know
that we shall have to endure
the slander of the lunatic
fringe of both races. To this
way I am committed because
believe that it is right, that
't will win. While Mayor of
this city, I believe that the
greatest service I can render
to all races, colors and creeds
'3 to strive to have in places
of highest trust those who by
their qualifications and effi-
ciency are best prepared to
lead and thereby to serve.
Those who know me best
bon to work towards econo- know that I will not budge
mic stability. It comes fromione inch in doing my duty.slaves! This struggle maylline. a resolve to improve and lift
again call for our "blood, For the present, at least, a up the morals and mores of a
sweat and tears." If it must large part of your duty and people and the carrying out
, be, then let it be. As the mine is K2 the City of Mom- thereof. It comes finally—andPresident said: "We have phis. The finest contribution this has not been done andfought before! We can fight we can make to America is this is the challenge—with an
to see to it that our city has assumption of responsibility
by the Negro community
meeting the white community
half way on what is best for
all of urs
Following the Civil War
men known as "Carpetbag-
gers" came down from the
North. Posing as friends of
the rights of the Negro they
placed the Negro in places of
political responsibility for
which he was not prepared
It did not take the Negro long
to discover that he was being
used. He discovered that his
real friends were not the
politicians black or white try-
ing to use him, but those vas
numbers of Southern white
people who began the strug-
gle to give him better schools
and better economic opportu-
nities.
Surely our Negro citizens
will not forget that lesson of
history so soon. Again the
real friends of the Negro are
those vast numbers of whites
who strive not to elevate a
few, but to elevate all the
again."
All of us who are here today clean, progressive, honest gov-
had America handed to us on ernment.
a silfer platter. We must MAYOR OF ALL
remetbtt ,howeyer, that the I think every fair-minded
blemings et this Rind came to citizen of this 'city knows how
us out. of ,the agois4ftg strug- 1, am ttyTtfg to practice what
gle of our forefatJys who 3,reath.-N6 matter what demi-
wrote into the cornerstone of rags mdy 141y, I am mayor of
America these words: A - the people; with malice
MUSTN'T SIT IDLY , toward none, I am striving for
"And to this cause-31a 'deal7the-Welliiiii of all.
cate our lives, our fortunes4. ,Some intemperate people of
and our sacred honor."' TS we both races are attempting to
are to safeguard America for•hang the tag of racial prejudice
our children, we must be will- around my neck. The vast
jog to do the same. The only majority of the citizens of
way we can repay our debt to both races will not be taken
the past is to make the future in by this falsehood. My whole
indebted to us because we heritage places me on the side
preserved this land with our of those t,'ho struggle for
lives, our fortunes and our freedom and for a better way
sacred honor. This we intend of life for all of us.
to do!" But I know, as does every
I wish that President Ken- intelligent Negro citizen of
nedy had also and will also Memphis, that full citizenship
more clearly spell out and neuse acmes to any minority
call for what he promised in gtiatip through the hands o
the campaign—not the false ytalltician3=attempting to use
panaceas of cradle to grave the minority group. It does
security but a spelling out of not come /Nom always asking
what each of us can do FOR and never, giving: It does not
come from continuosuly push-
ing and not pulling in the
whole community's interest:
It does not come from political
chicanery of shrewd leaders
of Negroes whose talents could
be better used in leading their
constituents down the road of
responsibility.
Full citizenship comes from
the toil of the level-headed
people of common sense and
moderation. It comes primarily
from education over a long
period of time, and a desire
for something st able and
better.
It comes from a desire to
put something into the com-
munity instead of taking out
outfit ran up to an officer,,from the community. It comes
saluted, and said: "Sir, where from the leadership of a com-
can I be of help?" The officer munity's leaders. It comes
replied: "Fall in anywhere; from a leaving behind of
There's fighting all along the "shade tree" philosophy of
line." In the struggle to pre- welfare roles and a determine-
serve and advance America
there's fighting all along the
FARM FOR SALE!
CAIRO, ILL. 120 ACRES
CONTACT
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605S. State St., Chicago 9, 111., KE 8-1112
I. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
at HOME in one quick,
EASY APPLICATION
You can have eoft, natural-
looking, straight hair the safe.
easy SILKY STRATE way. Do
it yourself at home and save
time and money. The easy-to-
follow directions assure profes-
, aional-like results. Your hair
I stays straight for months .
lets you comb, dress or style
your hair any way you wish ...
will not go back even when wet..
FOR WOMEN and Children: Gentle
Strength for long, line hair.
FOR MEN: Regular Strength for shot%
coarse heir,
$125 cOmPtot
*TN NEUTRALIZER
IA I orr Kir 1.198I'lUS TAX
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
In aver/ Package
CORE's original "Freedom
Ride" and Rev. Wyatt Tee
Walker, executive director of
the Southern Christian Lead-
ership Conference, who made
the first husband-wife team to
participate in the Freedom
ride in Jackson, Miss., will be
guest on August 20 at one of
the largest baccalaureate serv-
ices ever held to glorify free-
dom fighters.
Farmer is a product of the
Elk's scholarship program. He
received an Elks' scholarship
(four year) to college 28 years
ago. He is the symbol of the
significant work being done
by the Elks to encourage youth
in educational pursuits. On this
occasion, both Farmer and Rev.
Wyatt will be presented Merit
Awards and given places in
the John Brown Hall of Fame
The emotion packed oratori-
high school student leaders is
another step forwent tor the
Elks educational program,
which in the past 27 years has
given over a million and one
half dollars to help educate
promising Negro and white
Youngsters, says, Lt.
spiring our youth is one of the
major jobs we have. Our
Grand Exalted Ruler, Hobson
R. Reynolds, our Grand Daugh-
ter Ruler, Mrs. Nettie B.
Smith and 500,000 Elks in
America and the islands do not
want any ambitious young
Americans to go begging for
an education and especially
those who flaunt the bigots in
the march upwards."
STARTS SATURDAY!
August 13
ONE BIG WEEKI
EACH OF THEM KNEW THAT THE DAY OF PASSION
WOULD BRING THE DAY OF VENGEANCE!
co,„...DOROTHY MALONE
cal contest will be one of the JOSEPH MIN • CAROL LYNEEY• NENE BRAND:!-""'" p `•highlights at the Elks annual
Grand Lodge, which convenes
in New York City from August
19-26. Guest of this occasion
will be Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell, who will be
selected Elks educator of the
year. The National Oratorical
contest will feature seven
young white and colored ora-
tors from all over the nation.
Each will be given $1,000
scholarships. The winner will
be given the award as the
young orator of the year.
Recognition of "the cou-
rageous leaders and the young
Lc the end it may not be
said of me that I was popular.
but I hope it may be said of
me as it was said of Henry
Hudson, the explorer of this
new world—
He kept the courage of a
certain aim,
Amid the peril of uncertain
And sailed ahead, and left
the mat, tg God.
r have cbttered the phase of
appointments. There are many
other facets of the problem
and many other problems. To
each I promise the course of
miideration with diligence ancil
determination for Memphisl 
• imcotia
and all of MI;
The Publisher of this Newspaper is of-
ten asked what kind of person you are?
. . . What you like and don't like? . . .
What you buy and why? From whom
and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked?
Because the advertisers insist upon
knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited . . . and how
many of them respond tn direr? anneals
TWO YANK GUERILLAS AND
FOUR SIN-GIRLS...on a
desperate
mission!
MIRO fithlIORMAII ALDEN
Bacardi makes good drinks. That's one reason
that among the thousands of liquor brands in
the world--whIskies, gins, vodkas and the rest—
Bacardi outsells every brand but five! Have •
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy itl
Other famous recipes On
the Bacardi back BACARD I
made to them through their own news-
paper.
Every time you indicate to the business
where you buy that you read the De-
fender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate di-
rect recognition of you as a consumer
whose trade is Invited through your
That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Cour-
tesy! Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!
Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To
America's Fastest Advancing Economical
Group and Everybody Will Profit
1961
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WHO WROTE THE MAYOR did a good job of "setting the
record straight, last week,
concerning an undmely state-
ment, concerning Memphis
Negro citizens,—Of course!
Mayor Loeb was the author
of the statement
MEANWHILE IN THE
BACKYARD another Negro is
being considered for a political
position? We hope that poli-
ticians won't make a Cecil B.
DeM ill e production of the
forthcoming appointment.
HEAT WAS TURNED ON
BY TWO SOURCES in Mem-
phis last week — politicians
and the sun. There's nothing
so hot as politics in August.
A MEMPHIS WOMAN came
up with some honors in Trier,
Germany, recently. She was
awaroed the "Outstanding
and Sustained Superior Per-
formance" award at the school
at which she teaches. Con-
gratulations Mrs. Velma L.
Johnson.
OUR REAL ESTATE COL-
UMNIST—Ted Brown was the
object of a lots of praises
recently. He was not at the
office when he was being
lauded. And we didn't want
to cause him to change his
hat size. So we are keeping
it a secret from him. In-
cidentally his first name is
really "Theodore."
THERE'S NO SENSE in be-
ing fat, agreed two men after
they noticed a tall robust
young man of six-one, weigh-
ing about 170 pounds walk
down the street. One was
overheard telling the other
"there's no sense in being
larger than that man going
there. One stood about 5-9,
weighing about 200 the other
appeared to be about 5-8,
checking in at an oozy 225.
CORE IS REALLY making
big plans for Memphis. No
doubt, members of Memphis
chapter will be seeking to
bring James Farmer, national
director, here soon.
SPEECH? We would like to
have the ghost-writer, who
produced a masterpiece of a
speech for the Mayor, to write
a speech for us. The speech—
which Loeb presented before
the Rotary Club — was a pro-
found piece of work.
TOWN TALK still centers
around the political scene in
the big M and on the Big M.
NEGROES ARE GETTING
more respect these days—par-
ticularly while riding buses—
white people are beginning
to tend for them and remain
standing in their presence. A
bus rider—Negro—got on the
bus the other day and sat
beside a white passenger. The
passenger, respectfully got up
Amend stood beside the seat oc-
Illupied by the Negro passen-
ger
MAIN STREET PICKETS
got a new slogan . . "Let's
Be Sane--And Stay Off Main."
PEOPLE ARE SAYING that
the Republican Party—still—
has the most astute politicians
on the local scene. It is said
that certain Republicans look
better—weld more local in-
fluence—and get more jobs
done than Democrats. In other
words, they are saying that
the Republicans—in defeat—
are more on the ball than the
Democrats—in victory.
THE VOLUNTEER CITI-
ZENS COMMITTEE handled
a "hot potatoe" rather well,
last week. What started out
to be an explosive situation
was handled with dispatch and
diplomacy.
ON THE FIRING LINE the
llit,cal NAACP found itself inhe political hassle, which had
the town a-buzzing last week.
A. MACE° WALKER, SR
Se.00 PER MONTH
155.
Nu,. You A Fin.
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of AID N•w FurArture
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
Open 9 'Til 9
Free Delivery
FURNITURE IV
FLEMING
304 PARK FA 4-370
The book clubs of this
country sell more than 80
million copies of books by
mail a year. Other cultural
items brought to our attention
by third-class mail are maga-
zines, classical records.
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Atod•ro 0.,
Handaome Appear.
Inc. Rutted Coo
•tructtor V • •••
riarabl•
$2"and up
LONT ACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
sac s Nap. St JA 5-0181
Memphis Tom
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License
Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 64121
TROOP CELEBRATION —
Brownie Scout Troop No.
800 celebrates its s • con d
birthday at this horn* of the
loader, Mrs. Lela Fowler,
530 Buntyn st. The party
was given by Mrs. Fowler
and th• troop parents. The
troop is pictured hers look-
ing at the birthday cake
EIN"
made by a f r i•nd of the
troop. Mrs. Lucille Spight,
534 Buntyn EL. from the
left, Mrs. Lila Fowler. Bren-
da Gorden, V•snni• Walk-
er. N•fitit• Hamer. Alic•
Lee Low.. Doris Jean Wee-
den, Jacqueline Ware, Cher-
ry Dianne (Meal, and Miss
1
Vera Boggs. Serving as boa-
  
tot th• troop is Mrs.
Mary Gordon and Miss Vera
Suggs. Troop 800 is lead by
Mrs. Lela Fowler and Mrs.
Georgia Young. sponsored
by the Progressive Baptist
church, 394 Vance ave. Pas-
tor. Rev. 0. C. Collins.
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
"Buy the truth, and sell it
not; also wisdom, and ins-
truction, and understanding."
Proverbs 23: 23.
Successful prosecution of
real estate selling and broker-
age is firmly based upon
honesty of purpose and ex-
ecution on all transactions in
which a broker or salesman
is concerned.
No real estate broker or
salesman has permanently suc-
ceed in this (or any other
business) who violates the
ethical standards of the busi-
ness.
Leaving morals entirely out
of the question, it pays to be
honest. "Murder will out" is
an old saying that proves it-
self in this work as in no
other.
One of a real estate man's
best assets is his good name.
It takes years of hard and
persistent work to build up a
reputation in a community for
being fair, upright, and honest,
but the reward is well worth
the trouble.
Reliability is sometimes
more important than abitlity.
The man who can always, be
trusted, who knows instinc-
tively how and when to do
the right thing, is the one who
will succeed in a big way and
become a leader in this busi-
ness. Temporary success won,
by taking advantage of some-
one does little towards build-
ing up a permanent real estate
business or the character of
the individual.
Many temptations beset the
man who enters the real estate
selling or brokerage business.
There are opportunities, some-
times, for practicing dishon-I
esty, not merely in connection
with handling money. They
may involve questionable re-
presentations and promises
made in connection with pro-
perty offered for sale. By all
means, avoid misstatements
of fact, for one is certain to
be tripped up and found out
sooner or later.
467-CI Brokerage. This
course covers the entire field
of agency operations included
.GARDINO'
SUPER MARKET 2803
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
BACON TRAY PACK PLANTATIONBRAND
7 A.M. 'TIL MIDNIGHT
Open All Day Sundays
LUCK-STRIKE TUNA (Chunk Style)
BISCUITS BOYDENS
SHOW BOAT
PORK and BEANS
TWIN PET
DOG FOOD
SALT HARDYS
COLONIAL SUGAR
BEER PFEIFFERI/ OZ CANS
LB. 49c
oz. 19,
CAN
CAN 6c
41/2 OZ
CAN
15 OZ.
CAN
1 LB. &
10 OZ. BOX
5 LB.
BAG
6c
6c
7,
29'
6 PAC 98c
THIS AD GOOD AUGUST 10 Through AUGUST 12
is an examination of applica-
ble licensing laws, as well as
other legal and ethical res-
trictions applicable to the real
estate profession. An examina-
tion is made of the various
means of securing listings,
maintaining current listings,
securing prospects, effective
advertising. showing the pro-
perty and closing the sale.
From the correspondence stu-
dy catalogue—the University
of Tennessee record 1960-61.
The 14th annual convention
of the National Association of
Real Estate Brokers, Inc. Aug.
18-23. Convention headquart-
ers: Sheraton Plaza Hotel,
Boston, Mass.
"How to Trade Your House
without Headaches."
Does the thought of getting
stuck with two houses or
perhaps no house scare you?
Builders report that two
out of every three buyers are
second- or third-time home
owners. If you plan to buy
one of them you should know
ha t buying a second-house
is not as easy as buying your
first one, simply because two
houses are involved. Banker
and lenders usually advise
against buying a new house
before your present one is
I sold. Sometimes this is im-
possible—you may be trans-
ferred to another state: a
house you are particularly in-
terested in is for sale, and you
can't get a buyer for yours
Even if you do sell your pre-
sent house first, there is the
difficulty of coordinating
closing dates on the old and
; the new house, so you won't
be left without a place to live.
WHERE TO GO FOR
MONEY, MORTGAGES.
AND APPRAISALS
Money for down payments
and mortgages can be ob-
tained only from banks, sav-
ing and loan associations, and
mor tg a ge companies. Ap-
praisals are done by all the
above, the FHA, VA, and real
estate appraisers and brokers.
HOW TO OBTAIN THE
DOWN PAYMENT FOR
A HOUSE
Increase the mortgage on
your present house. If your
existing mortgage is low in
relation to the value of your
house or if you have con-
siderable equity in the house,
you can get a new mortgage
for a larger amount. The dif-
ference between the face
value of the new mortgage
and the old can be applied as
a down payment. As soon as
your house is sold, the mort-
gage will be discharged or
taken over by the new owner.
OPEN-END MORTGAGE
If you have this type of
mortgage. you can borrow
funds from the mortgage
holder up to the face value of
the mortgage and at the same
'interest rate.
SECOND MORTGAGE
Cash can also be raised by
getting someone to accept a
second mortgage. There is a
higher interest rate and
usually a heavy discount. This
means that you may pay in-
terest on money that you ac-
tually do not receive.
PERSONAL LOAN
If your income is high and
your credit is excellent, your
local bank or lender may ad-
vance you a considerable sum
on your signature.
LIFE INSURANCE
If the loan value on your
policies is sufficient, you can
borrow on your insurance.
While you do not have to pay
out money for interest. /t will
accumulate and decrease the
face value of the policy.
HOW TO GET A
QUICK SALE ON
YOUR HOME
Have a real-estate dealer
set a price on your house.
Decide whether you are will-
ing to accept it. Most home-
owners are overly optimistic •
on the value of their homes,'
so be prepared for a sum
somewhat less than you have
anticipated. If you accept the
price approach the owner of
the house you want to buy
and make a firm offer. With
a sensible price on your house
and enough time for a pros-
pective buyer of your home to
negotiate a loan, you have a
better chance to co-ordinate
the selling and closing dates.
TRADE-IN
The realtor or builder
through whom you are buying
your new house may buy your
old one outright, charging no
commission but making his
profit on the house he sells to
you.
PROFIT FROM SALE
OF HOUSE IS NOT
ALWAYS TAXABLE
The present law states that
if you buy another home
within 12 months of the sale
of your first house and your
new home is equal or greater
in cost, you are not taxed on
the profit you have made.
Federal income tax the ex-
pense of the sale of your old
house and any expenditures
you may have put into that
house, such as painting and
repairs, work done within 3
months prior to sale and paid
within one month after. That
is, if the house is being sold
for a profit.
Remember to offer your
house at a price which will
insure its rapid sale. And also
remember to coordinate the
closings on your old house and
new house as closely as pos-
sible so you won't have to
rent temporary quarters.
Methodists To Discuss
Plans For Integrating
The College of Bishops of
the Methodist Church's Cen-
tral Jurisdiction has announced
plans for a Jurisdictional Con-
vocation, Nov. 20-22, in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio to "address itself
to structural re-adjustments
designed to facilitate racial in-
clusiveness (integrate) in the
Methodist Church; and to seek
its mind and articulate its
purpose in aiding the church
achieve this goal."
Bishop Charles F. Golden,
general chairman of the Con-
vocation, stated that "the Con-
vocation will give concern to
the initial report of the
Church's Commission on Inter-
Jurisdictional Relations which
calls for mergers of episcona
areas of the Central Jurisdic-
tion with the geographic juris-
dictions, and will formulate
suggested procedures by which
the Jurisdiction may assist in
the transition from a segre-
gated to a completely racially
inclusive church - throughout
the nation."
the official Central Jurisdic-
tional Conference, to the Com-
mission on Inter-Jurisdictional
Relations, and to the 1964 ses-
sion of the General Conference
—the quadrennial law-making
body of the denomination.
Members of the planning
The Central Jurisdiction has
been the subject of contro-
versy in the nearly ten-million
member denomination since its
creation. The Church has six
jurisdictions, five are geogra-
phical while one (Central) is
racial. Although there are Ne-
groes who are members of
other jurdisdictions, most of
the nearly 400,000 Negro Meth-
odists ar ein the Central Juris-
diction.
EPISCOPAL AREAS
• The Convocation is expected
to concern itself with invita
tions which have been extend-
ed to Central Jurisdiction Con
ferences and episcopal areas
by geographic units, and with
the posture of the Church
when the segregated jurisdic
tion is eliminated.
While the Convocation wil
not be a legislative body
strong and specific recommen-
dations are expected to be di
rected to the next session of
committee which met in Nash-
ville, Aug. 1, pointed out that
this meeting will be the first
of its kind in the Church. The
bishops of the five episcopal
areas in America called the
Convocation in favorable con-
sideration of a recommmenda-
tion from the spring session of
the Nashville - Birmingham
Area Council.
THE COMMITTEE
In addition to the chairman,
the committee elected Dr.
James S. Thomas, staff mem-
ber of the General Board of
Education, and a member of
the South Carolina Annual
Conference as Convocation di
rector; Rev. Ernest A. Dixon,
and Rev. J. E. Lowery, both
of Nashville, were elected
workshop coordinator and co-
ordinator of promotion respec-
tively. Dixon is a member of
the West Texas Conference
and Lowery a member of the
Central Alabama Annual Con-
ference.
The Rev, Charles Carrington
was elected platform coordi-
nator and Daniel S. Ridout of
Baltimore will direct public
relations. The Rev. John Fer-
guson, St. Louis, will serve as
business manager and regis-
trar.
Other members of the cons-
mittee attending the meeting
are: Revs. G. W. Carter, jr.,
New Orleans; C. M. Luster,
Houston, Texas, I. B. Loud,
Dallas, Texas; J. J. Patterson,
High Point, N. C., Atty. T. L
Dodson, Washington; Revs. M.
D. McCollum, Orangeburg, S.
C.; A. C. Epps, Atlanta, Ga.;
Dr. R. D. Crockett, Little Rock,
Ark.; Dr. E. A. Smith, Holly
Springs, Miss.; Rev. James M.
Lawson of Shelyville and
Nashville. Tenn., and Rev. J.
J. Hicks of St. Louis, Mo.
Ministers and laymen from
all of the seventeen Annual
Conferences of the Jurisdic-
tion will participate in the
Convocation workshops, wor-
ship and plenary sessions.
STROZIER
DRUG STORE
2192 CHELSA AVE.
Telephone BR 6-2588
"Our Main Business
Is Prescriptions"
NO MONEY DOWN
10 Ft G.E Refrigerator 
14 Ft. G.E. Refrigerator  279.
. 
12 lb. Automatic G.E Wailer. .229.
19 Inch G.E TV    179.91
Enjoy a Florida Vacation
at
Miami Beach, Florida
with a $450 Purchase ul
Furniture or Appliances
"Trade Where Your Business Is
Appris Paled "
WALKER HALL FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
1063 N WATKINS
3388 MACON ROAD
BR 6.4567 FA 14545
CHELSA AVENUE
SUNDRY
2086 CHELSA AVE.
PH. BR 6-9615
Free Delivery Service
—HOURS-
0 on,.10 p.m. Weak Day.
a.rn 10 p.m Sunday.
When Better Service is
Given ... We'll Give hi
NEW SET-UP!
__Learn Row,
Is Now Open Both For Ice Cream And
A MEAT MAPKET
Located ... 1814 JACKSON
WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
SPECIALS:
4 barbecues $1.00- 1 hamburgers $1.00
MEATS OF ALL KINDS
r"Y9rr'a
••• '1110k.'"'
i.
4
aSt:
se,
Honor
• •••
•,°6 ^r".'
NIP
••••70.40
,
is for Earning
t
In every man there are qualities known best to those who love him.
The knack for sprinlding tear-filled eyes with sunshine. The
patience to hear a child's impossible question, and the under-
standing to answer it. The sense of responsibility that makes work
and community service a privilege.
There is honor at home for men like this. And there is honor in
business. The men who have these qualities bring to management
a deeper concept of moral principles . . . leadership with a heart
that makes material progress meaningful.
Southern Bell
a
Ltd' Ws AlkabL
REV. C THOMA
GREAT TRAGEDY
"Others mocking said,
/lies* men are full of new
wine.' " — Acts 2:13
One of the great tragedies
of our times is wrapped up in
he fact that in far too many
iases the pictures we paint of
people is distorted. Oftimes we
see people in light of what we
would do or be doing if we
were in their places. The pic-
ture we get of people is of-
times colored by the impact
of our personal ideas make
upon what we would do if we
were in their places.
In the situation leading up
to description leading up to
this point men had been pray-
ing and singing for sometime.
Then about dawn the Holy
Spirit came down and they
forgot about differences and
became of one acord. No long-
er were men divided into
groups according to racial,
social, intellectual, or cultural
differences. At this point men
thought only in terms of their
likeness to God.
Our greatest need in this
day is a visitation of the Holy
Spriit on the part of people
In all walks of life. We see
people in distorted views be-
cause our outlooks on life are
distorted. We accept people in
our way of life because they
conform to our pattern of life.
We fail to accept people be-
cause they dare to be differ-
ent. This difference oftimes
causes us to fail to accept
people. The essence of real
living is brought about only
through the acquisition of the
spirit of God.
The visitation of the Holy
Spirit in the lives of any of
*a will make us to see life as
we have never seen it before.
As this spirit becomes a part
of us no longer do we resort
to the things that keep us
small. Something has happened
ao us that takes away the
scales from our eyes. From
this point on we see people
in their truest perspective and
recognize them as Sons of
God. When the Holy Spirit of
God visits us our understand-
ing will be sharpened and our
tolerance will grow. It is such
visitation that the world
needs today. We need a corn-
CHOIR ROBES
High fo-.hion styling
superbly tailored
— at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
ilfrifONNI COWAN r
VAIN Vt 16 6 3641
S PAIGE
mon tongue that will once
again establish communication
between all men in all walks
of life. We need that hour of
devotion that will make for the
coming of the Holy Spirit in
each of our lives that our
vision will no longer be
blurred.
The one thing that hauntsi
us at every turn of our activ-
ity today is the fact that we
have come so far from devo-
tion that the Better Spirit
cannot find entrance into OW
lives. The challenge that stand
at each of our doors today is
wrapped up in the fact that
that Spirit which would pre-
vent us becoming the best of
which we are capable will
never be able to make its
appearance as long as we let
human desires control our
lives.
Deep down within each of us
must be a desire to want to
be like Jesus. This can be a
costly process. Somewhere
standing on the sidelines are
those who will do nothing but
criticize. They could not un-
derstand the behavior of these
men so they declared them
drunk. Such behavior as they
saw as far as they are con-
cerned was only the behavior
of a group of drunks. They did
not know the workings of the
Holy Spirit and did not try
to be in a position to under-
stand it. They like many of us
could do nothing but draw up
hasty conclusions that the men
were drunk.
In spite of all the good
intentions we might have in
our efforts to do good oftimes
many times our actions are
maciously mislabelled. Our
motives are questioned and dis-
torted and the people fail to
interpret our motives in their
real perspective. If the hearts
were mellowed with the Holy
Spirit such conclusions would
never be drawn.
The challenge that haunts
all of us today is wrapped up
in the fact that in spite of any
and all criticism that can be
heaped upon us we must al-
ways do that which will win
the approval of God. We must
do those things that will enable
us to lie down with a clear
conscious each night. This is
possible only through devotion
and prayer. Each one of us
must have a Day of Pentecost.
Something must happen to us
to lead us to the real worth
of ourselves. When this hap-
pens we will be new persons
in the sight of God and our-
selves.
IdU
BELLE VUE
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
1099 SOUTH BELLEVUE
Weekly Drawing
For Watches and Other Valuable Prizes
EACH MONDAY NIGHT at 9:30
Meet Your Friends at BELLEVUE For
Fun and Relaxation!
_FREE GAME...
For One Lady When Accompanied
By A Gentleman
Good Tuesday • Wednesday - Thursday
BELLEVUE MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
1099 South Bellevue
Expire August 3, 1961
The Morning i3.xp List
church held its annual vaca-
tion Bible school July 1, thru
July 27. Because of the many
persons who fought untiringly
its accomplishments was a
successful one. Among those
persons who made the Bible
study possible were Misses
Fraocc, I nomas, Veola Gra-
ham, Joyce Mctyre, Joyce
Livingston, Carey Moore,
Odnell Moore, Elnora Know-
les, A. Williams, Jessie Mc-
Coy, Zelma McChriston, and
Lula Kemp. The church also
extend its thanks to the
Bible school staff, for the
,1141.1aax.g.)•11,
cm : istiail service rendered Church said, we realize our
during those two weeks of
vacation Bible school. The
school ended last Thursday
night, with a program fol-
lowing a Picnic at Fuller's
Park, Friday, July 28. Mem-
bers of Morning View Baptist
commitments. The commit-
ment of doing for our church
that which needs to be done
and at the time it needs to
be done. Pastor of the Church
is Rev. J. J. Reynolds, Jessie
Bishop is Supt.
By HERBERT L. BUGGS
OAK GROVE
Rev. Wallace Heard, a 13
year old minister is planning
to preach at Oak Grove Bap-
tist Church, 182 Joubert St.,
Aug. 13, at 2 P.M. Everyone
is welcome to hear this dyna-
mic young Minister.
MT. NEBO
The Mt. Nebo Baptist church
is planning to celebrate it's
Annual Women's Day pro-
gram Aug. 13. The principal
speaker for the 2:45 P.M.
service will be Mrs. Viola
Ware. Every one is welcome.
Rev. Roy Love is Pastor.
GREATER WHITE STONE
Rev. A. R. William, Pastor
of the Greater White Stone
Baptist Church will have it
known that the order of serv-
ice on Sunday is: Sunday
School, 9 A.M. Morning Wor-
ship 10:45 A.M. Baptist Train-
ing Union 6:30 P.M. and Eve-
ning Worship at 7:45 P.M.
Everyone is Welcome.
PILGRIM REST
Mrs. Inez Brook will be the
principal speaker when the
annuil *iimen's Day is ob-
served at Pilgrim Rest on Sun-
day August 27. Mrs. R. M.
Williams is in charge of the
program. Dr. C. M. Lee is
Pastor.
VOLLINTINE AVENUE
The Vollintine Avenue
Baptist Church is planning to
celebrate its annual young
Adult's Day, Aug. 13. Mr.
Wendell Whalum will be the
principal speaker at the 3
P.M. service. Some of the
guest churches are Greater
White Stone; New Salem; Mt.
Olive; and others. Rev. W. M.
Fields, jr., is pastor. Every-
one is welcome.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
Annual Women's Day will
be celebrated on Sunday Aug.
27, at the Progressive Baptist
church, 394 Vance Ave. Mrs.
Hattie Bush a member of Mt.
Vernon Baptist Church will
be principal speaker at the
3.00 P.M. services. Rev. 0. C.
Collins is pastor of the church.
MORNING GROVE
A Lawn Party, sponsored
by Morning Grove Baptist
Church will be held at the
home of Mrs. Lola Mae Boyd,
of 1898 Farrington, on Satur-
day evening, Aug. 19, starting
at 5 P.M. The public is in-
vited.
LIVING GOD
Elder V. H. Williams of the
Temple of the Living God,
508 Boston will have it known
that the order of service on
1Sunday is: Sunday School 10
;A.M. Young Spiritual Union
6:30 P.M. and evening Wor-
ship at 7:45 P.M. Everyone
is welcome.
GREATER MT. MORIAH
The Greater Mt. Moriah is
Minister Critical Of
Mayor Loeb's Speech
Before Rotary Club
An outstanding minister of CME Cathedral. said "the may-
! a large local Christian Method- or, implicated in his speech
ist Episcopal church, was high-
ly critical of a speech delivered
by Mayor Henry Loeb before
the Memphis Rotary Club, last
Tuesday. (Aug. 1.)
The minister, Dr. Henry C.
Bunton, pastor of Mt. Olive
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SPEAS
for Salads -
(clip and save)
SPEAS VINEGAR Tangy Salad Dressing
CUP Specs vinegar 
teaspoon Sugar
2 tablespoons oil lus teaspoon 
soh
3 tablespoons pre 2 tablespoons
pared horseradish nsoyonnomo
Combine all ingredients thoroughly
and chill before adding to salad.
servings
SPEAS VINEGAR
Apple Cider or Distilled
At Grocers Everywhere
•
•
• •
•
DR. MIRY C. BUTON
that Negroes are "something
less than citizens."
Rev. Bunton added, "he is,
by decree, consigning more
than one third of the citizens
of Memphis (Negroes) to some-
thing less than citizenship. Un-
doubtedly the Mayor is a vic-
tim of his own success in co-
ercing the four city commis-
sioners into submission on the
question of placing a Negro on
the Memphis Transit Authori-
ty. This is a clear example of
what authority can do to an
individual."
The minister concluded "I
hope that all of the 'level-head-
ed' citizens of Memphis will
insist that the Mayor will not,
by decree, disqualify the larg-
est minority in Memphis for
citizenship." (See "Letter To
The Editor" on page 8) Editor's
Note: The text of Mayor
Loeb's speech appears on page
2).
WINER'S
DRUG STORE
MAX N WINER, Pharmacist
1098 Thomas St. JA 7-0045
Home of 3.Way Asthma Remedy and "All Over" rein,
(lies. We highly recommend our asthma products. Asth•
ma capsules and cough syrup relieves short breath and
breaks up congestion of phelgm in lungs. Asthma Lung
Tonic disinfects and nourishes bronchial tubes.
We recommend cur "all over" remedies for the relief of
Rheumatism. Arthritis, Backache, Indigestion. Gas, Ul-
cers. Hayfever. Running nose, Sneezing. Deep chest
‘olds, Sinus congestion, Headache, Piles, Boils.
We carry "Drops" for eyes, nose, ear, toothache. corns,
Callouses, and many others..
"SEE OR CALL OUR DRUGGIST.
WE ARE GLAD TO SERVE YOU"
ttouRs: 10 mi. - 7:30 p.m. Mart • Thur. 10 • 5 p.m. Fridays
1 p.m. • 6 p.m. Sundays—Closed Saturdays
planning a Fellowship break-
fast, Aug. 13, at 7:30 A.M.
Mrs. Seaman Campbell will
be the principal speaker. That
evening the church will cele-
brate its Annual Women's
Day. Mrs. H. H. Harper will
be the principal speaker. Mrs.
Currie Jones is chairman.
Mrs. M. E. Holmes secretary.
Rev. J. W. West is pastor.
All visitors are welcome.
Rev. James Stuart of Christ
Temple, Church of Christ
Holiness, 907 So. Lauderdale
would like to thank everyone
that worked to make the
Church's Annual Women's
Day a success. He would have
it known that he and the
delegates are leaving for the
National Youth Congress
whcih will be held in Norfolk,
Va., Aug. 14.
BIG STAR CONTROLLED QUALITY FRESH
Association At
Baptist Church
In Castalia
The new sanctuary of Cas-
talia Baptist church, 1540
Castalia at., will be the head-
quarters of the General Bap-
tist Association, scheduled to
meet here Aug. 14-20. The con-
vention is set to start at 7:30
p.m. After the opening day,
session will start at 9 a.m. each
morning.
The opening session will be
narrowed to a Welcoming pro-
gram of which Mrs. Ann
Mimms is chairman. Speakers
to appear on the program will
be: Willie Stewart, Charles
Baker, Mrs. Julia Baker and
Mrs. Axe Martin, Mrs. Jennie
Woods, Misses Evelyn Bu-
chanan, Barbara Lewis, Mar-
tha Stovall, Gloria Thompson,
Erma Williams, Ardeen Wil-
liamson and Gail Ward.
Also appearing on the pro-
gram will be Mrs. Ester Whit-
ney, Mrs. Gladys Shannon
and Mrs. Virginia Grant who
will supply music and Loren-
zo Guy and Mrs. Mable Watson
who will direct music.
Hostesses for the affair will
be: Misses Rosetta Kimmons,
Theresa Piques, Ardia Ward,
Neva Nolan, Dianne Rankin*,
Bettye Luellen and Catherine.
Rev. Calvin Mimms, pastor
of the church and moderator of
the association, is expected to
preside at the sessions.
Ilers se-Ireve Ale elrrsestrY I
DO-NUT SHOP
265 E. McLemore WH 2-9251
FREE DONUTS with Coupon Below
Chocolate
Caramel
Coconut
Plain
With Coupon and $3.00 additional purchase
Lbs.
SAVE JACK SPRAT LABELS
& QUALITY STAMPS!
Lemon
Vanilla
Pineapple
Raspberry
Long Johns
"The Only Thing We Make Is Donuts,
So We Can Give You The Best"
=MEND
Apricot
Orange
Cherry
Jelly Rolls
1/2 DOZEN FREE
WITH THIS COUPON
and
PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
. 11111. ••••=1M. 4==110 INIMIMOINF IMI=1•11. r.81• 111111.
Special Rates to Clubs, Churches
*WHERWeALWAYSOrNFRIENDS*
KRAFT
Peach Preserves
PLIOS:11, *
016„i
'90\
BIG STAR
Quality Controlled
Fresh
GROUND BEEF
3 lbs. 89c
With coupon and 15.00 ad-
ditional purchase. One to a
family. Expires Aug. 15th.
Excluding tobacco.
LIBBYS Fresh Frozen
Strawberries
PRICES GOOD
THRU TUESDAY
AUG. 15th
KRAFT
The Family
Favorite
Lb.
1802. 29c
KRAFT
MIRACLE WHIP
Quart 19c
With coupon and $5.00 ad-
ditional purchase One to a
family. Expires August 15th
Excluding tobacco.
$10 IN ADDITIONAL
PURCHASES TO REDEEM
BOTH COUPONS.
• •   210 0z. 49'
Hoop Cheese .
We resorr• the
right to limit
quantities.
SEA LTEST
Prices not
Wad in Miss.
ir Gal.
• LB. 49c
KRAFT'S FINEST
PI
5th
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7th
81
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lot
and
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Thrill To The
LIVE Excitement
_ Of Two
Major League
Teams
In
Action!
• •
ANNOUNCING.
The Tri-State
DEFENDER
NEWSBOYS
CONTEST!
Three Grand Prizes
Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action
Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:
4th ROLLFAST
• MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE
5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
9th—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
.10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS
TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!
RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase OM
your base.
2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families are
ineligible.
FILL OUT
COUPON
TODAY!
Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.
E
FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
••••• 
-CLIP AND MAIL-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to Sam extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers P I would like a route 0
FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
MIDDLE LAST NAME
CITY
AGE
ZONE ETATS
SOY 011111.
I would like my son/daughter to maks some spend-
ing money and get early business training like most of
America's great men.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN I
mom. ammo eimm.
"lmei
A.B.C. The New
Tr; ip DefPneler
"The South's Independent Weekly"
A.B.C. I
Home Office: 236 South Wolliogten — Mum' JA. 6-11397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE Publisher
WHITTIER A. $ENGSTACKE 
............ ......  Gen•ral Manager
THADDEUS T. STOKES 
 
 
Editor
Subscription rate: One year, $6; six risontfis, 13.30, (2-year spooks! Subscription rats $10i
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility tor unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
Published Every Thursday by the New Tri-Si are Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
at Memphis, T see. Under Act of March 2, 1879.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
2400 So. Michigan Avenue Chicago 16, Illinois
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
Who Is On That List
The political volley that even interested in accepting
was fired by Mayor Henry the position.
Loeb on July 28, is still be- CONGRATULATIONS TO
WALKERMg heard around the city. The Volunteer Citizens
However, it is not nearly as Committee of which Mr. Wil-
intriguing as the political lis is a member and Mr.
speculation which proceeded Walker is co-chairman, had
the scuttling of Atty. A. Wil- recommended Mr. Willis as its
lis by the four City Commis- choice for the position.
sioners and replacing him However, local political
with Mr. A. Maceo Walker machinery went into high
for a position on the Memphis gear and pitied Mr. Walker
Transit Authority. against Mr. Willis, which
0 u r newspaper endorsed caused concerned in the Vol-
the appointment of Mr. Willis unteer Committee. Never the-
to the MTA because we less the Committee closed its
thought at that time that his ranks and accepted the ap-
business and academic cplali- pointment of Mr. Walker.
fications fitted him for the Needless to say, Mr. Walker
job . . We still think he is is definitely qualified for the
qualified. position. His long line of ac-
At that time, Mr. Willis was complishmment attest to that
the only Negro publicly men- fact. We have no doubt that
tioned for the position. Mr. he will serve in that with
Walker's name was mention- dignity which will bring credit
ed. Nor did we have any in- to Memphis. We congratulate
formation which would have him on being appointed to the
lead us to believe that he was positio n. His appointment
I'm Not Mad Or Fussing
Why fight against Segrega- To impress Memphis City
tion with your right hand, Officials and Memphis down-
and simultaneously uphold it town businessmen, we must
sands of Negroes go each
with your left hand? Thou-
stop going to the segregated
week across the bridge to the dog racetrack to-day. How
clog track and lose thousands can we appear to be anti-
of dollars. In fact, without segregation in Memphis and
any thought or any feeling go across the Memphis and
of guilt, we are paying for Arkansas bridge and buy se-
segregation voluntarily at the gregation and accept it as
dog race track. "just one of those things?"
The track has segregation Personally I hate segrega-
in its purest form. Several lion and racial discrimination
weeks ago. I visited the race and all their contagious dis-
track for the first time for eases. I will at no time nor
the sole purpose of seeing place accept segregation vol-
whet her racial separation untarily. How can we impress
and segregation was being the citizens of Memphis, both
practiced. I found it as re- colored and white, that we
ported, and in some cases, are determined to obtain first
worse. I personally seated class citizenship for ourselves
myself in the white lunch- and our posterity, and still
room, and was told that they permit our children to at-
did not serve "niggers", and tend segregated movies, going
was shown the colored lunch- through alleys and up in bal-
r0Onl. conies paying for segregation.
The only excuse for attend-
ing these movies is "we would
not see the picture otherwise.
The plain fact is. and its
pretty ugly, we are not yet
tired of segregation and
second class citizenship. Too
many of our adults are still
eating hamburgers out of the
side windows and back doors
of white restaurants down-
town. If we want first class
citizenship for our posterity
we must start practicing what
we preach and we must start
now.
At the best it will be a
long drawn-out fight and
while fighting we must not
become selfish and think our
individual ideas are the only
solution. We must be very
careful about critizing other
To my regret, surprise and
disappointment, I saw some
of our most prominent citi-
zens, and if I may add, so-
called leaders. I saw profes-
sional people of all categories,
and I wondered to myself how
so many people can preach
that which they do not prac-
tice.
We must be sincere, deter-
mined and consistent in our
fight against segregation and
racial discrimination. We must
at all times be on duty, and
not at any time or place ac-
cept segregation and racial dis-
crimination voluntarily. If we
believe in the NAACP's phi-
losophy and program, we
must at all times resist segre-
gation and unfair treatment
against Negroes.
stands as a testimony to the
esteem and statute he holds
in the community.
However, we do not wel-
come the idea of pitting two
equally qualified leaders
against each other when they
are not opposing each other in
the political arena.
It is said that the Volun-
teer Committee selected Mr.
Willis' name from a list of
"qualified Negroes" who have
been endorsed as persons
qualified to be considered for
public positions. If gilt is so,
hereafter when a position is
being made available to a
Negro, the Volunteer Commit-
ee should suggest more than
one person as candidates to
be considered. There should
be two, three, four or more
names submitted.
Furthermore, whose name
is on that list?
We urged that that list of
names be made public.
Negroes, ideologies. There is
not a simple formula to first
class citizenship. It is going
to take a mixture of ideas and
actions to accomplish our goal.
We should be extremely
mindful about critizing our
older leaders, because if it
were not for their head
scratching, laughing and so-
called Uncle Tom-ism, we
would not be in the unique
position in which we are to-
day.
In most cases, it took Uncle
Tom-ism, to make any progress
wahtsoever. How can we im-
press our city fathers and
businessmen, that we hate
segregation and racial dis-
crimination and at the same
time running all over each
other buying their old homes
in neighborhoods, going all
Negro? Is it possible to con-
vince someone that we hate
segregation and at the same
time purchasing twelve to
twenty thousand dollar homes
in neighborhoods going Ne-
gro? Why should we aid these
frightened people by purchas-
ing their homes, permitting
them to move and establish
new lily-white communities
Instead of purchasing from
these frightened white peo-
ple. we should buy new clean
homes for ourselves, and we
should purchase these homes
indiscriminately.
In my closing, may I say,
I am not mad and I am not
fussing. I simply hope some
one will read this and start
practicing that which he or
she preaches.
Signed
0. Z. EVERS, President
Binghampton Civic League
The Question Of National Unity
President Kennedy's speech to the na- are good enough to receive the full bless-
ings of unmeasured citizenship, if it's buttion left no doubts even in the skeptic's
mind that the United States and its allies
Every war finds the American black so WHAT)will not back down from their position man suppliant at the foot of the temple •on the Berlin deadlock. They are ready of democracy. And everytime war comes, fto go to war to maintain their claims on he is asked to forget his racial woes andthat portion of Germany they have occu- wounds in the name of national unity andpied since the end of the second world patriotism.
war. 
The racists, the white supremacists,But there are other contingencies that those who make it their unceasing busi- ;enter into the equation. Wars are not ness to perpetuate segregation, are neverfought on the military front alone. The asked to set aside their racial prejudicessupporting industries in the home front when the very existence of the country ismust be kept in high gear, war plants imperiled.
must be going at full blast, labor replace- It is the Negro who must swallow hismens must be found quickly for those pride, who though his soul be signed bywho are conscripted for military duties. the flames of racial hatred, must say justIn other words every man and woman the same, "My country, right or wrong!"must be involved in some way in the A new day is upon us, the "brother"process of making victory a realizable won't recoil from being a sacrificial goatgoal. National unity is always stressed on the altar that is already dripping within time of grave emergency as providing his blood, but he will demand that histhe human impetus needed to insure suc- bread be buttered on the same side as
cess on the field of battle, that of his white compatriot, and that allNational unity, however, can be les- of his rights be given to him forthwith
sened or even defeated by low morale. before the guns begin blazing at theAny frustrated segment of the popula- enemy.
tion can be a threat to the security of the In the light of our past experience,Nation in time of crisis, this demand is rational and just. It is aIt beehooves America to set its house test of the sincerity of those who recitein order before crossing swords with the glibly the rituals of democracy. It is notadversary. Those social questions which a bargain, it is a condition imposed byivide the population into first class and the tide of events. For it is an eternalsecond class citizens, segregation and dig- verity that those who bear the cross havecrimination in the armed forces and in earned the right to wear the crown.
all aspects of the civilian life must be This not equating our rights with na-completely wiped out. tional security; it is a simple matter ofBullets and bombs bear no racial tags; logic. If the nation's survival dependsthey fall indiscriminately on black and upon the preservation of human rights.white people. And if Negroes are good we should have those rights before weenough to bleed and die for the preserva- are called upon to defend them with ourtion and sanctity of the Fatherland, they lives.
DARK
enhoucliaminis
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
WHERE'S "HALF-WAY?'
Last week, in his much-pub-
licized speech before the Mem-
phis Rotary Club, Mayor Henry
Loeb of Memphis, said some
pretty challenging things on
the race issue, The Negro com-
munity in particular has been
greatly stirred by it.
At first sight, many Negroes
said, "The Mayor's got some-
thing there". They went along
with his general thesis ... de-
spite their disgust and resent-
ment over the reaction the
Mayor showed over the abor-
tive appointment of Mr. A. W.
Willis to the Memphis Transit
Authority.
Any straight thinking Negro
agrees with Mr. Loeb's state-
ment that "full citizenship
never comes to any minority
group through the hand of
politicians, attempting to use
the minority group. It does not
come from always asking and
never giving. It does not come
from continuously pushing and
not pulling in the whole com-
munity's interest. It does not
come from political chicanery
of shrewd leaders of Negroes
whose talents could be better
used in leading their consti-
tuents down the road of re-
sponsibility.
No intelligent Negro argues
with the Mayor's argument
that "Full citizenship comes
from the toil of the level-head-
ed people of common sense
and moderation. It comes pri-
marily from education over a
long period of time, and a de-
sire for something stable and
better."
"SHADE TREE
Even "Street corner" Ne-
groes "dug" the Mayor's fur-
ther dissertation on the basis
of full citizenship as "coming
from a desire to put something
into the community instead of
taking out from the communi-
ty. It comes from the leader-
ship spiritually and materially
of a community's leaders. It
comes from a leaving behind of
"shade tree" philosophy of
welfare roles and a determina-
tion to work towards economic
stability. It comes from a re-
solve to improve and lift up
the morals and mores of a peo-
ple and the carrying out there-
of It cornea finally ... and this
has not been done and this
is the challenge . . . with an
assumption of responsibility by
the Negro community meeting
the white community half way
on what is best for all of us."
But, it is in that last sen-
tence, quoted above, where the
Mayor's "water" missed the
wheel . . in the thinking of
a lot of thinking Negroes.
They'd like for hirn to give a
more precise explanation of
what he means by "meeting
the white community half
way." "Half way" to what?
What the white community
thinks should be the stopping
point in Negro progress? Or
half-way to what the Negro
aspires? What does the white
community expect of the Ne-
gro? What kind of Negroes
does the white community re-
spect.
One wonders whether Mayor
Loeb and other white spokes-
men in Memphis really know
what kind of Negro they want
in the community. Negroes
who have tried to go along
and be cooperative or "mod-
erate" in their views, state-
ments, and actions have been
largely ignored and taken for
granted by whites . . . and
labeled "Uncle Torn's" by
other Negroes. What so-called
"moderate" Negro, with pos-
sibly one exception, has been
given any tangible, worthwhile
recognition in the city or
county . . . over and beyond
the traditional Negro "spots?"
WHERE? MR. MAYOR
From where the so-called
"moderate" Negro sits, it seems
that the old folk were really i
right when they said, "It's the
cryin' baby that gets the milk."
The local record shows that
to be the fact. Of course, oc-
casionally the pattern back-
fires, and one of the "cryin'
babies" gets slapped over . . .
or, was Mr. Willis a cryin'
baby? Or is Mr. Willis a poli-
tically mis-used young man?
And is estimable Prof. Blair T.
Hunt the only worthy "mod-
erate" Negro in town? Then
again, maybe all the worthy
"moderate" brothers of colour
are enrolled on that twice-re-
moved (from community cons-
ciousness) Memphis Committee
on Community Relations . . .
and are feeling happy and
contented with that modicum
of local white "recognition?"
Mayor Loeb is to be com-
mended for the expression of
his forthright insight into an
aspect of the race issue in
Memphis. But, from here, it
seems that the answers several
Negro spokesman gave . . .
Maceo Walker emphasizing
the Negro's need for more local
job opportunities . . . Jesse
Turner's re-emphasis on the
right ind duty of Negroes to
"air" and protest their griev-
ances a-la-NAACP . . . and
George Lee's reminder of the
historically constructive role
of Negroes in the city's past
. . . all add up to the original
question asked above . .
"here's 'half-way,' Mr. Mayor?"
Million Jobless Spell
Headache For Kenrefly
WASHINGTON — (UPI) --
Nearly one million jobless, by-
passed during the nation's eco-
nomic comeback, add, up to a
major headache for the Ken-
nedy administration.
The workers have been un-
employed for six months or
more and indications are that
their ranks will increase de-
spite the recovery trend.
Labor Secretary Arthur J.
Goldberg was reported to be
fighting an uphill battle with-
in the President's cabinet for
all-out backing of two meas-
ures designed to relieve long-
term joblessness.
One proposal would provide
federal grants for retraining.
The second would establish a
programP P more jobs
for youngsters.
Negroes, the unskilled,
workers past 45 and newcom-
ers to the labor force are the
chief victims of lengthy un-
employment.
"Some of these men have to
admit they're washed up in
their line of work and find
something else to do," he said
in somber tones.
a reward for their sacrifices.
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Simple; Jail-Ins
"The jails belong to Negroes.
too, so we might as well enjoy
them" said Simple. "Negroes
is barred out of so many other
things in this American coun-
try from zoos to lunch count-
ers, rest rooms to bathing
beaches, that we might as well
take advantage of jails.
White folks like to let us in
jails. We pays taxes to support
jails. Why not just everybody
go and live in jail and let the
jailers take care of us? Free
beds, free meals — everything
but being free. I am all for
jail-ins.
If millions and millions of
Negroes filled up the jails, af-
ter awhile the white folks
would gels tired of support-
ing us in jails, and turn us
loose. Meantime, of course, all
of us would have lost our jobs
so we could not pay our bills,
so we would declare bank-
rupt.
"All these merchants living
off of Negroes in Negro neigh-
borhoods would go bankrupt,
too, and many a white man
would lose his suburban house
to the mortgage bank.
"Believe me, after a year or
two of losing out all around,
white folks would miss us Ne-
groes, and with more than de-
liberate speed they would get
all kinds of injunctions to get
us out of jail.
"We would say. 'No, we Ne-
groes want freedom first be-
fore we come out of jail to
help pull you-all out of your
hole. We want guarantees of
no more Jim Crow in this land
of the free, no more segregat-
ing in this home of the brave,
no more WHITE ONLY signs
Week By Week
in America the Beautiful, an
end to get back, black, in my
country 'tis of thee. No more
all white cabinet members,
all white astronaughts, all
white governors of every last
50 states there is, all white
Presidents, all white Vice-
Presidents, all white Supreme
Court Judges.
"'There's too much all
white', I would say, 'for me to
want to change this black jail
for your white world. NO! I
will stay in jail and eat and
sleep at county expense until
you-all in freedomland changes
your ways.'
"Of course, the white folks
would be so astonished if twen-
ty million Negroes staged a
jail-in that they would not
know what to do. Where would
all the Red Caps be to carry
their bags at stations? In jail.
Where would all the Pullman
porters be? In jail. Where
would all the colored cooks
and maids in the South he? In
jail.
And what would we be say-
ing? We'd be saying carry
Your own bags, make up your
own pullman bunks, cook your
own dinners, baby-sit your
own kids because we intends
to stay in jail until times gets
better and you stop locking
up Rev. Shuttleworths so he
can't preach his Sunday serm-
ons. Also Rev. King who says
he loves you, yet and still you
want to lock him up every
tinie he turns around.
I will not tell no lie. I do
NOT love you, and I will sit
in jail so long out of evil you
will not have enough left next
year to buy new alligators for
the city zoo.
"'You think,' I will say, •
'that Jesse B. Semple is sim-
ple. You're wrong! You is out-
smarted. You do not know
what to do with me, black. It
makes you mad to see me just
setting in jail resting. All you
want me to do is work peace-
ful for a little of nothing, like
in slavery time, whilst you en-
joy the fat of the land. You
don't like me to repose in jail,
neither vacation outside of jail
on relief. The Welfare even,
you think, is too good for me—
trying to take it from me from
New York to New Orleans.
"And don't let a woman have
a child without introducing all -
the white folks at the welfare
office to its father. If she
don't cut off the diaper serv-
ice' I say you are not Chris-
tians. Until you get Christian,
I am going to stay in jail.
"20 MILLION NEGROES in
STAGE LOCK-INS," the news 11.
say. "WHITE AMERICA BEGS
BLACK CITIZENS TO LEAVE
JAILS", will read headlines
around the world. COPS BE-
ING LAID OFF ALL OVER
U. S. Since all the Negroes are
in jail, so there is hardly no-
body left to arrest. BAIL
BONDSMEN FRANTIC, busi-
ness is bad.
"JUDGES HAVE TIME'S
MAMMY ON THEIR HANDS
with nobody to give time to.
SENTENCES AMOUNTING
TO A MILLION YEARS GIV-- - -
EN already—and Negroes say
they will be evil enough to
serve them all. WHITE FOLKS
CRYING, 'Rev. King, please
make a flying tour of Ameri-
can jails and beg your people
to come out.'"
The People Speak
Wanted: Fighting Aid. taken the trouble to go to the and offering them some conso-
Dear Editor: scenes of any of these racially lation or giving them some
If there is one thing we Ne- tense areas. Sen. Paul Douglas advice on how to cope with
groes are currently grateful in interested in helping save their situation.
for, it is the Chicago Defend- the Dunes in Indiana; so he The "do nothing" aldermen
er's seriess on the six Negro goes to the scene, looks it over are supposed to represent all
aldermen. They are almost a and suggests ways to do it. of the Negroes in the city. The
disgrace. In the face of the Many Negro victims of ra- fact that they do not, is sad
students sit-ins, both Negro eial violence in Chicago do because when they were
and whites, to gain more dig- not live in any of the wards elected, every Negro in the
nity for the race and first-class headed by Negro aldermen. So city became proud of them
citizenship, Alderman Camp- what is to keep the Bix Six and expected their support.
bell didn't even take the trou- from going out to these people Esther Trabue.
ble to concern himself with
the plight of the 100 fire vic-
tims who were driven from a
church by a churly white mob. NamelstNegroToMaiiage
According to your newspaper,
even the Communist, whom we •
scorn, showed more interest:
they telephoned your news- M "ajorVABenefitsOffuce
paper to ascertain whether it
was true or not and expressed WASHINGTON, D. C. — counties in Virginia.
come horror over this type of George L. Holland, assistant In volume, it is the 4th larg-treatmenttodisastervitims.managerf0rveteransBenefisest VA benefits office in the
Mr. Campbell says he told at the Veterans Administra-
nation. 
In addition to the cases ofCalumet Park riot victims to .
sue and they didn't; well that bon Center in St. Paul, 
Minn.,
veterans and dependents in
and a veteran careerdoesn't happen to be the most civil the above geographical area,
important thing. Why didn't servant, has been named Man- the Veterans Benefits Office
Mr. Campbell and the other ager of the veterans Benefits 
to 
isiooandles. all cases of veterans
five Negro Aldermen stand up Office here. and dependents of wars priorin the city council and protest
the mob action against helpless Holland is the first Negro A native of San Antonio,
fire victims in a church and Texas, Holland came with theto become manager of a major
let the whole city know, it was VA benefits offices Veterans Administration short-
a cruel, inhuman thing to have The Veterans Benefits Of. ly after hie discharge from
happened. Could these victims flee, at Constitution ave., and active service as a commission
have sued anyone Mr. Camp- 20th at., N. W.. administers ed officer in World War II. Hi
hell and whom should they VA benefits for -all veterans started his VA career as /
have sued? in the District of Columbia Contact Representative, inter
With the exception of Al- and in Montgomery and Prince viewing veterans and in-
derman Miller none of the Georges counties in Maryland forming them regarding the
Negro aldermen seem to have and Arlington And Fairfax various VA benefits.
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TSU BOARD IN MEETING
ND CAMPUS INSPEC-
1111111rION TOUR. Left to right,
top panels, TSU Board Mem•
bers Dr. W. A. Banks, Mack
H. Hannah, jr., Board Chair-
man and Dr. Everette Giv-
ens, along with Dr. S. M.
Nabrit, University President
and Dr. J. Carroll Chadwick,
panel two, inspect shop
equipment in the new auto
mechanics shop building
soon to be opened for use
on the Texas Southern Uni-
versity campus. In center,
Chaired by Chairman Han-
nah, 2nd from left, the TSU
Board of Directors, viz., I.
to r. Drs. H. D. Bruce, J.
Carroll Chadwick; George
Allen, Drs. W. R. Banks,
Everett Givens and former
jurist, E. R. Wright, discuss
financial and academic mat-
ters pertinent to the achool.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
a very lonesome person. I lost
my husband 3 years ago. 1
would like to hear from a nice
man between the ages of 40 to
60. I am 43 years of age. I am
dark brown in complexion and 
ALL Ui S DRuAN BEATtNG 14.1D HOY& %NG
14A6wf 014 SIRE.E-1 CoRAERS, +4AS
Gol i'D SIOPII'NIS IS ciglitzATIOW:
So 'CAKE 11.10;E DRUMS PACK
-Co 11-I JUNI6LES.,
correspond with young ladies
between the ages of 18 to 21.
Errol B. Newman, 55 Fort Nu-
gent Drive, Harbour View P.O.
Jamaica, B. W. I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
weigh 135 lbs. I am of Bap- like to make new friends be-
tist faith.I own mamily. yirhosm tween the ages of 35 to 45
will answer 
a
years of age. I am 34 years old,
  linda Baker 654 North 37th brown skin in complexion and
St., Philadelphia 4; Pa. weigh 140 lbs. I attend church
regularly, don't drink and I
Dear Mme. Chante: I would am very reasonable and un-
like to meet a lady from the derstanding person. I have
age of 20 thru 30 years. I pre- been married before. M. L.
fer that she be neat, clean and Thomas, 8376 Alpine, Detroit,
want something out of life as Mich.
I do. She may be short or tall • • •
but should not weigh 135 lbs. Dear Mme. Chante: I am
I am of light complexion and very lonely and if I had some
weigh 135 lbs. I have a nice one to write to me at least
•ameas future planned and want some my mind would be clear while
one to share it with me, if she I am reading. I would like to
is sincere and really wants me. hear from both men and wo-
I am 32 years of age. Eddie men. L. M. Spear, 209 S. Whip.
Carter, 5828 Calumet Ave., pie St., Chicago 12, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
• • • 
•
Bettye White serves as sec-
retary to the Board. In the
bottom panels, Chairman
Hannah and Vice Chairman
chat in the building entrance,
while Messrs Wright and
Allen inspect th• building
cornerstone.
'My Sister Gwen'—A Life Marked With Kindly Deeds
The following is a sister's
touching, yet beautiful tribute
to a loved one who was fatal-
ly stricken while at her post
as librarian at the Chicago
Daily Defender.
The writer is Mrs. Alberta
Myers, Youth, Music and
Church editor of the Defender.
The deceased, Miss Gwendolyn
Thomas, niece of the Defend-
er's founder, the late Robert
S. Abbott.
II
By ALBERTA MYERS
All through the moments of
her discomforts, Gwendolyn
Roberta Thomas stayed on the
job assigned to her at the Chi-
cago Daily Defender. Just re-
cently, the new assignment
was librarian, a job for which
she was trained at Fisk uni-
versity during the early years
of her life.
Earlier, she had been an ad-
vertising accountant and be-
came a familiar figure por-
ing over the books after the
others had left—or before they
arrived. Gwen, as she was
called by all, except her uncle,
the late Robert S. Abbott, who
addressed her as Roberta, be-
came deathly ill at her desk
on Monday. July 3.
She passed into a coma from
which she never regained
consciousness and died nine
hours later at Mercy hospital.
The high point in her life
was the two years or more
she spent in Europe visiting
relatives and attending the
Sorbonne in Paris, France.
SWEET, TRUSTING,
DEDICATED GWEN
—Who worked and lived and
loved by giving herself,
her all;
—Who died at her post as
she lived, on duty;
—Who, sick or well, attend-
ed to her work, before and
after hours;
—Who never learned to
close her desk, her purse
or her heart;
—Who cried for others in
Pain and smiled at her
own discomfort.
THIS WAS GWEN.
years o/d. I would like very
umch to hear rom a nice n-
tleman betwe
f
en the ages
ge 
of To Renew Faith In Miracle Of Lourdes
50 and 54. 1 am 50 years old.
Gracie Lee Anderson. 3256 W
Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: would
like to have a pen pal. I am 26
years of age and would like
to correspond with a person
of the opposite sex between
the ages of 26 and upwards. I
look forward to hearing from
someone soon. Sadie Hem-
mings. 12 St. Lucia Road, Wa-
ter House, Kingston, B.W.I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am de-
sirous of securing pen pals. I
would like to correspond with
both male and females be-
tween the ages of 24 and :37. I
hope to hear from you soon
Muriel Davis, 74 North Street
Kingston, 14, Jamaica, B.W.I
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Jamaican young lady and
wish to correspond with an
American gentleman. By occu-
pation I am a cook at a guest
house. I am 37 years of age
By ANTHONY AUSTIN
MONTE CARLO, Monaco --
(UPI) — Two weeks ago,
Anne-Emilia Spaiani, 25, was
resigned to the life of a crip-
ple. A highway accident in-
jured her leg a year ago. She
could walk only when she
wore a cast and with the aid
of two walking sticks. She
limped badly.
Today, she walks unaided,
slightest limp. She believes
firmly she has been healed by
a miracle at Lourdes.
The Bureau of Medical Veri-
fication at that place of pilgri-
mage will look into her case.
It will take at least a year to
decide whether a miracle has
, taken place. But Miss Spaiani
is sure she is right. And many
people of Monaco share her
conviction.
Anne was born in Genoa,
Italy, to a family of modest
means. During World War II,
her father was in the Italian
resistance. He was caught and
and weigh 110 lbs. I am 6 t. executed and his wife was
tall and I belong to the Baptist deported to Nazi Germany,
f 
church. I will answer all let- where she died in a concen-
ters and exchange photos. tration camp. Anne was placed
Pearl Grant, 43 Penso St., in an orphanage in Genoa.
Kingston, B. W. I. After the war, her sister had
• • occasion to visit France, and
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a in the village of Cap D'Ail,
•
young man only 47 years of just over the border of the
principality of Monaco. she
with black curly hair, 5 ft. 5 met A nd married a Frenchman.
age. I am of brown complexion
inches tall and weigh 155 lbs, an electrician named Barrera
a Six years ago, Anne came to
nice suitable wife, any age join them. She went to work
I , am interested in finding
or color from age 16 to 25. She in a factory in Monaco and
must be willing to stay home she became engaged.
and obey her husband. Many On June 24, 1960, she and
pleasures of life will be pro- her fiance, Charles Galliano,
vided. Mr. M. Talova, Box 5331 26, were on their way up into
Nagel Sta., St. Louis, Mo. the mountains on his motor
• • • scooter to visit Charles' rela-
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 28 tives in the village of La
years of age and I am a Gov- Turbie. On the way there was
ernment building Inspector by a bad accident. Both were
profession. I would like to taken to the Saint Roch first
aid hospital in Nice.
Charles with a severe head
injury, died after being in a
coma for about three months.
Anne had an open fracture of
her left ankle. Surgery was
onsperformed,etsin Then complica- couples. The internationally- The employes of each estab-
known Neiman-Marcus spe- lishment were first shown a ,
According to what is know cialty store and its expensive motion picture called, "Dallas,
publicity of her medical his- restaurant, the Zodiac room, at the Crossroads," which asks.,
tory, the ankle condition at- were included, for order.
fected the nerves of her left There were no incidents. Restaurants in a few places'
leg, pulling on them, and thus A spokesman for the Dallas like the Greyhound Bus Sta-
causing a displacement of the Citizens Council, which ar- tion, had been desegregated .
hip bone, which in turn caused ranged the integration in co- earlier.
a shortening of the leg. operation with a Negro com- Included in Wednesday's
Anne was not able to walk, mittee, said only one white tion were the Titche-Goettin-
except when her leg was in a customer objected. ger, Sanger, and J. L. Green's
special cast, and with the aid DEDICATED department stores, Wool-
West Africa. Ouidah is about 
of crutches. Because she need- The Citizens Council is a worth's, Walgreen's drugstore,
1,200 miles from the nearest 
ed longer treatment, she was more than 30-year-old organi- S. H. Kress, Union Fidelity.
Portuguese colony, Portuguese 
transferred to the Pasteur hos- zation made up of the presi- Life building, Continental
Guinea. pital in Nice and, three months dents of 250 leading businesses bus station, Love (air) Field
The enclave, Fort Sao Joao 
later, to the Polyclinique de and is dedicated to the solu- and Sears-Roebuck.
Baptista de Ajuda, was found-
ed in 1788 by the Portuguese.
The move followed demands
by African nationalists for an
end to Portuguese rule in An-
gola, in southwest Africa.
Portuguese troops have fought
terrorists there for several
months.
Princess Grace in Monaco to
be nearer her family. There
she stayed for five and a half
months, her condition getting
no better, She was able to dis-
pense with cructhes but had
to use two canes to walk—with
a painful limp.
On July 2, Anne went to
Lourdes with this year's Mo-
negasque pilgrimage of 200
persons.
On July 5, at 8:45 p.m.,
while sitting on her bed in
the hospital of Notre Dame Des
Sept Douleurs in Lourdes she
said to a woman in the next
bed: "My head is swim-
ming . . ."
She turned to Sister Candide,
who was in the ward, and said:
"Ma Soeur, give me your hand,
I want to get up."
Then, according to Sister
Candide, Anne stood up with-
out waiting for anyone's help.
She did not have her cast on,
having, taken it off for the
night. Yet, the sister said, she
walked all by herself to the
door o f the ward, with the
barest trace of a limp.
The next morning Anne got
up all by herself, washed arid
dressed, and went to mass
at the Grotto de Massabielle
where, Roman Catholics be-
hove, the Virgin Mary ap-
ed Saint Bernadette 102 years
ago.
The next day, July 7, the
Moneasque pilgrimage
turned to Monaco. When the
train arrived at the station,
Anne got off unaided and was
taken to the Polyclinique de
Princess Grace for a medical
examination.
Seven doctors of the hos-
pital performed tests, made
her mount steps, kneel, stand
on tiptoe. They took X-ray
shots. Tuesday, July 11, Anne,
who up to then could wear
only slippers, left the hospital
wearing high-heel shoes.
The doctors who examined
her have said nothing beyond
indicating unofficially that a
"distinct amelioration" had
taken place. They are prePar-
ing a full report, which will be
sent to the Bureau of Medical
Verification Lourdes.
The bureau, composed of
medical and religious authori-
ties, will then conduct an in-
quiry of its own. It will be at '
least a year before the bureau
is ready to rule on whether a
miracle had taken place.
"The church" said the -
Bishop of Monaco," is always
careful,"
Dahomey Orders
Portuguese Out
COTONOU, Dahomey —
(IIPI) — President Hubert
Ma ga's political party gave
Portugal six days to get out
of its enclave in the Dahomy
coagaLtiawn of Ouidah.
The party's political bureau
approved the demand and sent
it to the Portuguese resident of
Fort Ouidah. It said Portgual
must evacuate the enclave by
July 31.
Dahomey is a former French
colony bordering Nigeria in
?Lon.
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PRINCIPALS PARTICI-
PATING in the annual con-
vention of the Old North-
State Pharmaceutical So-
ciety held last week at A&T
146 Negroes Integrate 40
Cafes,Restrooms In Dallas
DALLAS, Tex. —(UPI) —
One hundred and fifty-six Ne-
groes went into 40 formerly
all-white restaurants and
washrooms throughout Dallas
Wednesday. It was a peaceful
integration program sponsored
by both white and Negro lead-
ers to prepare the way for the
court -ordered integration of
schools at the first grade level
in September.
Every important store in
town was visited by Negro
College, included: R. S.
Hairston, president and
Wade A. Gilliam. former
president of the North Caro-
lina Pharmaceutical Society
tion of community prbolems.
The Negroes will not return '
to the restaurants and wash- •
rooms again this week. Next
week they will visit them two
days, and so on, adding a day'
on successive weeks.
The Negro men who went "
out Wednesday were business 7
and professional men and min-
isters. Each went with his wife'
or an unmarried friend. One
couple went to each place.
SHOWN FILM
keynoter, both of Winston-
Salem and Griffon Wake-
field. Charlotte. secretary-
treasurer.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a 
widow with one child 2 1-2 Crippled Girl Abandons Canes, Walks
IF 'VU 1-1,40 A FARAA7ND
wl-IAT KIND OR. ANIMALS
[
WOULD YOU ICA15e, j 
UNCA CATTLE7N--,
9°NALC)? 1HERE.5 MONEY
IN ESEEF/j- 
—WHAT WOULD YOU RAISE;
t.t.INGA §CROOGE?
CER-rAiNLY NOT
CATTLiTt-IE PRICE.
OP esffEU vARIeG!
ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
.ToS A LONG, SToay,
Ray: J. LUCIA)
bAJG&ERFIELD
NAS CONI UPON
OIL TIMES
SINCE
VaRERTANINIO Tilt
MAWASEIAENT Or
as. MARTINS SON,
14A0 A FEELING
OF DIRE FORESORING„
ROY:
DAD RENTED
A 1-10uSE
ON THE BEACHe
COME ON DOJp.Jfl
TWAT'S Tilt STORY ,ECIY WMILST ANANTING,AMEM...
FINANCING KR MY NWT SHAREIPEAREAN
FESTIVA/ Am WORIoNG FOR TUG -ER-
agumANT Ti/ TWEATINCAL WORLp:
AEI YOU SURE
You AREN'T
DRAMATIZING
MINK A
PLEASE, ROY...NO R1INCULE:
scoAloars 7.0,hvo TO DO
ME SONLY NARA:
AND YOU SAY Tilt
IblOW WAS BROUGHT
MERE TO RAISE MONEY
FOR CNARITY?
ILL bET YOU
CANT GUESS HoW
MANY 015{4E5 AQE
71-IE SINK
SHERIFF, p-DO YOU THINK
THAT L*44 MOS WIU-
COAT BACK?
THEY'RE MONTY MAPATONT/
dc THEY &ET oftemizEt, AND
STORM THE PLACE / WONT OE
ABLE 70 HOLD EM CFI LAXAS!
WHEW! THOSE HCVASICES
SHOOT WELL! I i•loPE
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QAM LEVENSON tells about the day his mother collared
LI him just as he was about to drop an empty milk bottle
on the noggin of his public school principal from a window
hi his seventh story
apartment. "Have you
lost your mind" cried
his mother, giving him a
whack over the ear. "The
grocer gives us five centsWVapiece for empty milkbottles like that."• • *
A ravirming young' nurse
bad just broken her MEM
gagnoweit to her tioetor S-
SW,* and arG0 balrfUlly re-
pot
-Our the details to her
rooms/de Do yea mean to
1111Y." demanded the Indig-
nant roommate. "that that
cheap tralooka actually demanded every ona of his prem....Ws to
You bil,14. 'Not only that," sniffled the bereft young num., -but
he handed me a bill for 411 visits."
• • •
CAI-Cd to her studying companion. "What rum,. could any girl
Want on a cold evening than a warm mbe, a Klass of milk, a good
hook to study and --oh, thank heaven! The phone is ringing!"
• DK, by Deaaset Dirt Distributed by Yana nature. gyadjama
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INVITATIONAL
GOLF
TOURNAMENT
BEAMING OVER the success
of the CWGC National Invita-
tional Tournament are ( L to
R) Mrs. Beulah Fair, business
manager; Mrs. Jolyn Robi-
chaux, chairman of gold corn.
DR. H. B. YOUNG, of the II
linois Golf Club of Chicago,
proudly accepts the first place
trophy in the Senior Men's
Division from the Borden's
petition; Mrs. Ann Robinson,
president of the Chicago Wom-
en's Golf Club; Mrs. Idarae
Brown, tournament executive
assistant; and Mr. Al Fisher,
advertising manager of the
representative. Or Frank
Plummer (second place win
ner; Sgt. Fred Jones, third
place winner; and Waite,
Rose, fifth place ikinner, share
Second Front WE Legends
GOLFERS FROM across the
nation came to Chicago recent-
ly to compete in the most fes-
tive golf tournament of the
Borden Company. (Center
photo) On the awards presen-
tation steps stands the win.
ners of the Championship
Flight in the Men's Division of
the honor. ((enter photo) Mrs.
Eula Collins (extreme right)
shares the spotlight with the
winners of the Senior Women's
flight named in her honor. (L.
of the season, the Chicago
Women's Golf Club's National
Invitational Golf Tournament
sponsored by the Borden (om•
pany. The 1500.00 purse tour.
the NIT. (1,1t) Frank John-
son, fourth place, Billy Wash.
ington, 2nd place and medal.
1st; Fred 'Picini, tot place, of
Pine Hills, Ottawa, Ill.; Sam
It) Mrs. Julia Towns Slier,
2nd place winner from St.
Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Harriet
Price, 1st place winner, and
Mn. Birdia Phl!pot, 3rd place
liniment was held at Pipe 0'
Peace Golf course at 131st and
Halsted st. Photo at left was
never for booklet. (Right Pim-
Woods, 3rd place; and Jake
Simmons, 5th place. Fisher
presented the trophies. (Right
photo) Mrs. Daniel Ryan, wid-
ow of the late Daniel Ryan,
winner. (Right photo) SIMI('
members of the Chicago Worn.
en's Golf Club Tournament
committee taken on the Pipe
O'Peace Golf course during a
to) Trophies valued at over
$1,500 were awarded to indi-
vidual winners. Three of the
trophies were given to each of
president of the Cook CM()
Board of Commissioners, (4th
from left) admires * troph-
ies in the Daniel Ryan Memor•
ial Flight (championslip wom
breathing spell after the 250
contestants had started their
play-off rounds. Shown in
photo (L-R ) Virginia Nim-
mons, Judy Campbell. Lillian
the fourteen flight, six- for
men, five for women and men
and women's senior flight.
The Women's Club Team Tro-
en which were presented with
the compliments of Commis.
stoner John J. Duffy. Others
shown in photo (1..11) Mrs.
Anna Robinson, CWGC presi.
phy was won by the Choi.
Settes of Chicago and t is
Men's Club Team Trophy went
to the Windy City Golf Club.
dent; Mrs. Edith Sampson,
and Commissioner Edward M.
Sneed, and Fisher offer apt
comments on the beauty of
the silver trophies.
Wood, Beulah Fair, Ann Rob- from left to right) Rose Oisch,
Moon, Annette Dennis, Talva Lydia Fingal), Flossie Findley,
Wills, Vivian Perriman, Wil- Marcia Jones, Nine Neely, asd
helmina Coleman, Moselle Joyce Bowles.
Gay, Mary Antoni. (Kneeling
SOCIETY
Merry
Go-Round
••
•
I 1171 111•••13111111SEW RIM
SUMMER FUN received a Mrs. Etta McTeer of New Yorkshot in the arm when THE City, Mrs. Dorothy Taylor,BLUFF CITY M-A-R-S (med- Mrs. Dorothy Devlin.ical assistants, receptionists TOWN DOINGS
and secretaries) held their William Johnson, Mrs. Aifirst affair July 30, at the nese McDavid, Mrs. ErnestineFlamingo — "An Evening of Miller, The Tropilettes SocialCocktails and fashions" . . . C.-Sub, Joseph Boston, Selma
chic Martha Jean Steinberg McCollins, Theodore Branch,
narrated the show and was Laverne Warren, Miss Jose-at her terrific best. She pre- phine Guy, Louis Bailey,
sented each member . . . Lewis Bobo, Jr., Mrs. Frankie
named their employer, and Maples and Mrs. Elizabeththey were presented with a Cox.
white carnation, their club DOINGS... LIL and FLOYDflower by Helen Becton Clark CAMPBELL are vacationingmaking a fetching picture as
out California way . . . andthey were all dressed in love- ditto for Aubrey Turner who isly white dresses . the band
n San Francisco. Sallie Bartho-playing "Sophisticated Lady" lomew hied down to Atlanta,in their honor.
• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
Cocktails were enjoyed Ga last week where herbe- ' ' 
fore and between scenes 
WITH A SOMBER SMILE doughter Anne B. Harris is
. . and a wish you well — Dr.' attending Atlanta University.modeling done by Denise
DR. MARJORIE LEE Laurie M. Gunter (holdingRochell Hawkins, Delores
BROWNE, mathematics de-1 gift), Dean of Meharry'sMacklin, Corrine Carruthers, 
• School of Nursing. ended 20partment head at North Car-,Rita Barker, Etta McTeer, years of meritorious serviceHelen Becton Clark, Judy olina University is visiting' 
Isle, Gracie Alexander and
Helen Duncan. After Martha
Jean had presented the show,
."Honey Boy" took over the
,,mike and narrated for Martha
Jean to model a stunning
black chiffon ensemble and
.matching cocktail hat—an a!-
'together beautiful picture to
_behold.
• Music was by "Bo Legs'
Miller and his band and an-
other band from Kentucky.
"The Disc Counts. said
everyone was carried away
when "Frog" with Bo's band
did his imitation of the late
Kingfish, for which he had
received a five year contract
With MGM.
PACKED HOUSE
The M -A -R -S are Mrs.
Catherine Bennett, president,
Dr. Savell . . . Miss Barbara
Burks, vice president, Dr. 'E
Northcross . . Miss Erma
Pies, secretary, Dr. W. Q
Speight, Jr. . . . Mrs. Mary
Lewis, assistant secretary, be
Leland Atkins ... Mrs. Dorothy
Pryor, treasurer, Dr. A. E.
Horne . . . Miss Delores Clay-
gorn, business manager, De
Porter . . . Mrs. Malvelean
Warren, chaplain, Dr. Vasco
Smith . . . Mrs. Gladys Mat-
thews, reporter, Dr. J. S. Byes
... Mrs. Annie Pearl Daniel
Dr. H. H. Johnson, and Mrs
Katherine Dowdy, parliamen-
tarian, who worked for the
late Dr. P. W. Bailey.
Amid the packed house,
some of the guests were Mrs
SJsirley Dillard and Doris Dil-
lard from St. Louis, Mo., Mr
and Mrs. George Huffman and
Mrs. Joe Willette, Dr. and
Itrrs T. Northcross . . .
Frederick Rivers, Mr. and
s. William Weathers, Mist
FJtelyn Stiger, L. F. Joyner.
Mi.& Thelma E z el I e, Mrs
Crieraldine Devlin and parts
Leon Marshall, Mrs. Dorothj•
Hardy, Miss Delores Mat
thews.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Frank-
lin, Mrs. Orphelia McFadden
Robert Walker. Mrs. Adelaid
Ra g I an d, Mr. and Mrs
"Honey Boy" Thomas, Mrs
Evelyn Hayes, Miss Marie
Find. Mrs. Mary Beasley, Mrs
Etta Flowers, Mr. and Mrs
Charles Jackson. Mrs. Thelma
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Lee at 1106 Missis-
sippi Blvd.
MARGARET HERNDON
SPEARMAN of Memphis and
Pine Bluff, Ark, is attending
the ndUniveIrsitrT cifNMGinAneLsLorE. Freeman Named Text Of NAACP's Reply
as she made plans to as-
s ume her ne wposition at
the University of California
School of Nursing. A formal
banquet sparked into testi-
monial form as representa-
tives of the administration,
general and nursing faculty.
students, nursing education.
and the community of Nash-
ville. celebrated the end of
Dr. Gunter's 20 years phase
of a unique service at Me-
harry. Coming to Meharry
as a student, Dr. Gunter
served as a part time-nurse
teacher, supervisor of nurs-
ing. and ultimately, dean of
the school of nursing. Mar-
ried and the mother of two
children, she received the
B.S. degree from Tennessee
State university, the M.A.
degree from Fisk, and the
MAE AND BOB ROBERTS is
Ph.D. degree from the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Wellwish-
era from left to right are:
Mrs. Mable Wesley, seated,
Mrs. Alma Gault. Mrs. Me-
linda Hollinger, Dr. Harold
D. West, Dr. Gunter, Mr. Al-
bert Gunter, Mrs. Lettie Gal-
loway, Dr. W. F. B. James,
Dr. E. Perry Crump. and
seated, Dr. Eugenia Mobley.
Mrs Robe„s charming sister Cancer Chairman T
 munr 9 Given Students
as befitting her regal charm
MRS. GEORGE COX, who is
fondly called "The Duchess," For 1962 Dri
and beauty. • • ....-
MRS. IVY JOHNSON of St.
Albaris, New York is visiting
at 2400 Saratoga, and meeting
old friends and delighting in
the progress of our fair city,
being a former Memphian and
graduate of B. T. Washington,
H. S.
MEXICAN REBOUND . .
Saturday evening, just before
the deluge ... found the happy
though weary YWCA group
arriving home after their in-
teresting sojourn in that color-
ful land South of the Border.
As you will recall, one of the
tourists was SARAH WELLS
MOYSF of Cincinnati, Ohio,
formerly of Mernhis . . . and
there was much *ejoicing in
the Wells-Lee-Moclan as
Sarah's lovely
daugther GWEN-- -imat her
mother here, haviht just
graduated from Fisk U. . .
and about to depart to Cleve-
land, Ohio where she will take
the airline hostese examina-
tion, hoping to become a part
of that dangerously fascinat-
ing vocation—and believe me,
she's typical of that "All-
American Girl" look that is
synonymous with airline
hostesses. But. besides Gwen's
and ADELE WALKER. to be
sis, drove in from Bat on
Rouge, with her nieces PAT
ROBERT. Of course, we previ-
ou sly mentioned that DR.
arrived home too . . . so the
circle was indeed complete.
Marjorie and Jim Etta were
among the charter member!
SKC Bridge club — and
their devoted friends in the
group are delighted with their
presence.
MRS. ALPHONSE H 0 N-
NEYCUT, LeMoyne College
instructor is attending sum-
Austin, Mrs. Doro J. Ayers, mer school at Western Re-
Mrs. and Mrs. Lish Burgess, serve University at Cleveland.
Ohio.
STORK TALK is the order
of the day for the 0. L.
BRANDONS who are the
proud possessors of another
little daughter, born last week
at E. H. Crump Hospital.
Also temporarily ill at E.
H. Crump Hospital is beaute-
ous Annie Sue Burford, and
certainly the edifice is bright-
ened with her charm and
sunny disposition. We wish her
a speedy recovery.
FLYING TRANS CANADA
ve At Meharry
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Roy
Freeman, general public re-
lations manager for Southern
Bell Telephone company, was
again named Crusade Chair-
man for the American Cancer
Society, Tennessee Division,
Inc. at the conclusion of the
Mid-Summer Meeting of the
Board of Directors held in
Memphis this past week, ac-
cording to Finis Nelson, presi-
dent of the division.
In naming Freeman, Nelson
said, we are fortunate to have
a man who has proven him-
self to be a firm believer in
the research, education and
service program of the So-
ciety. He has the ability to ga-
ther great people from all
parts of: the State to work
with hinie Nelson continued.
During this past April Cru-
sade 'Freeman and his fellow
volunteers set a new milestone
in giving to fight cancer as it
was the first time the Society
had ever passed the half-mil-
lion mark. Figures to date
show 95 County Units have
contributed $516,131.54
In accepting the position as
Division Crusade Chairman for
1962 Freeman thanked the
Board for the honor and reso-
lution presented him and stat-
ed that Tennessee would
reach "602 in 62". The Cru-
sade Goal for this next year is
$602,000.
The Board of Directors and
Crusade Committee represent-
ing counties from all over Ten-
nessee commissioned T. T. Mc-
Lean, Executive Vice Presi-
dent of the Division, Freeman
and the local Unit (county)
Crusade Chairman to set in-
dividual goals for next
spring's Crusade.
Nelson stated that careful
evaluation of the local econo-
my of each county plus past
history of giving plus unit or-
ganization would determine
the counties' goals for 1962.
The Society's program indi-
cates development that will re-
quire $1,000,000 by the year
1970, in order for Tennessee to
meet the research, professional
and public education require-
ments. Nelson stated.
The NAACP has become the
vocal center of controversy in
the appointment of a Negro to
Memphis Transit Authority.
A. W. Willis, jr., was denied
the post because of his activi-
ties with the NAACP. Mr. Wil-
lis is a member of the Board
of Directors of the NAACP,
and has served on the Legal
Redress Committee. Since 1953
he has been one of the legal
counsels of the Memph is
Branch, and for the past five
years has served as chairman
of the life membership com-
mittee. Mr. Willis himself is a
life member.
A. M. Walker was apparent-
ly given the post because of
his supposedly being less active
with the association. It should
be noted, however, that both
men are staunch fighters for
the Negro's rights as a first
class citizen.
To appoint a Negro who
would truly represent the
thinking of the Negro commun
ity he would either have to be
a member of the NAACP or
espouse the policies of the or-
ganization.
Mr. Walker, in addition to
being a life member of the
NAACP, served as co-chair-
man of our 1961 Membership
campaign. lie is a member of
Tennessee Committee of Fed-
eral Civil Rights Commission.
like, Orval Faubus of Arkansas
and Adolph Hitler of Germany,
never hesitates to use the race
issue as a means of inflaming
various segments of our com-
munity for personal political
power.
It is ironic that Mayor Loeb,
a Jew, would deliberately pro-
mote racial hate when, today,
in Israel, Adolph Eichmann is
being tried for the murder of
millions of Jews for no other
reason than their being Jews.
We of the NAACP are proud
of our long line of successes
against racial bigotry in this
nation and city, We ,are also
happy that, Oirgtigh . our ef-
forts, America has become less
fertile for the spread of world
communism, which thrives on
ignorance, godlessness, racial
hatred, racial superiority, self-
ishness and concentration of
power. .
The NAACP will continue its
fight against recial barriers
Within our city; so that all of
our public officials and busi-
ness men will be freed from
the bondage of racial prejudice
which prevents their utilizing
the vast Negro man power ex-
isting in our city.
Signed:
Memphis Branch of the
NAACP
He was a member of the corn- Named
mittee which succeeded in se-
curing Negrsi students to break 'Teacher Of Year'the color barrier at Memphis
State university. And he hasIn Germanyin our current sit- in demonstrations to seek jobs
for Negroes as clerks and sales Mrs. Velma L. Johnson,
personnel in Main Street stor- former Memphian and daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Lindsay, 1425 Wilson St., re-
ceived 1961 an Outstanding
and Sustained Superior Per-
formance" Award at Trier De-
pendent School, Trier, Germ-
any. She was also selected as
School Principal and is the
only Negro on the school staff.
She has been teaching at her
present home since the first
year of her arrival.
Mrs. Johnson was graduated
from LeMoyne college, and
taught at Alonzo Locke school
until she and her little daugh-AIR LINES is lovely LUCY others.
LOUISE COLLINS AND' cate racial discrimination from
i heritage, to completely erado ter, Edwana Denise, joined herPORTER WEIDMAN on Tor-
husband, Air Force Staff Sgt.onto, Ontario, Canada. wbo, HER DAUGHTERS, Paula and this country. Edward S. Johnson, who is ahas had a gala time visiting Pamela are in town visiting Even though Mr. Walker, an dental technician.
They have toured many
places in Europe, Holland, Lon-
don, England, Austria, Paris,
France, Belguim and Switzer-
land and now vacationing in
Rome, Italy.
relatives and friends.
MARIE AND CLEOTRIS
FRYE of Indianapolis, Ind.
were given the royal treat-
ment at a colorful and lovely
lawn party given by Celeste.
Madelyn and Georgette Mc-
Kinney at their home at 1002
Leath treet. Assisted by their
mother and their aunt, Mrs.
Mildred McKinney and Mrs.
Willa McWilliams Walker.
luscious summer fare tempted
Otis Smith. Jesse Whitfield,
Carlos Roberts, Samuel James,
Gwendolyn Robinson. Henry'
Montgomery, and sever al
their father and grandfather
and other members of the Iles
family, coming from Jackson,
Tenn., where Paul is head
basketball coach and an as-
sociate professor in health and
physical education at Lane
College, where they now
reside
West Side Civic
Club To Have
wHisp,„ Social Affair
The West Side Civic club
has made arrangement to hold
a social affair at the Club
House, 70 W. Illinois at.
es.
LEGAL HERITAGE
The NAACP is precluded by
its constitution from endorsing
candidates for public office;
consequently, no preference is
given between Messrs. Willis
and Walker. We do, however,
strongly protest the action of
Mayor Loeb and, to a lesser
extent, our city commissioners
for their rejection, of Mr. Wil-
lis solely because of his ac-
tivities with the NAAC P,
which is dedicated, working
within our Anglo-Saxon legal
imminently qualified Negro,
was subsequently appointed to
the M.T.A., our city has suf-
fered immeasurely from the
damage caused by the tactics
of our Mayor Henry Loeb, who
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
NASHVILLE.— The Board
of Education of the Methodist
Church, has announced that
two of Its annual National
Methodist Scholarship Awards
have been granted to Meharry
Medical College students.
One award was given Wil-
liam V. Shields, a junior
dental student. He is the son
of William V. Shields, of Los
Angeles, Cal. The other
awardee is Miss Edna F. Snell,
daughter of Mrs. K. Snell Gib-
son of Paine View, Texas. Miss
Snell is a senior medical stu-
dent. Both students are mem-
bers of the Methodist faith.
National Methodist Awards
cover tuition and other fees
up to $500 and are granted on
the basis of superior academic
standing, leadership ability,
active churchmanship, char-
acter, personality and need.
Board officials anounced
that about 500 awards are
given annually and that since
1945, some 5,000 such grants
, have been given for the cause
lof higher education. Funds
for the awards are received
from local Methodist church-
es on the basis of a church-
wide offering on a day desig-
nated as "Methodist Student
Day."
By DR. H. BREWSTER
The Tennessee Baptist Con-
. ention, headed by Dr. A. E.
Campbell, venturing into the
field of Institutional promo-
tion, staged a rally at Eads,
Tenn., that took on national
significance, and, resembled
the National Baptist Conven-
tion in an Annual Session. Dr.
J. H. Jackson, president of the
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Inc., delivered the main
address.
Several prominent heads of
the various departments of the
National Baptist Convention
attended. Among theme were:
o. D. C. Washington, head of
the Sunday School publishing
board; Dr. C. R. Williams, cor-
responding secretary of the
BTU board; Mrs. Mauddean
T. Seward, secretary of the
Women's Auxiliary to the Na-
tional Baptist Convention;
Mrs. Lucy E. Campbell Wil-
liams, music director of the
National Baptist Congress;
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, head
of the N at ion al Education
board; Dr. Roy Love, presi-
dent, National Ministers' In-
stitute, and Dr. Primrose
Funches.
The convention was enthus-
iastically endorsed by Dr.
Ja ck so n. The endorsement
was written by Dr. W. Her-
bert Brewster, in a subsequent
evening meeting.
DR. FUNCHES LAUDED
Dr. Primrose, is one of the
few remaining leaders of the
departments, who has a sen-
iority of more than a quart
of a century, in unbroken, full
time service, in the conven-
tion's service. She served, with
vigor, under the late Dr. L
K. Williams.
She continued through the
administration of Dr. T. J.
Jemison. She has served, with
unparalleled success on the
Foreign Mission board, bring-
ing hundreds of thousands in
the convention's coffers, for
the support of missionariet,
and the bulding of so hool a,
churches and hospitals in Afri-
ca.
She served as special pro-
motion a I secretary at the
American Baptist Theological
Seminary at Nashville, Tenn.,
until she was elected special
field representative for the
Sunday School publishin
board, a post she still fill.
with great efficiency and ef-
fectiveness.
Dr. Funches is, easily, one
of the most outstanding and
progressive - minded Negro
women in America. She has
traveled abroad extensively.
She is well educated . . . an
untiring worker . . a dedi-
cated trail blazer . . a fear-
less and most aggressive cam-
paigner.
She is an unbeatable finan-
cial drive leader. She is a
competent teacher . . . • gift-
ed write r, and, a forceful
speaker. She has rendered
most invaluable service among
Tennessee Baptists," said Dr,
Brewster.
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
By JAMES C. GREGORY
DON'T MOW LAWNS
TOO CLOSE IN
SUMMER PERIOD
IF you let your lawn grass
grow tall while you have been
vacationing, don't give it a
close shave on your return,
State extension horticulturists
caution home owners. In hot
weather a close cut — espe-
cially after the lawn has
grown tall—is likely to burn
out and kill or weaken most
cool-season grasses. The heavy
clippings from tall grass must
be removed to prevent smoth-
ering the grass plants.
Thus, the first mowing after
vacation might well be just
a trim of an inch or two if the
grass is four to five inches tall.
Then the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and U-T spe-
cialists recommend mowing
the various cool-season grasses
to a height of about two
inches. Keeping these grasses
two inches high holds down
competing weeds, particularly
crabgrass seedlings which are
discouraged by the shade of
Memphis Man To cithueenttivieursisrAassa.nd.
e waraea oy
Josten Co.
A Memphian, Walter Evansi
of 4859 Ortie Drive, will be
inducted to the Skippers
honor award sales club of
Josten's at the firms 29th an-
nual national sales school in
Rochester, Minn. July 30 to
August 4.
Daniel J. Gainey, president
of the firm, will present the
honor awards to 50 of the
f i r m's 3 25 representatives.
Honor clubs include the Skip-
pers, Commadores, Captains,
Admirals, and Turquoise.
Evans, born in Kentucky,
received his college degree
from Tennessee A. de I State
University in 1953. He joined
Josten's in 1959 and has been
in the Kentucky -Tennessee
territory two years.
A member of Lakeview civic
club, he is a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity and the
N.A A.C.P.
Progressive
To Celebrate
Women's Day
The club has also scheduled _ E 
_
--...- !a meetingfor 5 p.m., Sunday. =
Aug. 13, announces the secre- MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. 
-_-i-=itary. Mrs. Elizabeth Jones. 
President of the club is James 
:7-_-
Ballot, 
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'researchers say, even though
only a little top growth is re-
moved at a time.
In contrast, so-called warm-
season or warm climate
grasses—particularly Bermuda
grann—tattriititi be cut about an
inch high or less for Bermuda
grass.
Whatever kind of mower
you use, have the blades
sharp to avoid bruising or
tearing the grass.
WATER SLOWLY
As for watering the lawn
in summer, the rule is to
apply water when the grass
shows signs of wilting. Then
water slowly but long enough
to moisten the ground to al
depth of at least six inches.
Watering frequently and
lightly is a common mistake
which causes shellow growth
of grass roots and stimulates
growth of weeds. The deeper-
rooted the grass. the less often
it is necessary to water. An
exception to this rule is very
sandy soil where water runs
through fast that frequent
light watering is needed.
PASTURE
Mow those pasture weeds
down. Weeds starve the pas-
ture plants for moisture, plant
food and light. Mature weeds
Spread their seeds and pro-
duce another crop next year.
They crowd out the good
legum es and grasses. At
Lewisburg on ...seedy pas-
tures mowing twice a year
produced $16 more milk per
acre.
Heavy seeding rates of oats
plus recommended fertiliza-
tion makes more fall pasture.
The sod is thicker, which
holds up the animals better
plus the fact that it provides
more grazing in the fall.
Two bushels of oats per
acre plus recommended ferti-
lization produced about 600
lbs. of dry forage by Decem-
ber 15th. Four bushels per
acre with the same fertiliza-
tion made 1100 lbs. of dry
forage. Eight bushels per acre
produced 1300 lbs.
The two bushel rate pro-
duced as much spring feed as.
the eight bushel rate. Heavy
fall seeding increases fall
growth only — not sprin
growth.
Prepare a good seedbed and-
plant Aug. 15 - Sept. 15 for
best results. Use at least 3-4,_
bushels of oats per acre. Fer-
tilize by soil test. Get soil:
test recommendations f 0r-•
grazing from the Soil Testing
Laboratory.
Piper Sudangrass produces •
as much yield, has leafier
growth, and does not contain,
as high prussic acid content *
as sorghum almum or peren-
nial sweet sorgra— This com-
parison is on an annual basis...
As perennials, both sorghum
almum and sorgrass are winter -
killed to a great extent in s
Tennessee. Dr. Henry Fri-,,
bourg is in the process of -
publishing this information
and you will see it in the near
future in the Tennessee Farm
and Home Science publica-
tion.
Rest those perennial pastures -
during hot dry weather for bet-
ter stands and more growth
this fall and next spring, es-
pecially orchardgrass and La-
dino clover.
SNACK AT T-K's
Kingsburgers
Cheeseburgers
Barbecue
Hot Dogs
Shakes
Cold Drinks
JULY SPECIAL
Bring Th• Kiddlos
1K-BURGERS
8 for 97c
Buy 'em by the Sackful!
Night Hours,
Sat. thru Thurs. 100 am,
Fri. & Sot. 200 0.T.
The Progressive Baptist
church at 394 Vance ave., will
celebrate its annual Women's
Day, Sunday, Aug. 27. Mrs.
Magnolia L. Ellen is expected
to speak at 11 a.m. Mrs. Mettle
Bush of Mt Vernon scheduled
to speak at 3 p.m. Mrs. D. B.
Burbidge is chairman, Rev. 0
Sofas, Dressers,
Chairs, Beds,
Mattresses, Etc.
CHEAP
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Memphis Semi-Pro Baseball
Schedule For Second-Half
DIVISION I
SUN, AUG. 13
Bellevue 4:00 Blues vs.
•
Chicks;
Bellevue 1:30 Hardwood vs.
„Beavers;
Lincoln 1:30 Dodgers VS.
Klondike.
MON, AUG. 14
Lincoln 7:30 Beavers vs.
Chicks.
WED. AUG. 16
Bellevue 7:30 Beavers vs.
Klondike.
SUN, AUG. 20
Klondike 4:00 Klondike VS.
•
SAT, AUG. 12
Orange Mound 1:30 Bemis
Bag vs. General Depot;
Orange Mound 4:00 Wesson
Oil vs. Jim Walter's Homes;
Lincoln 1:30 Humko Chemi-
cal vs. Nickey Brothers.
THURS. AUG. 17
Lincoln 7:00 General Depot
vs. Nickey Brothers.
SAT. AUG. 11
Lincoln 1:30 Jim Walter's
Homes vs. Nickey Brothers;
Klondike 1:30 Bemis Bag
vs. Humko Chemical;
Orange Mound 1:30 Gen-
Chicks; eral Depot vs. Wesson Oil.
Howze 1:30 Hardwood vs.
Dodgers;
Lincoln 4:00 Beavers vs.
Blues.
SUN, AUG. 27
Bellevue 4:00 Dodgers vs.
Chicks;
Bellevue 1:30 Klondike vs.
Hardwood.
DIVISION II
WED. AUG. 9
Bellevue 7:00 Giants vs. Le-
Moyne Braves.
SUN. AUG. 13
Klondike 1:30 Indians vs.
Magnolia Eagles;
Klondike 4:00 Dodgers vs.
LeMoyne Braves;
Lincoln 4:00 Giants vs. So.
Memphis Travelers.
FRI, AUG. 11
Lincoln 7:00 Eagles vs. So
Memphis Travelers.
SUN. AUG. 20
Klondike 1:30 Braves vs. So.
Memphis Travelers;
Howze 4:00 Indians vs. Hol-
lywood Giants;
Lincoln 1:30 Eagles vs.
Spring Hill Dodgers.
DIVISION III
FRI, AUG. 11
Lincoln 7:00 Bruce vs. Hum-
ko.
SUN, AUG. 13
Howze 1:30 Bruce vs. Hum-
0;
Howze 4:00 Bruce vs. Hum-
ko:
Orange Mound 3:00 Mphs.
Turn, vs. Desoto Hardwood.
SUN, AUG. 20
Orange Mound 1:30 Humko
vs. Desoto Hardwood:
Orange Mound 4:00 Bruce
vs. Mphs. Furniture Co.
DIVISION IV
SAT. AUG. 12
Lincoln 4:00 Cash Wildcats
vs. Black Caps;
Klondike 1:30 Tate Red Sox
vs. Black Hawks;
Klondike 4:00 Letter Car-
riers vs. Dermon Gems.
SAT. AUG. 19
Lincoln 4:00 Dermon Gems
vs. Cash Wildcats;
Klondike 4:00 Letter Car-
riers vs. Tate Red Sox;
Orange Mound 4:00 Black
Caps vs. Black Hawks.
Claim Game
To Be Played
In Mobile, Ala.
By EDGAR STEWART
Last year the first annual
Clever football classic was held
in Mobile, Alabama. The par-
ticipants were Jackson State
college of Jackson. Miss., and
Texas Southern University of
Houston, Texas. Jackson State
won 48 to 26. The Mayor and
City Commissioners sent the
following letter to President
J. L. Reddix of Jackson State.
"Last year's game between
Jackson State and Texas
Southern proved to be the
highlight of the football sea-
son in Mobile. We are very
pleased that our City has been
chosen for the presentation of
an Annual Classic of this cali-
ber. and we sincerely trust
that local support of the games
will make it possible for the
events to be continued. We
want to extend our congratula-
tions to you, your coaches, and
your players, for your partici-
pation in this most worthwhile
event, and we want to assure
Life Insurance
Company Expand
Promotes Man
The Union Protective Life
Insurance Company an-
nounced the opening of a new
branch office in Memphis to
which it has promoted a staff
supervisor to manage it. The
new office has been establi-
shed in the Hyde Park area.
Named manager of it was
Rufus Jones, said Lewis H.
Twigg, president of the com-
pany.
Jones, 27, started with the
company as an underwriter
in 1954. He was promoted to
staff supervisor of the com-
pany's South Memphis Dis-
trict office, 984 Outer Parkway
in April 1960. His latest pro-
motion became effective Aug.
1.
Union Protective, claiming
the largest local Negro in-
surance debit, has a total of
four local district offices. The
others, beside the ones men-
I tioned above, are the Beale
'Street District, 366 Beale St.,
and East Memphis district,
2364 Park Ave.
The home office is located
at 368 Beale St. Some $10,000!
is collected weekly in debits.
from local Negroes, Policy
holders reveals the company.
88th Annual Confab:
Friendship District
Baptist Association
The 88th annual session of
the Friendship District As-
sociation of the Baptist church
is currently in session at Eads,
Tenn. Theme of the conven-
tion is "The Church Prosecut-
ing Stewardship In This
Transitional Age of Freedom."
The convention started
Monday night with crowning
winners of the King & Queen
contest. Rev. E. M. Anderson
and Mrs. Eliza Collins were
the only candidates. Conduct-
ing the activity were Mrs. M.
H. Breathett. chairman; and
Mrs. Eunice Bruce, vice chair-
man.
The Women's Convention
got underway Tuesday. The
president, Mrs. Porter Single-
ton was presiding.
Youth and Sunday School
sessions started Wednesday.
Rev. L. L. Love is the presi-
Omegas To Hold
president of the Negro Junior'
Jones, recently installed as. 
Annual ConclaveChamber of Commerce, was
graduated from Manassas high
school in 1959. He and his Aug 14-18InD Cwife, Mildred, are the parents • • •
of five children, which include
two sets of twins. They live
at 1492 S. Barksdale St.
Filling the position left
vacant by Jones' promotion is
Curtis Garrison, 26, who
started with the company as
an underwriter, March 2,
1959
St. Luke Church
Deacon Board To
you of the continued support el.
annual classic a success. If II
of Mobile toward making the, ive Program
we can be of any assistance to
you in any way please do not
hesitate to let us know."
The letter was signed by
Mayor Henry R. Luscher, and
Commissioners, Chas. F. Hack-
meyer, and Jasen Languen.
This year's participants will
be Jackson State, and South-
ern University of Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.
LeMovne Grad
Accents Job In
• MON. 21 African Sector
Lincoln 7:00 Black Caps vs.
Tate Red Sox.
DIVISION V
Dentists Meet
For 48th Annual
Convention
Dr. William K. Elliot of
Huntington, W. Va., president
of the National Dental As-
sociation announces the 48th
annual convention of the or-
ganization, Aug. 6-10, at the
Sheraton Park Hotel, Wash-
ington, D. C.
Dr. Elliott says this years
isk!ientific program under the
Wairmanship of Dr. William
J. Walker of Chicago includes
sessions on High Speed Equip-
ment along with the latest
improvement in soothing re-
lief from music for the pat-
ient.
Outstanding clinicians are
Drs. Leonard Altemus, Marie
Silberkweit, Norman Griffiths,
George Wade and Thomas
Pinson of the Howard Uni-
versity faculty. Colonel Rob-
ert Shira, Major Charles F.
Sumner and Major Surindar
N. Bhasker of the Walter Reed
Army Medical Center. Drs.
Louie Robinson and Karl
Henry of Meharry Medical
School and Dr. George Paffen-
barger of the National Bureau
of Standards.
For the first time the latest
techniques will be shown on
closed circuit television orig-
inating from Howard Uni-
versity College of Dentistry
gibs Oral Surgery by Dr.11111rhomas J. Pinson, Department
Head.
The social calendar is high-
lighted by the Embassy re-
ception given by the Ghana
Ambassador and Mrs. William
M. Q. Halm. The Presidents
Banquet and Dance will
feature the Assistant Secret-
ary of Labor for International
Affairs, George L. P. Weaver
and many outstanding guests
including District Commis-
sioner John B. Duncan and
Ambassadors from Liberia and
Ghana along with Dr. Robert
C. Weaver, Housing Adminis-
trator.
Sports minded dentists will
participate in a golf tourna-
ment with cups awarded In
various divisions.
The nations capital expects
IPe largest number in at-endance in their 48 years
to participate in this many
featured meeting.
Rufus Coy Sanders, a mathe-
matics major who was gradu-
ated with distinction from Le-
Moyne college in May. will
soon be assigned as a secon-
dary school teacher in East
Africa.
He is one of 180 young
Americans selected to teach
for two years in one of three
East African countries—Tan-
eanyika Kenya and Uganda.
The entire project is financed
by the International Coopera-
tion Administration under a
contract with Teachers college,
Columbia University.
Sanders is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Flenoy Sanders of
4200 Beacon Hill Road.
He currently is at Teachers
college on an East Africa
Training Fellowship where he
is attending an orientation
program. He goes from New
York to the University of
Lo' thi th fnon s mon or more
briefing and then to Makerere Pastor of the church is Rev.
College in Uganda for final T. R. Buckner. The program
nreparation before taking over l is open to the public.
the two-year teaching assign-
ment
This program was started 
'Owen Collegebecause of the shortage of
teachers in East Africa. 
• Sanders turned down a i Dean At
graduate scholarship to k Ohio* or sh
tends
opthe post in East Africa. HeUniversity in Athens to accept
plans doing graduate work'
upon his return to America Thomas I. 
Willard, acting
' dean-registrar of Owen col-The LeMoyne graduate, who
will receive $3,200 a year plus
expenses for the next two
years. said he is going to East
Africa for the "travel and ex-
perience.
'Jail Won't Hold'
Mary Katherine Adams of
404 Manassas fatally stabbed
Burl Williams 56, of 324 N.
Manassas inside Scot's cafe on
Lane ave. near Manassas Miss
Adams is said to have chased
her boyfriend into a bayou
near by. Upon her immediate
return to the cafe Williams.
said to have been a quiet per-
son, began a verbal reproof
She then whirled and stabbed
the victim three times.
She then fled but was later
talked into giving herself up.
Reliable sources reported
that Miss Adams has stabbed
several persons on different oc-
casions. She has also been ar-
rested on bootleg charges was
released immediately on each
count.
Neighbors are disturbed at
the fact that Miss Adams is
out on bail as usual.
lege, is attending a workshop—
Professional Work in Educa-
tion—at the University of Chi-
cago, August 7-25.
During the three week ses-
sion, Willard has enrolled in
the course, "The Improvement
of Instructors."
Willard joined the Owen
college faculty in 1955. He is
a native of Kansas and earned
the B. A. and M. S. degrees
at Kansas State Teachers col-
lege in Pittsburg, Kansas.
Married, he is the father of
I hree
Honored On
25th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Reed,
jr., were honored on their 25th
Wedding anniversary at a din-
ner party given in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler,
3405 Warford Rd., last Monday
evening.
A huge white cake, embel-
lished with pink roses, cen-
tered at the dining room ta-
ble which was covered with a
lace cloth.
The deacons board at St.
Luke Baptist churc h, 1280
Stonewall St., have made plans
to sponsor • program at the
church, starting at 3 p.m.
Sunday, Aug. 20. announces L.
Hudson, chairman of the af-
fair.
The keynote address is ex-
pected to be delivered by Ear-
nest Brazzle, an agricultural
agent for the state of Ten-
nessee, who is a member of
the First Baptist church in
Eads, Tenn., where he lives.
He is also employed at WDIA
radio.
Theme of the celebration
I will be "Go Gather Together
All that Are Present."
Featured activity of the
program will be the crowning
of the winner of the Queen
contest. Participating in the
contest are Miss Eunice Buck-
ner, Miss Alice Dobbs and
Miss Dorothy Wellett.
Gospel music will be sup-
plied by choruses from three
churches which are: Gospel
The golden anniversary con-
clave of Omega Psi Phi fra-
ternity is set to be held Aug.
14-18, at the Sheraton-Park
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
The four cardinal principles
—Manhood, Scholarship, Per-
severance and Uplift, is the
program theme.
Some of the nation's out-
standing public officials and
nationally known figures are
expected to deliver addresses.
Among them are U. S. Atty.
Gen. Robert F. Kennedy, Asst.
Secretary of Labor George
L. P. Weaver, Carl T. Rowan,
assistant secretary for Public
affairs of the U.S. State de-
pa, uncin, Coach Woodie W.
Hayes of Ohio State universi-
ty, Atty. Frank Williams, as-
sistant director of Peace Corps.
and others.
TUESDAY. AUGUST IS.
Dr. Robert C. Weaver, ad-
ministrator of Federal Hous-
ing Administration, will be
featured at a luncheon.
Otto McClarrin, information
officer, U. S. Commission of
Civil Rights, will address the
Plenary Session.
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 16
Dr. Walter N. Ridley, pres-
ident of Elizabeth City Teach-
ers college, Elizabeth City, N.
C., and Robert H. Tucker, Jr.,
student demonstrator, will be
featured at a luncheon honor-
ing the undergraduates.
Woodie W. Hayes, Coach,
Ohio State University, and
Dr. Leroy Walker, coach, N.
C. State College, Durham, N.
Carolina.
THURSDAY. AUG. 17
assistant director of Peace
Temple, Hammon Grove and Attorney Frank Williams,
St. Luke's. Also a 30-minute
song service will be rendered Corps. Dr. James McBride
Dabbs, president of Southernby the church' male chorus.
Also appearing on the pro- Regional conference. Oliver
gram will be Floyd McKinney, W. Hill, assistant to the corn-
who will give a welcoming missioner for Intergroup Re-
address; Will H. Hornor, and lations, FHA. Dr. Carl F.
HIsrael Reed, Jr., program ansen, superintendent of
chairman, and E. L. Robinson board of education, District of
of Mt. Moriah Baptist church. Columbia. Frank D. Reeves,
Special guests will be des- National democratic commit-
con board members of the fol- teeman.
lowing churches: Antioch, Robert F. Kennedy, attorney
Columbus, Hill's Chapel. First general of the United States,
wBaptist church in Eads, Keel ill be the featured speaker
Avenue, Lane Avenue, St. at the Anniversary Founders
Stephens and Summerfields. Banquet honoring the three
living founders, Dr. Oscar J.
Cooper, Bishop Edgar A. Love.
and Professor Frank Coleman
FRIDAY, AUG. 11
George L. P. Weaver, as-
sistant secretary of Labor for
International Affairs. Dr. R.
E. Kelfa-Caulker, Ambassador
of Ghana.
Carl T. Rowan, deputy as-
sistant secretary for Public
Affairs, Department of State.
Una Vocal Club
To Hold Annual
Lawn Carnival
Plans were made for a
Lawn Carnival during the re-
gular bi-monthly meeting of
the Una Vocal club at the
home of Mrs. Franke Finnie,
2416 Bridgeport Dr. Date of
the annual Lawn Carnival is
Aug. 19 at the home of the
president, Mrs. Elsa Williams,
of 402 Boyd St.
The previous meeting was
held in Lincoln Park. Mrs.
Mildred Moore is the club's
reporter.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
ItICOODS i•Oø IVIPYONI
305 Pordat At LeaktifortIn I •
Phosto IA. 5-6348
dent.
Activities scheduled for the
remainder of the week are:
Association Day, which is set
to start Thursday, Aug. 10.
Presiding will be Rev. L Ft.
Donson, moderator. "Choir
Convention" is set for Friday
under direction of Dan Branch,
president.
The final session of the con-
vention has been planned for
Sunday. Aug. 13. Sunday
school is scheduled to get
underway at 9:45 a.m. with
B. IL Holeman, superinten-
dent, in charge. Participating
will be B. T. Lewis, I. D
Dorsey, Clarence Doston, W
F. Morgan. Curtiss Grant, M
Hayes.
Ushers are scheduled to go
into session at 1 p.m. under
the leadership of J. Podum,
president.
SEMINARS
At 4 p.m. the annual sermon
will be delivered by the
moderator of the convention,
Rev. Donson.
Each morning during the
convention study period will
be conducted from 10 to 11
a.m. Mrs. J. L. Campbell is
dean and Mrs. 0. C. Crivens
is assistant dean.
Seminars will be conducted
from 9 to 10:30 a.m. In charge
will be Rev. 0. C. Crivens, E.
M. Anderson and J. B. Hooker.
Other officers of the as-
sociation are: Rev. G. D. Jones,
recording secretary; Rev.
N. L. Threats, executive sec-
retary; Mrs. Celo Robinson,
financial secretary; Rev. P.
L. Honeywood, treasurer; and
Rev. W. P. Tate program com-
mittee chairman.
To Speak At
Commencement
Of Tenn. State
NASHVILLE — Burt High
school principal, George W.
Brooks, Clarksville, Tennessee
will be Tennessee State Uni-
versity's 49th summer bacca-
laureate-commencement speak-
er Sunday, August 13 at the
University's Kean Hall.
A graduate of Tennessee
State where he also received
the master of science degree, he
has done further study at
Nashville's George Peabody
College and at the Atlanta
University, Atlanta, Ga. He is
vice president of the National
Education Association and ex-
ecutive secretary of the Ten-
nessee Education Congress as
well as a life member of the
American Teachers Association,
Last Rites For Annual Bathing Beauty
Bishop Womack
Bishop Arthur W. Womack Contest Set For Aug. 15;
of Indianapolis, who was in-
Collins Chapel Hospital for Ne- ea line Tostrumental in helping build thegroes at Land and Ayers, dot
last Monday morning at la,
home after an illness of six
weeks. He was 76 years old.
Bishop Womack was born in
Virginia and attended public
schools in Philadelphia. He re-
ceived degrees from Paine
College at Augusta. Ga., and
Iiinoawtpapr University at Wash-
He came to Memphis in
1935 and served as pastor of
both Collins Chapel and Green-
wood Christian Methodist Epic.
copal churches here. It was
during his pastorate that he
helped organize the fund drive
ptottaelxpand Collins Chapel Hos-
He served in Memphis until
1946. In 1951 he was elected
CME bishop for the state of
Georgia and in 1958 he became
bishop of Mississippi and Lou-
isiana. Both Paine college and
Lane college at Jackson. Tenn.,
had conferred honorary doctor
of divinity degrees. He had
also served as a CME pastor
in Philadelphia, Pa., Dayton.
Ohio. Washington, Detroit and
Jackson, Tenn.
Jell Constructs
Nursing Home
Ground - breaking ceremon-
ies were held last Sunday
morning at 1748 Eldridge st.,
where the Jell Corporation is
construction a modern build-
ing which will house the Lind-
sey Nursing Home., which is
presently located at 522 Har-
ahan rd.
Key speaker was Rev. V. S.
Beckford who said "it is im-
portant to include God in
building—homes or anything."
Among others attending the
ceremony were- Mr. and Mrs.
J. R Simpson. Rev. E. McGee,
pastor of Mt. Zion Baptist
church, Re". and Mrs. Lind-
sey. owners of the Nursing
home; Mrs. Elizabeth W. Bar-
nett, president of the Jell co.
Alumni Makes
Sum▪ ! Anneal
For Library
A new appeal was issued
this week by T. R. McLemore,
fund - raising chairman, to
alumni and friends to make
individual cash gifts of $10 to
the library building fund of
LeMoyne college.
The building is to be erected
on the west end of the campus
at a cost of $300,000. Dr. Hollis
F. Price, president of the col-
lege, said all but $40,000 of the
$300,000 is available.
aste
the
Greatness
of historic
OLD
CROW
America's Preferred Bourbon
Daniel Webster
did...and called k
"the finest in the world."
Taste the magnificent flavor
of Old Crow yourself...
next time.
ellionmfiff • ••••••••
•••••••••• 1•••••
MHO
Light
Mild
90 Proof
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Curvaceous sepia beauties
all over Memphis are being
urged to register for the "Miss
City-Wide" bathing beauty
contest this week.
Contestants will be present-
ed and judged at the Memphis
Fairground Amusement Park
Tuesday night, Aug. 15, dur-
ing colorful pageants featur-
ing modern dances, modern
music, trophies, awards, and
the crowning of "Miss
MISS BEITTE JEFFERSON
Wide" for 1961.
Contestants must be between
the ages of 14 and 19 and un-
married. Girls and young wom-
en desiring to enter may reg-
ister at any of the five city
swimming pools . . . Ton Lee,
Organge Mound, L. E. Brown,
Washington, and Gooch, ac-
cording to Mrs. A. F. Benson,
chairman of the project. Co.
Chairmen include Mrs. M. C.
Smith and Mrs. Martha Jean
Steinberg. 0. L. Cash, super-
visor of the city's Negro pools
is serving as coordinator.
Five judges will be selected
to determine the winner.
Miss Bettye Jefferson, a 1961
Washington high school grad-
uate, who was the first (1960)
"Miss City-Wide," will crown
this year's winner.
Music will be provided by an
orchestra under the direction
of Emerson Able, Manassas
high school bandmaster and
manager of Tom Lee pool.
Mrs. Mattie C. Cash will pre-
 
Enter-Sun
sent interpretative dances from
the Playground Festival pre-
sentations.
Committee to handle details
of the contest have already
been selected. But the business
right now is the registration
committee to secure the par-
ticipation of eligible girls
Deadline for registration will
be Sunday. Aug. 13.
City pool managers will han-
dle the details of registration
for all those desiring to enter.
Why Don't You
Act Like It - -
Mr. Mayor
We interpreted Mayor
Henry Loeb's speech before
the Rotary Club last week as
being insincere and contradic-
tory when view in its entirety.
However, in all fairness to the
Mayor—parts of the speech
was profound. But just like
the little boy whose mother
dresses him spic and span for
a visit, he is miserable until
he soils his attire—the Mayor
had to put his foot in it again
—by, in effect—writing--off
the Negro citizens of Mem-
phis.
It is a sad note to hear a
Mayor of a city as large and
as progressive as Memphis—
constantly pour fuel on the
racial flames. Particularly
when the clouds of a world-
wide war hang dangerously
heavy over our country.
We would like to believe
the Mayor when he says he
is the Mayor of all the people
in Memphis. We ask the
Mayor—if you are sincere In
your statement then why don't
you act like it. (a.c Mayor's
speech on page 2)
Next year the Fifth Inter-
national Food Congress and
Exhibition will be held in
New York City. The previous
four have all been in foreign
cities—Paris, Ostende, Rome
and Lausanne.
be Ashionahle... at work Fl
with light, bright Royal Ovum
Let good grooming help your career ... use RoyalCrown Hair Dressing — the light, bright modern
way to keep your hair in style.
Royal Crown Hair Dressing helps flatter yourhair with an ever-so-light softness . . . brightens
your hair with a smooth, glossy beauty. .. gives bs,_your hair the very best of care.
- T
( Royal Crown )
HAIR DRESSING e'
—re
be FADMIONAILE ... and thrifty.
tool Royal Crown Mew Dressing for
wonnen,Drilus• Pomade tor men
lie and 3k
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Other Peoples
BUSINESS
By A. L. FOSTER
EX ECUTI V E DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerb Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
The Cosmopolitan Chamber
of Commerce will be well rep-
resented in the Bud Billiken
parade, Aug. 12. Many Cham-
ber members will participate Miss Leo Sparks, chairman,1
with beautiful floats as usual, predicts that at least 1500 dele-'
Ln addition the Chamber itself gates will attend. The public
will enter seven convertibles,' is invited to a public meeting
one for Chamber officials and! at McCormick Plaza at 7 p.m.
six representing each of the August 14 and women are wel-
Chamber Street Area Units, come at a Fashion Affair at 2.
East 43rd, West 43rd, 47th, 51st,lAugust 18 at the hotel.
63rd and Park Manor-Avalon-1
FUNDS FOR PAYMENTChatham. Among the honorary
marshalls this year is J. L. The Cosmopolitan Chamber
Parker of the Parker House campaign to raise funds for
Sausage company. .Provident Hospital through the
sale of 25 cent donations gotAnd, speaking of Parker, we
off to a good .start at the Openlearn from his ace-promotion
expert Daryl Grisham that Board Meeting. when Leo
Goltz, vice president, made aParker House sausage is now
string appeal. Each memberbeing merchandised in North is expected to dispose of atShore towns including Glen-
least one book which con-toe, Waukegan, North Chicago,
'Racine, Kenosha and Milwau- tabs 22 donation-coupons. Call
OA 4-4617 and Miss Smithkee. I was very proud when 
1 w ill : il mail your book to you.saw the always attractive re-,
frigerated Parker House de-. Chamber members are alsoLittle iOren New Plant
Ma-
livery truck passing through urged to purchase tickets at
our village on an early morn- 50 cents each for the Boys'  In Lynchburg
ing. Incidentally, Parker has Inr League Baseball games at
I PITTSBURGH — A ne'wadded another truck to his Thillen's Stadium, Devon and
Chicago fleet bringing the to- Kedzie, Aug. 25. Proceeds will plant, at Lynchburg, Va., for
tal here to 13. go to support the work among the production of distribution
FINE RECEPTION teen-agers of the South Side transformers, lightning arrest-
In addition to Toledo and Community Committee. ers and industrial crane con-
ductor systems has been •Dayton, Parker House sausage For the past seven or eight
Is now sold in Cincinnati and it years, Mrs. T. E. Brown, wife into operation- by Delta-Star
will not be long before Ohio of the pastor of Progressive When negotiations for selling Fielding started in the laundry Electric Division, H. K. Porter
Is completely covered. ThetBaptist church, has sponsored laundry and dry cleaning business Elk Press adds Company, Inc. The new plantcompany also serves Daven-1a Salute to Businessmen and equipment are completed in „ • will serve electric utilities andIn the next three months I a wide range of industrial
WA RR EN DeJOHNETTE,
(seated) Real Estate Broker
—Chairman, Organising
Committee, Midway Savings
and Loan Association, Secre-
tary, Midwey Safe Deposit
Company, Senior Partner,
DeJohnette Realty Company
inspects $100,000 life insur-
ance policy just delivered
to him by SUPREME LIFE's
District Manager EDMOND
with banquet facilities, hobby
centers, shilftlebt.:•-cl courts
and a lounge. The entire Ir-j-
ect, planned for co.-II-toga
within two years, will iniud41111,
a county library, 12 14, ecre
shopping center, clenches for
all major faiths ant: a 2,5a0-
seat amphitheater with con-
vertible roof for cpeii sir per-
formances in good weather.
Reflecting the detailed plan-
ning which has gene ia!o the
project, each of the fa vs! tments
will include privalc patio end
garage. There will na steps
or stairs in the community,
only ramps and grades.
Street curbs will be rolled.
Electrical outlets placed two
feet above ground will elimi-
nate bending. Instead of tubs,
there will be showers with
seats to avoid slipping acci-
dents. Apartments will be
soundproofed, have extra-wide
lights, individual room heal°
hallways, built-in safety nigl
control and radiant heat.
livery direct to the A K A
House, 5211 Greenwood any
day except Saturday or Sun-
day between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
port, Iowa and Beloit, Wis. His women with a free will offer- those two nations the 41-year-
eery. "The law dating miliclwho appeared were S. B. Ful- equity in his home. ' In March, 1954, he plungedI. specialized machine industry.
Was passed 35 or 40 years agoller, A. W. Williams, Earl B.! into a sideline, leasing and 
'Dickerson, A. A. Rayner, O. MISLEADING 
'setting up coin-operated and
Walker, Lewis A. H. Caldwell, Romaine Fielding & Asso- service-type laundries.
Charles Crook and Melvin Mc- ciates is slightly misleading as
OPERATION NEEDSin old type ice boxes. Jones Nairy. ,the dynamic crew-cut Fielding'
says that the dating require- Practically every section of' nwns the firm lock, stock and: He stresses that profitable
ments worked a hardship upon Chicago except that bounded barrel. Since he founded the operation depends mainly on
the dairy companies since only by 31st, 63rd. State and Cot- business in his home garage four things:
1-3 of returned milk is used
because of the lack of re-
frigeration" Jones told this
columnist. Milk was kept fresh
tage Grove is being Physically Fielding has incornorated, but —A clean, neat laundry in
recreated. The latest area to be still retains absolute control, which the machinery is kept
designated for reclamation is Those who ask about it are at peak operating efficiency.PROGRAM ON WGES bounded by Cottage Grove, jokingly told the "associates" 
—Personal supervision byBe sure to tune in on WGES Pershing Road, Oalc.vood and the owner or lessee.every Sunday from 5:30 to 61Ellis. At least $15 million will iDiner, 6450 Cottage Grove. 1
—Having the facility in ap.m. when the Cosmopeli4,e'
-jbe spent to rebuild this slum. Chamber, through the courte- area.JUDGE PARSONS good location, preferably in a
modern shopping center.sy of Dr. John A. Dyer. station Superior Court Judge James
owner, broadcasts educational COMBAT GANGS 
—Availability of adjacent
,Parsons and Attorney George,lprograms. On Aug. 6 the Thomas Russell, chairman of1N. Leighton have been recom- parking facilities.Chamber will salute the Su-I the Cosmopolitan Chamberlmended for federal judgeships A typical facility can bringpreme Life Insurance company Youth Division, has issued a to Attorney general Robert Fits owner or lessee $24,000 to
of America. Appearing on the call for volunteers to work; Kennedy by the Cosmopolitan $36,000 yearly, of which $500program are Earl B. Dickerson, with boys who need counsel-IChamber of Commerce. Both to $1,000 monthly is profit, hepresident, John P. Morning, ling by adults who are con-of these distinguished legal ex- said. Fielding stressed that
vice president and agency di- cerned with young people. In,perts are well qualified and some owners make more, some
rector, and Edward S. Gillis- the past we have been able to should be appointed. Iless, depending on the factorspie, vice president and direc- boast that we did not have Warren and Joseph DeJohn-linvolved.tor of advertising and public gangs organized specifically ette and this writer flew to( 
relations.
On Aug. 13 and alternate 
for criminal acts on the South Washington a few days ago tol David Shirleyside. That is no longer true. It confer with William Husband,Sundays the Anecans. affiliat- is reliably reported that there general manager of the Fed- .
ed group of the American Ne- are now seven well organized oral Savings and Loan Incur-,J °ins Pro Staffgro Emancipation Centen- gangs and that they are boast- ance Corporation regarding
.nial Authority, are presenting ing they will create a reign of the proposed Midway Savings! WESTCHESTER, Ill. — In
a series of historical episodes terror, and Loan Association. We also keeping with their new Mar-in American Negro history. I For several years a smallMilton S. Parker, health pro-1 g oup of businessmen has beengram representative of the (engaged in a campaign to helpChicago Board of Health, has boys who need it. Its members
have served as consultants not
only to the boys themselves,
but to others working among
the gangs. They have con-
sistently refused to permit any
mention of their names or ofdal Hygiene League and Chi- their good works, preferring
cago Board of Health on a to remain "unsung heroes." It
committee to determine means is now proposed that the
of disseminating venerai di-
. Youth Division of the Cham-
invited t h e Cosmopolitan
Chamber to become a co-op-
erating agency along with the
Association of Commerce and
Industry, Illinois Department
of Public Health, Illinois So-
keting Development Program,
Poro College and Products
Company has announced thel
appointment of David Shirley
to head up the 60-year-old cos-
metics manufacturer's Retail
Sales Division.
Shirley will be headquarter-
ed in Chicago. He was former-
weddings, club affairs, teas and ly with Fuller Products and
parties. Paris-Walker company.
New Cosmopolitan Chamber
members include the Red Owl
Stores. Inc. which will open asease in orma ion. I mc nas ber lend its cooperation and,new outlet at 79th and Statebeen made necessary because
support. Russell is asking bud- Aug. 29, Atty. Mayton R.of the alarming increase in
nessmen who will work on his Crenshaw, 405 E. 63rd, Dor-
veneral diseases especially
,committee to meet with him chester Arms, 1425 E. 67th andamong teen-agers and young
at lunch, August 10 at Ted's' Rib Joint, 1423 E. 67th.
;. be asked for help in the early
adults.
1=11111111111•11111111116._
MEMBERS HELPFUL
Members of the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber are always ready
and willing to support worthy
charities and to participate in
projects for the common good.
However, many appeals are
made when it is too late to
get results. Recently, an activei
and valuable Chamber mem-
bet asked the Chamber to se-
cure refreshments for an affair
of importance. Companies ap-
proached were perfectly will-
ing to comply, but the red tape
involved made it impossible.
We suggest that plans for
such affairs be made far in
advance and that the Chamber DEIVER'S LICENSE PROTECTED
steeps Which leads US tO SUZ- 
$1 000 • BAIL BOND
WANTED!
Men To Train For The
Meat Packing Industry.
Livestock buying, L. S. Lay Meat Inspection and plant
foremen trainee positions. Prefer men with some high
school background. Age 18 to 50. Give summary of work
ing or business experience. Phone Mr. Adams—
WI 5-0236---or write today:
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MEAT PACKING
426 LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE BUILDING
UNION STOCK YARDS CHICAGO 9, ILLINOIS
. gest that businessmen wish- P
ing to advertise their products COVERS:
or services by giving gifts to be Automobiles, Trucks. 'Iasi Cabs, Chauffeurs
included in kits for the Alpha Delery Cabs Misc. CobsKappa Alpha Sorority conven- PROTECTS 24 HOURS 365 DAYS ALL OVER Cftion, Aug. 13 through 19 at the
Hotel Sheraton, contact the
Chamber office or make de-
1
vs*. stew RUIATOREW Aged 5,,, 05.
A Mete. .mpagraft. 111,1611neF V take
NI Odle.* otattgre off A 014%11
CI .41.15 FOROAM A One• tS • 2
wyeawooly Moors-bac, If set gels
fled Of*, t notelet. Send COO Cheri,
er Mertes Order sow
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E 11Sth Sc.Boy 17 6
CW YOPK 29, N. Y , 
D. PEEBLES, Jr., (right) as
Vice President and Agency
Director, JOHN F. MORN.
1NG, looks on. This is a sec-
ond $100,000 policy written
by PEEBLES.
of Supreme Life Insurance
Earl B. Dickerson, president medical needs of the elder:,
than socialized medicine," he
said.
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) --,are his four children, Stephen, that 
America announced •
The one and two bedrooma $500 scholarship awardRomaine Fielding, who sold 17, Kaaren, 14, Melissa, 11, and 
will be presented to Elizabeth$1.5 million worth of laundry Bill, 4. Eckford, one of the famed Lit-
cleaning equipment to the A chance meeting with a tle Rock Nine and an NAACP
Russians, says he's now trying war buddy whose father manu- sit-in at the company's 40th
to clean up in Africa and Ire- factured laundry equipment in anniversary banquet to be heldland. Salt Lake City, Utah, got
Laundromat King Ready To
Expand In Africa, Ireland
visited the office of Dr. Rob-
ert Weaver.
William Aikens, proprietor
of Bonnie's Bakery, is again
an active member of the Cos-
mopolitan Chamber, attending
regularly the 51st st. Area
Unit. Bonnie's carries a com-
plete line of bakery goods for
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE 
rnts Entbar.afintenft and Lots of Time Front Work
The Cost Is Low
ALSO INSURANCE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
CALL WALTER L.
INSURANCE COUNSELOR AND
E. GARFIELD BLVD.
By DORETHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK —(UPI) — A
new concept in "Senior citi-
zen" housing — providing liv-
ing, social, medical, recrea-
tional and religious facilities
in a unique community—is be-
ing launched by a California
builder next month.
Much attention will be fo-
cused on Rossmoor "Leisure
World," as the newest, and
most unusual, senior citizen
I project, which will include
complete medical care and
drugs, short of hospitalization,
as part of the monthly pay-
ments on own-your-own apart-
ments.
i Ross W. Cortese, builder
arid developer of the commu-
nity at Seal Beach, Calif., near
Los Angeles, said the project
—a $150 million, 541-acre corn-
munity—"Is free enterprise's
solution to the nation's prob-
lem of housing for the elder-
ly."
BETTER SOLUTIONS
"It also indicates that there,
are better solutions to thf
Aug. 16 at McCormick Place
in Chicago.
Miss Eckford, a native of
Arkansas is a student of Cen- i
PATRICK ROBERT B.
LEWIS. (left) Senior Part-
ner, Stakesby, Lewis and
Lewis chartered accountants,
Johannesburg, South Africa
is shown discussing the op-
eration of the Masterlith
Duplicator Machine with
Supreme Life's Printer No. 2,
Godfrey Smith. Lewis visited
the firm's Home Office dur-
ing his Chicago four, spon-
garden apartments will sell
for $9,750 to $10,500, with max-
imum monthly payments of
$93 to $97, based on a mini-
mum down payment of about
$500. After a unit is paid for,
all benefits continue for a
maintenance cost of approxi-
mately $40 or $45 monthly.
FHA and conventional financ-
ment will be leased or sold
with proceeds going to the heir.
MEDICAL CARE
Payments include all medi-
cal care and drugs, other than
hospitalization, and there will
be a medical center staffed by
10 full time doctors and 26
nurses. It will include labora-
tory and X-ray equipment,
ambulance service and visiting
nurse service.
The monthly payments in-
clude major exterior mainten-
ance and limousine-bus trans-
portation within the communi-
ty.
There will be a golf course
and three clubhouses, each
made between $600 and $1 000 two new pre-packaged items a ing going to the support of
1 lb. fresh pork link and 1 lb. the Old Veterans Club. The sa- hopes to begin similar bargain-,
old Los Angeles businessman 
monthly tni in commissions sell- itral State College, Wilberforce, will be available, Cortese Al Official The Lynchburg plant, 250,-sinafd, and the apartments may
vacuum - packed an meat lute this year was Aug. 2. A. ing laundry equipment, but inlOhio. Her parents, sisters anci l 000 square feet in area, willing in Finland, South America 1948 the firm went out of busi- be purchased for cash.frankfurter are experiencing1R. Leak, jr., introduced by and Mexico City.bro hers live at 1207 W. 28th, Minimum age for owner eli- PHILADELPHIA — For theieventually
500 persons.
employ more than
fine reception. 'Rev. Brown, was master-of-, His wheeling and dealing)oness. That's when I formed my . ., ittle ROCK. 
' •biT ' 52.. physicalwn company." Fielding said 
gfirorstEtlikmepuinblitchaetihonistoarny aodf vNeer:
George Jones of Joe Louis ceremonies. Leak is one of the already has earned the form- 1 Its production facilities i
Milk Company, expressed sat- younger businessmen who is er Navy officer a million dol- From selling Laundry ma-' 
Supreme Life's Home Office , examination is necessary to.
isfaction that Gov. Otto Ker-'active in church work as well;lars since he formed Romaine ._,__ ",_chinee Fielding soon 
fint an is in Chicago.
will pass on to the deceased's to the "Elk News," 
official .tio . .
department WRS added
a bon equipment for dis-
qualify. Apartment ownership Using chide highly mechanized pro-
has signed the bill making, aS in civic projects. Other Cos-
'Fielding & Associates in 1948,imea for expanding his busi- 1 heirs or estate. If the heir's age tribution transformers; con-
tbe dating of milk unneces-mopolitan Chamber members.with $228 cash and $1 5001ness sphere. Sweden has a highly does not qualify him to live 
monthly newspaper for the Or-
der, reaching a half-million veyorized production of light-
members in the U. S. Ining arresters, with automatic
The Grand Lodge appointed 1 teeting and recording of data
Mark Hyman, a twenty-year:for each arrester; improved
newspaperman and formerly and expanded facilities for in-
one of the advertising man- dustrial products, and an out-
agers of the Pittsburgh Coo- door mechanical and electrical
rier, to organize and head the set-up for testing conductor
new department. i systems.
Hyman is president of Mark 
Hyman Associates, a public re- ki
lations and marketing firm in I 1 amedDistributor
Philadelphia servicing such 1 Merle Gehrke of The Lance
national corporations as Phil-. Heating company, Oak Park,
adelphia Sears and Roebuck has announced that his firm
and Company, Proctor Silex has been appointed distribu-Corporation, Food Fair Stores. tor for Industrial Combustion
He is a member of Chris Perry Inc. heating equipment in theLodge, I.B.P.O.E. of W. and!Chicago and Northern Illinois
the Prince Hall Masons of , area.
Pennsylvania.
"The Elk News" replaces
the old Eagle and the Antler
with new format and fresher
style. Ultimately it will be
mailed to each of the members
in the community, the apart-
sored by the Institute of In-
ternational Education, Mid-
west Office. He is one of 10
honorary life members of the
South African Institute of
Race Relations. Lewis' visit
to America is to observe
Municipal services f kand daughters in good standing
ticular interest including and to the 1400 lodges to be
o par-
housing, various social wel- displayed on the bulletin
fare services and Commis- 'boards.
sions on Human Rights.
CORTEZ W. PETERS BUSINESS COLLEGE
  Day-Evening or Saturday Classes
Fall Classes Begin
September 5, 1961 Typewriting Ediphone
Shorthand Compfomefry
Accounting Business English
Taxes Business Adm.
Dictaphone IBM Key Punch
REGISTER
NOW
•
FREE -PLACEMENT SERVICE
Automatic Tripod, Inc., a firm located
at 2337 SO. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
16, Illinois, is moving on its goal.
This open stock corporation with ac-
; cess to unlimited resources and poten-
tials has a goal that will make it one
of the 500 largest U. S. industrials,
'manufacturing and selling products.
The sales of the companies products
is world wide and the job opportunities
are tremendous.
From left to right, the new industrial
pioneers are: Mt. Hooter Anderson
(Prominent South Side Citizen and
klusinessman)and Dr. Reverend Morris
B. Tyncs (Minister of Monumental
Baptist Church, an outstanding public
speaker), have joined the executive
staff of Automatic Tripod, Inc. Ni.
_John Levra, Corporation Representa-
tive, (far right):
This picture of Mr. Homer Anderson's
Service Station was made by Ted
Bell's Studio.
customers.
From
Perspiration
°thws hI_Ma.
The Gentle, Effective Cream Deodorant
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, PENNSYLVANIA
Founded 1854
An independent four-year college of liberal arts, fully accredited
Residence halls for men only. Non-resident women enrolled.
Sound general and pre-professional education leading to the Al. de-
gree
Cooperative programs In engineering with Lafayette College and
Drexel Institute, leading to B.S. and A.B. degrees In five or six years.
Spacious wooded campus in Chester County, AS miles from Philadelphia.
International and interracial student body.
For Further information, write The Registrar
WANTED
50 WOMEN
TO EARN $50
to
$100 A WEEK
If you like to meet people, and
can work at least 5 hours per
day or evening COME TO 2400
SO. MICHIGAN AVE., and ask
for Mr.Tate between 9 a.m. & I
p.m., daily.
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•
Mrs. Angline Mallett is via-
Ring her ill daughter in Mil-
waukee.
Charlie Clark is ill at his
home.
Miss Maggie Lewis is at-
tending summer school at Al-
corn.
Pastor's Day was held at
Macedonia Baptist church last
Sunday.
SALMIS STARKVILLE
By GLORIA ERVENG By FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Emma Jean Moore, of
Chicago arrived last week to
visit her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Smith. Her children,
Andrea Kenneth and Larry
have been with them since
July 1. They will return home
Sunday, July 30.
Miss Maggie T. Howell is
visiting her sister and brother-
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Rush in Baltimore, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt George
Indiana ,and children Tony and Cynthiaof Chicago spent last week
lend with Mrs. George's father,
!Rev. B. H. Ashford. Her sister,
'Mrs. Dorothy McFarland, of
lite Bena was also home for
Gerald D. Edwards, son of the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Edwards,i Mrs. Alberta Rogers is
1034 Ames St. has returned spending her vacation in Chi-
from Philadelphia, Pa. where cago with her children, Mrs.
he attended the Youth con- Emma A. Johnson and Mrs.
ference of the N.A.A.C.P. HeSeretha Stitt. Miss Gwendolyn
also visited in Washington,IRogers of Tougaloo College an-
D. C. 
'other daughter is also spending
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Oakes her vacation there with her
and family, formerly of 1031 sisters.
Ames st. are now residing at Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Allen
1105 Kenwood at. of Louisville, Miss., were in
HAMMOND
By SALLIE BUTLER
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith
and Mrs. Mabel Board spent
last week end in Indianapolis,
with relatives.
Rev. and Mrs. James Hunter
and daughters Valencia and
Noreice, from Fort Greely,
Fort Wayne, Indiana. Rev. Will
Alaska are visiting parents and
relatives at 1019 Ames st.
The Hunters will reside in,
lenter Bible College and Mrs. Mrs. D. Drungole left for
Sunter is the former Minnie Chicago where she will visitarl. She graduated from her children.
Hammond High School. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glennie Earl.
LOGANSPORT
By M. L. CROSSLAND
David Meanse attended
Summer camp at Tecumseh
near Delphi, Ind. He won ath-
letic rounds in track, the base-
ball throw and the 50 yard
dash in record time.
The Rev. Lyle Courtney
conducted services at Bethel
A.M.E. church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hester and
family were recent Indianap-
olis visitors, the guests of rel-
atives and friends.
Mrs. Hester and children and
OVIrs. J. W. White visited Mr.
and Mrs. James Wiley of Co-
lumbus, Ohio.
Sp-3 Dorothy Ann Malone
of the Women's Corps of the
SMrs. Robert Smith and Mrs.Claud Maryberry, attended a
program at the Coppel A.M.E.
church in Chicago, honoring
reMrs. Robert Thomas, sr. on her ins and little son, Metric a 
retirement after 25 years of spending their vacation in
Oklahoma City, and Stillwater,
Okla. The Docking are resi-
dents of Louisville, Miss.,
where Mr. Dockins is County
Agent.
service as Pres. of the Mis-
sionary Society.
Mr. Walter Hicks, Amos
Powell, Mr. Lillie Moore and
Gloria Carpenter are on the
sick list.
Thanks to Friend Gospel
Chorus, Mrs. Alice Walker,
Mrs. Lucile Powell, Mrs. Mar-
garet Edwards, Mrs. Ethel Fos-
ter, Miss Ida Mae Hood, Mrs.
Hattie Gray, Mrs. Juanita Wil-
son and Mrs. Tremmel, War-
ners Service Traveling Kings,
Spiritaulists, God child, Jean, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Parker
and K. T. Robinson, who made vacationing in St. Louis with
me very happy on my 70th their daughter-in-law. John
birthday. What would life be Hall accompanied them.
without friends. Mrs. Marie Miller Retting
NOTICE: Your Paper boy of Chicago is visiting her sis-
'Butler" is under the care of ter Mrs. Bertha Gillispie and
a doctor and it is necessary for other relatives and friends.
him to walk to deliver the pa- Mrs. Vera Porter and baby
pers. Will you please have your of St. Louis is visiting her mo-
money ready when your pa- ther and grandmother, Mrs.
pers are delivered so he won't
have to make so many trips.
Church Union of Hammond
enjoyed a spiritual feast at
St. John A.M.E. Zion Sun-
day. Rev. T. L. Daniel is the
New Orleans, La.. last Friday
to attend the funeral of her
brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Dock-
SOUTHEAST STARKVILLE
By WILLA DuPREE
Mrs Minerva Miller died at
Black Jack Community.
J. D. Austin, employee of
Scales Store returned from va-
cationing in Chicago.
Corinne Minor.
Mrs. Houstin McKell is via- recreation area. Mr. Charles
iting her daughter in Detroit. J. Moncrieg is supervisor over
Mrs. Lurline Minor is re- the playground.
cuperating at home. She is a Rev. and Mrs. Charles J.
public school teacher. Johnson, from Atlanta, Ga.
Pastor. Mrs. Ruther Peters, business are in the city.
teacher at Henderson High Rev. Charles J. Johnson is
the new pastor of Bethesda
Presbyterian church.
Members of Betha B. Ellis
Girls' Club were entertained
by a picnic ii Carver Recre-
ation Center on July 20. Soft-
ball, and other outdoor games
were enjoyed. Refreshments
were also served.
Mrs. N. R. Townes and Mrs.
Dorothy Simmons were as-
sisted by Mrs. Rosa Bachman,
Mrs. Audry Stevenson, Mrs.
Helen English, and Mrs. Gla-
dys Sellers. The Junior Choir
of Friendship Baptist church
sponsored a musical program
on the afternoon of July 23.
Choirs from St. Paul A. M. E.
Zion, and Thankful Baptist
churches participated. Rev. E.
W Norris is pastor.
Mr. Cornelius Johnson has
been indisposed.
Mrs. Ruth Prather has gone
to N. C., to visit her sister
who is very sick. Mrs. Elberta
Jackson, Master Thomas Har-
rington, and Miss Winnzel
Ervin attended the Christian
Church State Convention in
They represented the West 
been struggling to build theirRogersville, Tenn., recently.
Main Street Christian Church, months. 
New Church for several
of this city. Rev. E. J. 
Danielsl The church is a beau-
tiful brick structure which is
is pastor, easy for the eyes to behold.
The Rev. C. E. Winfrey is pas-
tor, The Rev. M. H. Burnett—
presiding elder. The Right
Reverend B. Julian Smith—
GRACIOUS AND charming
Lillian Choice, Grand Director
of the S. H. Rosenburg Blood
Fund of Eureka Grand Chap-
ter, 0. E. S., Illinois Jurisdic.
tion, will be among the dele-
gation from Chicago attending
the 72nd annual communica-
tion of Eureka Grand chapter
in Alton, Ill., August a through
10. Mrs. Choice is being con-
gratulated for two years of
superb service to the import.
became seriously ill last week,Toledo; a veteran of World .
War II, and a member of Mt, IMaster Sergeant Marshall is about the same at this writ-
Jones, his wife Mabel and their Pleasant C. M. E. church, ing.
3 children, Benjamin, Sandria Jackson, Tennessee.
and Gloria, all of Sacramento, The Junior Matrons of
Calif., were recent guests in Browns Creek Baptist church
the home of Mrs. Jones' Pa- gave their annual program
rents, Mr. and Mrs. June Gov- on last Sunday afternoon at
an at 245 Middleton. The Jones 2:30. Mrs. Geneva Johnson
extended their tour to St.
ant grand office. (F. 8.1 was the guest speaker. The
 Louis, Mo., to visit a week or
two with his father.
Tennessee Master Sergeant Jones is aformer student at Lane
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mrs. Gatrel Harville is a pa-
tient at memorial hospital.
Mrs. Mary Evans, of New
Orleans, La., is in the city' 14 birthday July 21, 1961. Vir-
visiting her brother. !girlie has two sisters.
Rev. Wm. L. Owen. who is Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Wind- was owned and operated by church — Dothan, Alabama.
field of 211 Jefferson street Mrs. Jeffye Bell Hearnton and Mr. Chester Brown — St. Peteron the sick list as a patient in
Memorial hospital. Mrs. Dore- returned home recently from who was affectionately known A. M. E. church — Headland,
thy Wyden and sons, Robert, Detroit, Mich., where they to her customers and friends Alabama. Mr. Frederick Park-
and Clarence, jr., Wyden have ...spent a very pleasant vacation as
gone to Detroit, Mich., to visit in the homes of their relatives, 
mwoans thclomserd er — St. John — Eufaula,porm'aAnuenottlyJelfars't
is vacationing.
Your reporter Willa was a
prize winner in the Pet Milk
contest. Prize — a cookout,
table model grill — much
needed for Billikens cookout
parties on the lawn.
Mrs. Lula Robinson's house
guests are her mother and
sister from Cincinnati.
HOLLY SPRINGS
Mrs. Mary Oliver, mother of
Clarence Oliver died at her
home on West Valley street
after a long illness. Mrs. Oliv-
ier's funeral was held at Straw-
'berry; eulogy by Rev. Bluitt,
pastor of Hopewell M. B.
church. She leaves eight chil-
dren to mourn her passing.
Fifty-five grandchildren, fif-
teen great grandchildren and
a host of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Oliver wish to thank the many
friends who were so kind to
them during the illness of their
mother.
Rev. R. D. Holloway of
Laurel delivered a powerful
sermon at Anderson Chapel
Sunday. Rev. Holloway is
formerly of this city. The
young people of this city ren-
dered a fine program at An-
derson Chapel. The program
Logansport but now of Phoe-
nix. Ariz., is visiting in Lo-
gansport and is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harris.
David Meanse spent three
weeks in the YMCA Summer
camp near Delphi, Ind. He was
outstanding in athletics and Isaac's Chapel CME church,
won the baseball throw andl Aug. 23 and 25. Elder W. C.
the 50 yard dash in record Armstrong will preside.
time.
Mrs. Mary Moore, wife of CORINTH
Hansel Moore, died in Chicago.
There is no other information
at this writing.
Read the Chicago Defender;
gam. L. Crossland local agent
111Pand correspondent ton and A. C. Southard of
relatives.
Mrs. Helen Wilson, and chil-
dren. from Miami, Fla., are
visiting Mrs. Wilson's brother,
Mr. John Ballock, and family
here.
Playground activities are
now in progress at Carver Rec-
reation center, which began
June 19. They include Little
league baseball games, soft-
ball games, tennis, etc. Some
of the games are interracial.
The swimming pool is also
open to the public. Prof Paul
E. Christman is director of the
Georgia
U. S. Army is home on tem- was under sponsorship of Mrs. CORDELL Presiding Bishop.
porary duty from Gerrnany.,Doris Daley, music director of By RENA LOCKETT Stewardess Board No. 1 of ing the Presbyterian Seminary
She is scheduled to return1Sims high school. Mrs. Vera Butts and children Mother Liberty C.M.E. church, in McKenzie, Tenn.
shortly. Men's Day held at Hopewell sponsored a program last Sun- .9. W. Scott of Toledo, Ohio
William Dudley, formerly of last Sunday afternoon was a 
visited with his grandmother.
Mrs. Maggie Flake last week.
Mrs. Sarah Shockley re-
turned home this week from
Chicago where she visited
with her children.
Mrs. M. B. Jones and grand-
son, William Bufford have
moved out on Yorkville road.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wil-
liams and Mrs. James Harold
Douglas and children James
Harold, Jr. and Morlene
Douglas of Gary were week-
end guests of Mrs. Williams'
brother, Ralph Douglas.
great success.
Rev. M. W. Lindsey pastor
of Greater Asbury delivered
an inspiring sermon last Sun-
day to a large audience.
The Holly Springs District
conference will convene at
Tennessee
JACKSON in New Carmell Cemetery
By C. A. AGNEW with Bledsoe Funeral Horne in
charge.
The Rev. E. Caloway, pastor Rites for Mr. Monroe Mays
of Christ Temple Church were held last Thursday at(Holiness) returned home last 1 p.m. at New C. M. E. church
week from Omaha, Nebraska
where he attended the Diocese
at Medon, the Rev. N. Davis
officiating. Burial was in St.Conference of the Church of Paul Cemetery t with Stephen-Christ (Holiness) which corn- 
son and Shaw Funeral Homeprises the states of Tenn., Ky.,
M.o, Okla., and Nebraska,
with Bishop Conic presiding.
Rev. Calloway was reassigned
to the pastorate here at Jack-
son and the next session of
this Par-conference will be
held in Jackson. Rev. Callo-
way reported a very profitable
and enjoyable session of the
conference, Rev. Calloway was
called upon to preach one of
the special sermons.
lege, has been in th Air Force
I for 15 years and is stationed
at Sacramento, Calif.
Miss Virginia Curry, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Carrie Curry of
121 Eastern ave., celebrated her
Was hOSI pastor.
Mrs. Georgie Baker has re-
turned home from Lexington
where she visited her daught-
er, Mrs. Lerlene Guthrie and
husband Paul.
Mrs. Willie A. Greer of
Alton. Ill, and her son Lewie
Greer of Minneapolis spent
the weekend in their summer
home.
Ralph Dale Meeks of
Springfield has returned home
after spending a long vaca-
tion with his grandmother,
Mrs. Della Brown.
Dedicates New
Illinois Park
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Gov.
Otto Kerner will dedicate the
newest Illinois state park at
Quincy today. Dedication cere-
monies are scheduled at the
park site at 4:30 p.m.p.m. the program was under
the direction of Mrs. Robinson. The park has been named
Vocal solos by Miss Bonnie
Robinson and Mrs. Mary Car-
ter. Mrs. Callila Hayden pre-
sided at the organ. Rev. Robert
Wesby, Pastor.
Our reporter Mrs. Ada L
Carnor was a Chicago visitor
and attended Womans' Day"
at Metropolitan Community
church. She was house guest of
Mr. and Mrs. William Kirkling,
jr., and family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bridge-
ford entertained with a dinner
party July 4. The following
were guests, Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Barbee, Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
Holmes. Out of town 
CoEoLgoISA_BET(UHPVI)IL_LET, hoT 
Ks-Mrs.
he
mond Wallace and Mr. and
guests were Mr. and Mrs. gloom 
ogvoevre rnment, ernetbo deepff  
it 
g 017
Alabama. Hershel! Harris of St. Charles, in Leopoldville this week, is-Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rhodes. and Mrs. Hearnton left for A period of study was held Mrs. Janie Robinson, Mr. and sued a cautiously wordedMr. and Mrs. 0. P. Mercer and their vacation shortly there- during the morning hours of
Mrs. Holmes of Joliet
Mrs. Luther Bell and Mr. and statement welcoming the newafter. They visited relatives each day. The teachers were
and friends in Chicago. Ill., Rev. L. A. Billups, Mrs. H. W.1 Mrs. Irene Bridgeford ac- 
gleovAedrnomoleaht of Premier Cyril-
Dayton, Ohio, Detroit, Mich., Pouncy, Mrs. Mannet Daly, 
companied Mr. and Mrs. Her- The statement, signed byMurphysboro, Ill. South Bend, Mrs. Bertha Young, Mrs. A. shal Harris of St. Charles to Finance Minister Jean Bap-Ind„ Niagara Falls, N. Y. and Yelverton and Miss Willette Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn. tiste Kibwe and not by Presi-the Dominion of Canada. They Billups — Music director.
reported a pleasant trip. 
Voices of Faith broadcast dent Moise Tshombe, "wel-cionuevtentFiorindayclonseildht with
The West Tennessee Sing- banquet joyable program last Sunday formation of a government for
choir of Elgin rendered an en- comed with satisfaction the
ing Convention was held at Cherry Street A. M. E. church. night at Main Street Baptist the Republic of the Congo."the J. P. Baptist church on the Banquet Committee — Mrs. W. church.
fifth Sunday in July all day M. Billups, Mrs. Hazel West, Mrs. Eva Harris, Mrs. Annlong. Dinner was served on the Mrs. A. M. Coleman, Rev. N. Evans and Richard Hillmangrounds and everyone had a J. Noye, Mr. Jim Garlington. of Syracuse attended the
very enjoyable time. The Rev. Rev. L. A. Billups and fam- broadcast at Main StreetR. L. Lanier is pastor. The fly are visiting relatives and Baptist Church. Several pen-Convention was sponsored by friends in B'ham, Alabama this pie from Elgin were present.
the choirs of the church. Bro. week. Mrs. Josie Carter was chair-
W. C. Muse—President, Mrs. Mr. Johnnie Huntington its- man of a program given bySims st. sought transfer from Mary Ruth Hurt"—Corresopnd- honed at Andrews Air Force the Eastern Star at Main
Merry High School and hegis- ing Secretary.
tration at Jackson High School Mrs. Lee Henry Hunt and Meg his family.
Base. Wash., D. C., is here via- Street Baptist Church last
Sunday.
last Monday morning. She wasi her daughter, Alene accompa- Mrs. Marjorie Odum and
accompanied by her mother, flied by Mr. Mitchell all of 
Mrs. Beulah Ford is visiting
daughter visited Mr. Odum
Mrs. Evelyn Craft, Dr. W. R.I.Jackson, Miss., were guests of Ohio.
Bell and the Rev. A. L. Camp- relatives and friends over last Mrs. Cora Burney of Enter- Pital.
relatives and friends in Kent,
who is confined at Hines hos-
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Arm-bell, pastor of Berean Baptist week end. Miss Alene Hunt
church. This particular case continued on to Bloomington, son Johnny of Eufaula, Ala- ,
M Susie Davis andprise, rs.
strong of Toledo recently
was Jackson's first attempt Ind., where she is attending bama were guests of Rev. and
school. Mrs. Matilda Greer accom- 
Wealth-Health-Happiness
CAN RR YOURS THROUGH
. visited relatives and friends.I
at school integration. KNOWLIDO6
• • • 
Mrs. H. T. Coleman during the
panied them to Maywood, Ill. Which atoordist se our lecooso. iaYouth Day was observed at
last Monday.; • •Salem Baptist church, 106 NEWBEAN
By Archie Woods 
Sunday School Convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Hawk-
Gordon Street. Sunday, Aug. 
the True Solene• et all Heine Theee
principals sad laws. etan hel• eel
ust 8, 1981. The morning ser..-
Mrs. Lucille Moffatt and 
Mr. Charles McRae and Miss
By DAN CLARK 
..• t. tolvet. ev•ry or•bl•er. that.
children of Union Citywere 
Mary Carter are attending the 
le universal. in ch•raeler and en-
alleatIon. Them awe Sr. <mere-
ices were conducted by the
pastor, the Rev. L. S. Briggs. Carrie Mof 
 r
Masonic meeting in B'ham.
Mrs. A. Hawk's brother and Homer Brown and family va- 
Me in the daily life of ev•rr
The Rev, E. Calloway, pas- guests of their aunt, Mrs. cationed in Cleveland, Detroit 
he•Ith, we•Ith end hapolnese.
creature When obeyed. Mel, 'WW1
tor of Christ Tmple (Holiness) Carrie Moffait last Sunday. ton of Miami, Florida are via- and Canada.
wife Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hous- When they •re disobeyed. thisbring faders and rimpair. bed
Miss Annie Williams who , Mrs. Lillie Norman of Chi- 
health, or se walled bad lurk
on Eastern Avenue, was the
guest speaker at the 3 o'clock has been ill for sometime is "ere'
Ring relatives and friends 
Write today. for more Informattes
a patient in Parkview hos- 
cago was El welcome guest at send same, addreec birthdals, mai
the home of her mother, Mrs. 
and hnw you ean learn to •••reom•
roar oroblenm. and help ether" tee.
hour. It was a great day at
pital, Dyersburg, adelphia is visiting her mother. Louise Harmon and other
Mrs. Corneliva Cobb of Phil-
Salem and every one wall ben-
friends of Cairo. 
a short letter, rennet-slag your
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dew, 
nation.
Problems Pleas• earls. 111.0* dr
efitted.
Mrs. Dorothy Sage of St. 
Mrs. Dozier on North Alice
The West Tenn. Central
of Memphis are visiting his 
THE SCHOOL OF INFINITI
Sunday and B. T. U. Congress
father who is ill, Mr. Boyle friends in East Chicago.
Mrs. A. B. Dozier visited
brother, Rev. B. J. Luckett 
WISDOM, INC
Louis is visiting with their 
street. Mr. and MTS. Tom Luckett 4505 Drexel Sled. Dept ID
cokes. lk, Illinois
Association and its Auxiliaries
Goward and stepmother, Mrs and niece Mrs. Camdice With-church recently, the Rev. Rosa Goward. Cray Apts. has returned from erspoon and family.
Mrs. Jessie Sistrunk of Mc-
Briggs was host to the affair. Archie and Earl Woods Newark, N. J. where she via- Mme. Willie Gutherie ofMrs. Annie Hunt, reporter. Dolly Jones, Mrs. L ti c i 1 1 ited relatives and friends. I Battle Creek, Mich., deliveredMt. Pleasant C. M. E. church Taylor, Sandra Louis Tate and Sgt. and Mrs. Dixion Ward some timely lectures at King-gave its grand opening on Mrs. Carey Walker attended and their three children, Patsy, dom of Freedom church.July 30, 1961. This church has the fifth Sunday rally in Hope- Janice and Dixon, jr., were Sol Hi, noted band leaderwell last Sunday. guests of their parents who of Chicago and formerly ofMr. and Mrs. Melvin Welch live on Hutchinson and Black- Cairo, is visiting friends here.and children Danny and shire streets. They were from 
Donny and Larry Welch of Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Peoria were weekend guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Grant Welch last Sunday.
Mrs. Sara Benson is visit-
ing with her son in Chicago.
Rev, M. J. Tyce is attend-
Sid Simpson State Park in
honor of the late congressman
who served 16 years in the
House of Representatives from
the 20th Congressional Dist-
rict.
The park is located on Quin-
cy Bay at the north edge of
the city and is the first gen-
eral-use water-side park in the
Quincy area.
other friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard J.
Houston of 201 Taft street,
spent a very extensive vaca-
tion in Beloit, Wis., Chicago
and Joliet, Ill., with relatives
and friends. Mr. Houston is a
prominent business man of
Jackson and has a nice grocery
store on the corner of Taft
and Franklin streets.
Friends who have been in-
terested in the illness of Mrs.
Hattie Ballard, will rejoice to
know that she is at her home
at 515 Day at. and improving
nicely at this writing.
Miss Angelyn Craft of 236
Katanga Backs
New Premier
Classified Ads
I—Spiritual Advisor
SPIRITUAL HELP
Bithop Baker. tpleitual poyelvologlat. the
men ono know,, gifted by Gad with • OM..
[NW., to nolo rot. and Maas you the tpliit
within reveal. all Winne, help In 54 boon
Phnom Seigle" Phone. Win, Or cools 740
moll 1717 Z 55th St , Apl. It, Cleveland.
Ohio
POISSIDDICN RNOWLED(fIZ ANCtTI
Secrete revealed to gain money gild
power. SI 00, W A lftniOn. lit MO-
li•e Street. Wilmington. N. C.
Paducah, Ky. visited their 
stirring revival with Rev.
Denham of Savannah as guest
speaker.
• • • 
Mr. and Mrs. Kizer Applin
are proud parents of twin
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed daughters. Mother and babiesPERU Southard last SaturdayRev. Courtney conducted in Red doing ne.
Bav Ala.
services on scheduled time - ' Mrs. Maude Cuffie is homeRev. and Mrs. W. W. Hamil- from Sumnter County hospital.
Rev. H. C. Chambliss and
Grady Vance attended serv-
ices at Sibley last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Applin
are also proud parents of twins
baby boy.
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON The Shady Grove Baptist
Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Dam- church recently closed a soul
mons are happy parents of a
baby girl.
Rev and Mrs. W. W. Hami/-
Sunday at Waymon A.M.E.
church.
Mrs. Halley Allen, wife of
Thomas Allen died in the
Armstrong Nursing Home last
Sunday after seven years of
illness.
Mrs. Allen was a member of
Mt. Herman Baptist church.
Funeral services were con-
ducted at 2 p.m. last Wednes-
day at Eikenberry Funeral
Home. The Rev. James Dun-
dee officiated and burial was
in Mt. Hope cemetery
The Rev. James Dundee con-
ducted services on scheduled
time Sunday at Mt. Heyman
ton were recent guests of Mrs.
Collen Maddon at Red Bay,
Ala,
PICKERS
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Sunday school was well at- —a bey and girl. 
Calhoun, Mrs. Rena Hay and
tended last Sunday at Fair- Mrs. Hattie M. Wilson and Mrs. Lena 
Johnson all of
view M. B. Church. Amose Fletcher Mahone from Jackson; Mrs. Susie Sea ofEast St. Louis, I11.; Dr. W. H.
Calhoun of Seattle, Wash. and
W. H. Calhoun of Chicago.
Services for Mr. J. B. Rob-
erson of the Spring Creek
Community were held last
Sunday at 3 p.m. at Berrizion
C. M. E. church, the Rev. F. LI Orleans.
Green officiating. Burial was, Mille Jernett Davis ha s re-
in charge.
for Mr. Robert Hill recently 
A group of members of Mt. Luella Brown and Mrs. ClaraFuneral services were held
at Macedonia Baptist church, 
Canaan Baptist church mo_ Buck of Batavia, Ill.
the Rev. R. J. Page officiating. 
tored to Woodlawn Friday Mrs. Shelds has returned
Burial was in Bascom Ceme- 
night where their pastor. Rev, after visiting relatives and
T. C. Williams was guest friends at Harvey. Louisiana.
tery with Bledsoe Funeralstmaker on the 5th annual 
Mrs. Patton of San Antonio,
Home in charge. Mr. Hill died iWomen's Day program which Texas is visiting Mrs. EugeneSmith "Woman's Day" waswas held at New Communityat Maumes Valley Hospital in
Toledo, Ohio. where he had Baptiat church. Rev. G. D. 'held last Sunday at Main St.
been a patient for a month. Mr, Menefee is pastor. Baptist church. Mrs. Louise
Hill letter carrierin Miss Ida M. Maxwell who Cowherd was general chair-
man. Miss Roberta Martin of
Chicago was guest speaker at
morning service. The Woman's
Day Chorus rendered musical
selections. Dinner was served
to about two hundred. At 3
Illinois
Bluff Creek church furnished
the music. Mrs. Emma Blair-
Pres., the Rev. W. H. Murphy,
pastor.
Funeral services for Mrs
Maggie Deberry were held re-
cently at St. John No. 2 with
the Rev. Henry Greer officiat-
ing.
After 16 years of public
service to the people of Jack-
son, Jeff's Tea Room which
day at 4 p.m. in the lower au-
ditorium of the church. Mr.
Jesse Massey, Juvenile officer
of the city of Jackson, was the
guest speaker. A Tea was given
in connection with the pro-
gram. Rev. C. F. Odom, pastor.
of Tampa, Fla. are visiting her
parents Mr. and Mrs. John
Staley.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Pat-
rick are the proud parents of
a baby girl.
Mrs. Love Bryant has re-
turned home from Pontiac.
Mich., where she visited her Mr. Jim Glen was gradually
daughter, Mrs. Josie Ander- improving at Jackson-Madison
son County Hospital at this writ-
Mr. and Mrs. Ira B. Tripp ing. Friends and neighbors are
are proud parents of a fine,hoPing for his continued im-
provement.
Funeral services for Mr.
Thomas Hays of 209 Mobile
avenue were held last Monday
at Stephenson and Shaw Fu-
neral Home at 2 p.m. with the
Revs. T. Grimes and C. F.
Odom officiating. Burial was
in Mount Olive Cemetery. Mr.
Hays was a member of Home
Baptist church. A veteran of
World War I; Goodman Baptist Church the
a member e' 5th Sunday. Mrs. Hattie An-the American Legion. He was derson Barfield of Pickens wasformerly employed at the guest speaker. Mrs. Lillie C.
Jackson Packing Company. Winston is president.
Survivors are cousins, Mrs. Mrs. Bessie Pickens and
Katie Maxwell, Mr. Frank Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Billings-
lea attended the Bethsheba
Harry Davis of Memphis
spent several days here visit-
ing hie mother. Mrs. Josephine
Wilburn who 111 ill.
Mrs. Maggie Griffin after
spending several days in
Louisville, Miss, with relatives
and friends has returned
home.
Americus visited Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Pryor recently.
Mrs. Beatrice Harrington of
Indianapolis was in the city
last week visiting old friends.
Mrs. Isabelle Blocker of Tip-
ton spent the week end with
her sister, Mrs. Fannie Staley.
Mrs. Lucy Kendrick' is ill.
,• •
mississippi
GOODMAN
By P. BILLINGSLEA
A very beautiful choir day
program was presented at
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L R. MEYERS
Successful revival services
closed Friday night at New
Bethel Baptist church. Rev.
M. L. Robinson is pastor.
Evangelist W. H. Radney de-
livered an arousing message
each night.
DOTHAN
By
EURA MAE HUNTINGTON
The Sunday School Conven-
tion of the Dothan-Eufaula
District was in session July
19-21 at Nichols Chapel A.M.E.
church with Rev. N. J. Noye
pastor, Rev. R. A. Daly presid-
ing elder.
There were delegates from
all nineteen charges with a
large number of visitors and
friends. Three young ministers
were present preparing for
admission to the coming an-
nual conference. Rev. John
Davis—Nichols Chapel A. M. E.
AURORA
By ADA L. CANNON
Mr. Early, father of Mrs. J.
Moody visited at St. Johns
A. M. E. church, Sunday Mr.
Early is from Kentucky. Also
other visitors were Mrs. Rheta
Archer, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Buckner, Mrs. Mattis Mason,
Mrs. John Hazelwood, Mrs.
WAVERLY
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Rev. Thomas Saunders and
his congregation of Indiana-
polis rendered a spiritual pro-
gram here at Salters Chapel
AME Church. Rev. I Ewing,
Jr. is pastor. Rev. Saunders
delivered the message.
The MCF Club recently met
in the home of Miss Kathryn
Russell.
Miss Lillie Mai Wakefield
of Chicago recently visited
Miss Maggie Vaughn, and
Ranzle Vaughns of this city.
Miss Lillie Mai Wakefield
is visiting in Chicago.
The sick list includes Mrs.
Bessie Lou Maberry, Miss Ada
Pettigrew. Frank Spicer,
Charles Walker and Ed Good-
rich.
Branch Chapter, OSE in Jack-
son.
Folks visiting here are Mrs
Zonia Southern and children
of Waterloo, Iowa; Mrs. Suzie
Mae Davis and son of Mil-
waukee: Pearle Mae Sample,
Willie Mae Foster of Chicago
and Jessie Lee Bates of New
V. Preservers
1":31w!
4111111111.
1,1.1
Nosy, Isoomponiave cowbell MI&
era made by awing side homed
to cubes end hying II a 0i4. bet..
Me, reesegied w104 • tyke.
three.
turned after several weeks
visiting relatives in Eupora,
Miss.
Woodrow Warren of Way-
nesboro, Miss., friend of Miss
Daisy Redd was at her home
last weekend.
COLP
By ANNE BILLINGSLY
Mt. Olive Baptist Associa-
tion held its annual picnic at
the Baptist Camp site here.
More than 500 people at
tended.
A wonderful program was
enjoyed by all at Keathly
Temple. Rev. Raymond Davis
of Mt. Olive Baptist church
22-Buns OOP
LAROg PAPER
arid bookstand for sell, due to Slam.
$7,000. Loc. 4751, Indiana, Chi* 
Ii PHIALS NIEL
MAIDS — 0KW York — CO NS
/Ogg WAITING — TIMM SINT
ATLANTIC ASCY., PO SOX 5115
WESTBURY, L.I . NEW YORK
21-rtmALK HELP WANTED
BON A ISPARE-TIME GRITTING
CARD AND GIFT SHOP AT ROMS
Show friends samples of our new NMI
Christmas and All Omission Greet-
loer. 
end 
..nni Cards and 40 114ts. Take:pre.th.eM
perience necessary. Coet• nothing tr
try . Write today for samples cm
approval.
REGAL GREETINGS, DEPT. 113
FERNDALE. MICHIGAN.
COSSISPONDENOS CUM
1,0‘irl.Ti or RAPPY JOIN TWO
Amens. Club, Sol 757. Oarl, beams
Send 10, for Information
LONELY/ FIND LOVE - ROMANCII
Marriage. Send stamp for Infor-
mation Dixie Club. Rog 1773, Ocala
3. Florida.
SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
- . —
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
—0—
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
TO LEAD DENTAL AUX-
ILIARY: These ladies were
last week installed as of-
ficers of the Women's Aux-
ilary of the Old North State
APPLIANCES BRIGHTEN UP
For more than a year, the
appliance industry was the
"shaggy dog" of the American
economy.
Barely a month ago, Wall St, Harvey Hubbell Inc., manu-
analysts still were sounding,facturer of wiring devices an-
the tocsin of despair about
the financial prospects of the
household equipmeot compa-
nies. Hot:sing starts had been
slow, retail weather had been
Dental Society. They Cr.
from left to right: Mrs. Kath-
erine Meroney. Winston-Sal.
em. president; Mrs. R. L.
Foy, Kinston, president-
A new record may be set in
sale of replacement tires this
year, with the figure estimated
to reach 71 million. Manufac-
turers such as Firestone,
Goodrich, Goodyear, U. S. Rub-
ber and General Tire & Rubber
all reporting big sales.
the steel can industry and the
glass bottle industry, reports
the Wall St. Journal. The
stake is the soft drink business.
The can companies already
have captured 40 per cent of
the beer packaging distribu-Parade to recovery. New hous-
, tion. Now they are trying to
;Canada Dry and Hires. T h e Interracial Methodistsing starts have registered sub- line up Coca Cola, Pepsi, 7 Up,stantial pickups. inventoriesIare lower, prices are becom-1glass bottlers are counteringing stabilized and the con-
sumer has developed confi- caw__,.
rice in the strength of his: 
pocketbook. 
,1 with a new, lighter, throw-
a3
n
no-return bottle. Work In Windy City& 
As a result, the major ap- l`ir I The Englewood Methodist? Many of the students were
pliance manufacturers have T es We Ic h u r c h, 6400 Stewart ave.,
stepped up production, many! was the location of the 1961
factory workers are working , !Methodist Inner-City Work
overtime this summer and! All Talk Camp from June 17 to July 31.
others have had their vacations'
curtailed to catch up with the QUESTION: I am often
flow of new orders, called upon to participate in
Some of the companies in conversation and make some
the appliance field who may comment. The sad part of it is
benefit from this industry re- I have nothing to say. I think
covery are: this is true, because I don't
Whirlpool Corp., recent price want to make a fool of myself
29-30, dividend last year $1.40, by talking without knowing in vacation church schools of
annual yield 4.6 per cent; com- the facts. the Englewood and Christ
pony has paid dividends since Do you think this is caused Methodist church, 64th and
1929. by fright, or a lack of being Sangamon sts., and the Gar-
Maytag Company, recent prepared for these situations? field Methodist church, Gar-
price 48-49, dividend last year
$2.40, annual yield 4.9 per
cent; company has paid divi-
dends since 1946. ANSWER: I suggest that Painting' carpentry and clean-
Tappan Company, (over-the- you develop your resources ing the churches who could
counter) recent price 33-36,as a means of developing self- not afford to have the work
dividend last year $1.50 an-confidence. Self-confidence is done otherwise.
' nual yield. 4.2 per cent. Com- the result of (a) having some-, During the final week, the
pany has paid dividends since thing to say. (b) the desire to students served as counselors
--- ----- 'say it, and fel facility with in a Methodist camp located
words and sentence structure, outside Chicago. This was
GO FREE and most of all organization considered an worthwhile ex-
of material. perience for many students
elect; Mrs. Doris Rosemond,
Wilson, vice president; Mrs.
E. P. Norris, Winston-Salem.
treasurer and Mrs. A. L.
Harris, Henderson, sceretary.
WINNERS IN A RECENT
popularity contest conducted
by Arenia Mallory, of the
Saint's Industrial School, op-
erated by Church of God In
Christ. Students to win top
honors are (front left), Jef-
fery Mallory Naudaine.
Springfield. Ill.: Linda An-
derson, of Chicago: Marie
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — bill was $1,091,000,000. Last
The U. S. long has been the
world's largest exporter, or
seller, of agricultural products.
year it was $1,003,000,000. This
does not mean that less cof-
fee was imported last year,
Also, it is second only to the but merely that prices were
United Kingdom as the lead- down from 1950. In fact, in
ing importer, or buyer, of farm 1950 Americans consumed 10.4
output. million bags of coffee, whereas
In 1960, U. S. agricultural in 1960 they upped their con-
imports totaled a whopping sumption to 22.1 million bags.
$3,825,000,000. Even so, imports Rubber imports are down
last year were the lowest in about &I million from 1950 be-
ll years. cause more synthetic rubber is
The share of agricultural being used. The U. S. even has
products in the total U. S. im- been selling rubber from its
port bill has been going down stockpile.
steadily since 1947. In the im-
mediate postwar period of
1945-49, it averaged 44 per
cent of the total. In 1955-59 it
was down to 31 per cent, and
last year it dropped to 26 per
cent.
Despite this decline, the pat-
tern of U. S. farm import trade
has changed little in the last
decade.
The U. S. buys more coffee
than any other single farm
commodity. In 1950, the coffee
>r" 211
Ross, Lexington, Miss.; Syl-
via Jeffery, San Francisco;
Freddie Middleton. Kansas
City, unidentified girl who
was also a top winner and
winning sponsors Mrs. A.
Kennedy and Joseph Davis.
The group are boarding a
plane for a trip to New Or-
leans where they will visit
with friends.
ticipates a successful year be-
cause of its "good rate of re-
pair and modernization during
periods of slack activity". An-1
other way of saying that auto-
poor over the country, over- motion is increasing produc-
production had brought onition while reducing costs. Thisprice cuts In order to move is the major cause of continu-the merchandise off the shelves ing high unemployment and if
and consumer attitude seemediKennedy wishes to solve thatto be that appliances are a;problem he must find a formu-postponable item. 
'la to pass on to labor some ofThe pessimism was sup
-'the benefits of automation. Iported by first quarter figures A smashing "battle of thewhich showed that shipment,bottle" is shaping up betweenof refrigerators were down 17
per cent, electric ranges down
8 per cent, standard gas ranges
down 20 per cent and washers
down 8 per cent.
Now the picture has chang-
ed. Appliances have joined the
—•
ily organizing a group
tour, hich costs articipants
less moors oi to anywhere
in the so: you can earn
a free trip or hall tare ror
organizing a group tom irt
15 persons, your trip is free:
For 10 persons, half fare.
So if you belong to a club,
church group, fraternal or-
ganization, business associa-
tion or any group interest-
ed in going places for less
organize them into a group
for the hl!st travel mite ot
all — FREE or HALF
FARE! Call or write Chicago
Defender Travel Editor 2400
So. Michigan, and we will
supply you with all details.
Frequently, the words and
phrases leave me at a loss.—
K. P.
field and Emerald ave.
The work campers spent
their first two weeks doing
While you are developing in
this direction, don't sit down
and do nothing, Prepare for
any speech situation that
might arise. Practice until you
Iknow your material and keepl at it daily.
Get in a word in the conver-
sation some way or another.
READERS
For my group discussion
'iamphlet, send two stamps
and a self-addressed long busi-
I
ness envelope. Write to Dr.
Marcus H Boulware, Florida
A & M University, Bo, 15F
Tallahassee, Florida.
Aids Tunisian
who served for the first time
with an interracial group in
a camping venture.
CAIRO — (UPI) — King -
Saud 
,
of Saudi Arabia has do-I
nated about $600,000 to the
, Tunisian victims of the bat-
tle of Bizerte, Jedita radio re-
ported.
—
C'mon, Let's Co
FISH IN
AT CANADA'S MOST
MODERN FISHING LODGE
MUSKIE BASS NORTHERN'S WALLEYE TROUT
HUGE CRAPPIES
BEER PARTRIDGE • DUCKS DEER
ENJOY A WEEK Or Fri:1G IN THE PLACID WATERS OF BEAUTIFUL 
RAINY
LAKE ON THE INTERNAM:HI BOVADARY -RELAX IN THE 
RESTFUL COMFORT
Of RAINY LAKE'S NIL/EST AND FINEST LODGE—
RATES ARE VERY REASONABLE
For Mo. Intorreation ond Free Brochure Writ.
BOX 116 • PORT FRANCES
ONTARIO, CANADA
Eleven college students and
1
from small country towns. The
Work Camp is sponsored by
the Student Division of the
National Board of Missions of
the Methodist church and the
wo directors from various Chicago Home Missionary and
ections of the United States' Church Extension Society.
ived at the church while serv-, Work Camps of this type
ng as an interracial group as- have been held for the past
igned to work with churches several years in major cities
in blighted areas, of the U.S.
Students served as teachers Students who participated
in the Camp were: Sue Ellen
Gray, South Carolina; Anneta
Isaki, Honolulu, Hawaii; Duane
Bodeen, Alpha, Ill.; Pattye
Sue Whyte, Maysville, Ky.;
Donna Hillman, Faulkton,
South Dakota; Harold Martin
Gray, Louisiana; Tim Hurst,
Spur, Texas; Lucy Guthrie,
Buffalo, N. Y.: director Tilda
Norgerg. Saginaw, Mich.;
Charity Currie, San Diego,
Calif: Judy Dodge, Minneapo-
lis, Minn.; and Beverly Layton,
North Manchester, Ind.
The Camp Workers left
Chicago. Wednesday. They
were extended a hand of fel-
lowship by Rev. Leon Stitch,
pastor of Englewood Metho-
dist church and Frances Braw-
ly and Robbie Goolsby.
W. LAWRENCE JONES.
left, one of 30-drug exhibi-
tors at the annual conven-
tions of the Old North State
Medical Society. Old North
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI)—
A young strip-tease dancer
and a sailor strolled up and
down Bourbon Street in the
wee hours today — but it was
far from romantic.
They were looking dag-
gers at each other.
A sandwich board draped
over the sagging shoulders of
the seaman declared "The op-
erator of this club does not
conform to union conditions."
The girl carried a sign read-
ing "We like our working con-
ditions. We don't ne ed
AGVA."
She was a counter - picket,
the latest wrinkle in French
Quarter night life's newest
sidelight: A union attempt to
organize the peelers at the
Blue Angel club on colorful
Bourbon Street.
The picketing started Sat-
urday night, and Leon Corn-
man, branch manager. -of the
American Guild of Variety
Artists (AGVA) predicted "we
will emerge victorious. We got
the AFL-CIO back of us."
But the Blue Angel's pep-
pery little manager, Carlo.
Montalbano, h a s different
ideas. "All he wants is money.
Let him try. He ain't hurtin'
WASHINGTON — (UN) —
President Kennedy has pro-
claimed the week beginning
Oct. 1 as National Employ
The Physically Handieapped
Week.
WOODMERE
HOTEL
4641 S. WOODLAWN
CHICAGO, ILL
200 MODERN
ROOMS
All With Privets Seth
Permanents & Trensimilis
Reams New A...IOW.
TRANSIENT RATE
$3.00
Inspection Invited
Roosonal• Porrnartont Rates
For Reservations
Wire, Write or Phone
AT 5-5409
GOING SOMEWHERE?
It's nosier — faster — mere convenient —
when you leave the cl•toih in expert hoods I
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
expert travel service, such aa WELCOME, We know all the
right planes, trains, busses, hosts to fit your convenience beat
-- and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time—and
you're sure.
Experienced traveler's regularly depend on Travel Agency
service. South Side business and professional leaders-- men
whose names you know --have been "leaving the details to
WELCOME" for the past four years.
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours- and delivered the
tickets furs two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds on
WELCOME-arranged group tour*, with every detail of comfort and
convenience expertly handled to make travel a plesaure --not a task.
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
and resorts all over the world—know where you can go for the most
fun, with the least bother, on your budgrot, Cheek this list of our
regular services
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • SUS
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL 1 RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP IL TOUR ADVICE, FOR EIUSINESS OR PLEASURE
Don't fight Loop parking and traffic congestion drop in at OUT
Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the fame and counsel
as"o your tickets just handily, Let WELCON
travel? 
III
WELCOME
TRAVEL SERVICE -.
Defender Court
2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Call DAnvb• 6-1100
Wool shows a big drop in
value. In 1950, wool imports
cost $427 million. Last year
they cost $196 million. Syn-
thetics are partly the reason.
Much less wool is being used
in carpets than formerly and
apparel wool is way down.
Sugar, in No. 4 place in 1950,
jumped to No. 2 in 1960 with
a $125 million rise in value.
The quantity was about the
same for both years.
Beef and veal made its in-
troduction to the list of 10
leading imports for two rea-
sons. Americans started bar-
becuing, with the result that
consumption of hamburgers,
hot dogs and such skyrocketed.
At the same time, the U. S.
cattle cycle reached the point
where farmers were slaughter-
ing the type of cattle that pro-
duces manufacturing beef.
Currently, the U. S. buys most
of this manufacturing beef
from Australia and New Zea-
year they cost $143 million.
The United States buys one-
third of the world's cocoa bean
exports
Hides and skins have moved
downward because of sharply
increased domestic production
and sharply decreased domes-
tic consumption. Manufactur-
ers have found substitutes for
leather.
Copra and cocoanut oil
dropped from $103 million in
1950 to $83 million in 1960
because of a decline in price
and a decline in use of soap
in general cleaning. Deter-
gents, which do not use co-
coanut oil, have become popu- . .
L. A. OXLEY, left, Washing-
ton, D. C.. former official
with the U. S. Labor De-
partment, renews old friend-
ships with Dr. J. A. Tinsley.
as.
Weldson; Dr. W. P. Devon*,
Fayetteville and Dr. L. P.
Armstrong, Rocky Mount,
during the recent annual
convention of the Old North
Baptists Raise $40,000
SCLC Integration Fight
land. In 1950, the big supplier t Leadership Conference, that
1$5,500 was turned over to
was Argentina.
;his organization to aid theCocoa beans Imported in
1950 cost $167 million. Last'
south.
Freedom Struggle in the
The gift came from Dr.
0. K. Maxwell, president of
the National Sunday School
and BTU Congress which
convened in St. Louis, Mis-
souri recently. The money
represented funds raised in
a special Civil Rights night
that closed the convention
with more than twelve thous-
ad delegates in attendance. New Twist Added As Strip
served as principal speaker 
Tease Pickets Male Picketin addition to Dr. King, who
ATLANTA — It was dis- son, Miss., announced that he
closed recently by Dr. Mar- had just received in the home
tin Luther King, jr., president office at Atlanta, Georgia, a
of the Southern Christian certified check for $18,000
for the work of the conference both expressed their opinion
from Dr. Sandy F. Ray, on that this was only a begin-
behalf of the Empire State ning to the kind of support
Baptist Convention of whichl that the SCLC could expect
he is president. ,from the church bodies in the
The Baptist of the Greater North.
"Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., _Ralph Abernathy, a nd
Wyatt Tee Walker, and the
other men are working down
there in the front line trench-
es. The least we can do is
give them our moral and fi-
Each meeting drew a cap- nancial support."
New York area sponsored
several public meetings in
cooperation with other de-
nominational and lay-groups.
More than $20,000 was re-
ceived from churches a n d
their congregants
State Medical Societly held
at A & T College. Oxley was
there to deliver the address
at the banquet honoring the
North Carolina medics. den-
tists and pharmacists.
acity audience, including
the final meeting held in Al-
bandy, New York, where Gov-
ernor Nelson Rockefeller
served as personal host to Dr.
King and Walker.
The Reverend George Law-
rence, minister of the Antioch
Baptist churc h, Brooklyn,
New York, served as coor-
dinator for the five meetings.
Dr. Ray and Rev. Lawrence
Featured in the program
were the Reverends Ralph D.
Abernathy, Fred L. Shuttles-
worth, C. K. Steele and Kel-
ly Miller Smith—all high of-
ficials of SCLC.lar.
Dr. King, in response to the
Fibers slipped from the list gift, 
remarked to Dr. Max-
of leaders because of high well "This is one of the most
prices, generous offerings we have
nas are high on the list ever received in a singleB 
of Impiortibecause of demand. meeting which reflects a sin-
Alio, there are more bananas cere concern of the Congress
now than there were in 1950.'for the Freedom Struggle in
Nuts made the list because
Americans bought about $69
million worth last year. Larg-
the South.
At the same time, , Wyatt
Tee Walker, executive di-
est imports were cashews and rector of SCLC. recently re-
Brazil nuts. !turned from the jails of Jack-
State Dental Society and the
Old North State Pharmaceu-
tical Society at A & T Col-
lege last week, axplaina a
new drug to Dr. Hobart T.
DR. W. T. ARMSTRONG,
left, Rocky Mount, N. C..
secretary-treasurer of the
Old North State Medical So-
ciety, and Mrs. Armstrong
exchange banter with Mrs.
Gwendolyn Fits and Dr. A.
V. Blount, both of Greens-
boro, at the recent annual
State meeting of the medics
at A & T College.
They are never alone who
are accompanied by noble
thoughts.
— Sir Philip Sidney
Send now for your free copy of this
Ilustrated brochure ,with details of
our famous 12 and 16-day escorted
Luxury Tours to California and
Canadian Rockies at a cost that
soothes your budget. Lv Chicago
July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 6-1
WELCOME TftrIVFt Q VICE
4441/ SOUTH —
Allen, Winston-Salem: Dr.
Catherine B. Middleton. Ra-
Hitch and Dr. R. W. Greene.
Charlotte.
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As the month of Augusts
moves in, plenty of activity is
going on in the city of Jack-
son; especially with many
visitors in and out of town.
The teen-age set was in the
lime light as Miss Vivian
Massie of Hopkinsville, KY.
was highly entertained as
weekend guest of her aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. S.
H. Bronaugh. The affair was
held Saturday evening in their
lovely home on E. Lane Ave.
Miss Massie who is presently
enrolled in a Summer Science
Institute at Murray, ley., is a
regular student at Kentucky
State College and will enter
her junior year this fall.
She met her guests in a
most attractive green sheath(tress. Other out of townersttending were Barbara Ann
Jones of St. Louis, Mo.,
Brenda Haugh of Kansas
City, Kansas, and Ronald
Spann of Chicago, Ill. Jack-
sonians included Dwan Gil-
more, Westley McClure, Wil-
liam Moley, Joanne Merry,
Lynette Spencer, Garline
Long, Melvin S ha w, Ross
Cheairs, Thomas Hoyt, Eddie
Burt; Elnora Palmer, and Al-
bert Sidney Johnson. Prizes
for the word game went to
Barbara Jones, Thomas Hoyt,
and Westley McClure. Other
games, dancing and delicious
food served buffet, completed
the evening.
•
Thy
Anna C. Cooke
GUESTS AND VISITORS
Miss Dwan Gilmore lift for
Kansas City Tuesday to com-
plete her vacation before
school begins. Miss Brenda
Haugh, along with her two
younger sisters and brother
left for Huntington, Tenn. to
visit their paternal great
grandmother before returning
to Kansas City. While in
Jackson they were guests of
their maternal grandmother,
Mrs. M. K. Smith and their
great grandmother.
Miss Barbara Jones, guest
of this columnist left Thurs-
day, returning to St. Louis in
time to attend a music work-
shop at Webster College in
Missouri.
Received a letter from Mrs.
V. F. Walker last week as she
was enroute to London by
plane. She will visit many
Points in Europe before her
return to Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martin
has been studying grass and
and Mr. and Mrs. T. R. White
have just returned from a
sight-seeing vacation to in-
teresting and historical points
in New Orleans, La., Talla-
hassee, Jacksonville, St. Aug-
ustine and Marineland, Fla.,
Tuskegee, Ala., and Atlanta,
Ga.
During their stay in Atlanta,
Ga., Atty. and Mrs. Donald
Hollowell carried the group to
many interesting points of the
THERE MUST BE A REASON
WHY . . .
FRIENDS ENJOY SHOPPING
AT . • .
PANAMA
LIQUOR STORE
DRIVE IN
FRIENDLY COURTEOUS SERVICI
PARKING LOT
1020 Mississippi at Walker
WH 2-3312
city. The evening was
maxed with a patio supper
where they met friends of the f
host and hostess. Attorney
Hollowell is national president
of the Lane College Alumni
Association while Mrs. White
is local president.
MANY CONVENTIONS
Washington, D. C. will
certainly be the Convention
City this August. In Wash-
ington attending the National
Funeral Directors Association
meeting is A. C. Ford, local
funeral director. The meeting
is being held at the Sheraton. 
ParkHotel.
Also at the Sheraton-Park
August 6 through 10 the Na-
tional Dental Association and
the Ladies Auxiliary are hold-
ing their national meetings.
Conducting the auxiliary
meeting is Mrs. W. R. (Vivian)
Bell of Jackson who is na-
tional president. Also attend-
ing the meeting are her hus-
band. Dr. W. R. Bell and Dr.
and Mrs. W. R. McKissack. A
luncheon meeting is scheduled
for both groups honoring Rob-
ert C. Weaver, National Housing
Authority.
Receptions will be at
Howard University and The
Ghana Embassy. Especially
for the ladies a fashion lunch.
eon with the accent on pink
is set for Wednesday, featuring
noted model Dorothea Towels.
Also modeling will be our
own Mrs. W. E. McKissack
(Rosetta): Mrs. Clinton (Hort-
ense) Cannady, formerly of
Jackson, and Mrs. Daniel
(Clarabell) Clairborne of Chi-
cago, Ill, who has visited the
Bells on several occasions.
The Bells and McKissacks
plan to visit points in New
York before the Omega Psi
Phi meeting which convenes
in Washington on August 14.
Dr. McKissack will be the of-
ficial delegate from Jackson.
AT THE CHURCH
This is the time of the year
when many church activities
QUEEN FOR A DAY—Miss
Dorothy Perkins was
crowned. "Queen For A
Day" Sunday. July 30, at
the St. Paul Church of God
in Christ, 601 Gilleas rd.,
West Junction. Miss Perkins
Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. General Lee Perkins
of 3053 Travis. She did a
Daisy Shaw who is
through this area as a
herself.
The theme used for the pro-
gram was "Service to God
Through Service to Man."
Other guests on the program
included Greater Bethel
are going on too. Mrs. Hazel Chorus and representativesTrotter Simmons of Greater
Bethel A. M. E. Church was
the guest speaker at the after-
noon services at Macedonia
Baptist Church when Matron's
Day was observed. She was
introduced by her sister, Mrs. Millicent Brown of St. Paul C.
known
speaker
from First Baptist, Mt. Zion
and Home Baptist Churches.
Annual Youth Day was ob-
served at Hone Baptist on
Sunday, July 23 when Miss
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30 MONTHLY
You C.an Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 3-8397
magnificent job in raising
funds for the church. Elder
James McLemore officiated.
Pictured above, left to right.
Elder James McLemore.
Miss Perkins, and Douglas
Young.
Text Of Release
From A.M.Walker Volunteer Citizens
To Mayor Loeb 
.Committee's Statement
This is written in haste, since
ion with a huge fund' oncerningDumpung
M.E. church served as the guest
speaker. She was introduced
by Miss Mary E. Bond of
Macedonia Baptist Church.
Music was furnished by the
City Wide Baptist Youth
Choir.
Mr. Jesse Massey, Youth
Office in Jackson was the
speaker when the Stewardess
Board No. 1 had their Fellow-
ship Tea at Liberty C. M. E.
Church. The message he de-
livered was very inspiring.
President of the Board is Mrs.
Lula Mosley and Mrs. Georgia
Kelley served as program
chairman. Rev. F. F. Odem
is pastor of the church.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
.weini 10.55 lief Kull
GET P.wIIIRINTIAI
SMILE"
• Advertise
 In
 The
 Want-Ad Section
 Wcekly
3 Lines For 2 Weeks 
Call JAckson 6-8397
MADAM DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
I give you seldom foiling advice upon matters of life, such es love,
courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits, speculation and transoctions
all kinds. I seldom fail to reunite the separated, caus• speedy and happy
marriages. Overcome •nemits, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, startle-
ling blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of sorrow and tree-
a•d start you on th• path to happiness and prosperity. There Is no
heart so sod or home so dreary that I cannot bring it sunshine; In foet,
no motion what may be your hopc fear or ambition, I guarantee to tell
It all before you utter a word to rn• and after I an, finished, if you ore
net absolutely satisfied ond I do not fulfill every word and clam n above,
them you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN & WHIT! TRAILER
WITH TWO LARGE BLACK HANDS-5 miles north of Millington on
Highway 51 N. at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY
OTHER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours or• 9 ant. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday. Tuirsday is toy day offl
s:sTEn SANDRA
Phone
•RE 5 9192
Phone
BR 5.1192
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARR.
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWA 1, Al COKNISI, OP teTH 01.
God Gifted Power a neater. i give you your tuck days
your lucky number advice about Health. Business Marriage
and love affairs U rot, Dave any marriage problem,' pumas
bring them to me I arn sure I can nein you
If you are ales spurned and run down please come to me.
1 can help money is no object It you seem to be carrytng an
evil conditior that a bolding TOO down; If your luck never
seems to met reach eon; It your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from flu. 11 you hare any of these problems
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minute. from down town Memphis. Get the West
Memphis. Bus it the Continental BUR Station at the eurner
• 
Of 3rd anu Union *.
Ask the Stv• Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
upi street gap every dilY
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her1
new home.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
WH 6 2831 WH 8-2669
Pick up payments on
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
FURNITURE
Living Rm. - Dining Rm. -
Bed Rm. and Stereo
FOR SALE
BR 4-8963
RR 2-1361
1958 Lincoln Premier
four-door Hard-top
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?.Will take trade-in and finance
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged?
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
-;,ocated on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
COME IN TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO
LATE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO
CHARGE.
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily . Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be
sure to look for the right sign and the right name. 
'Men
3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
Age 55 
- 45 WO enSOCO1 Eouration
Men with sales experience preferredMoat oe neat In anooaranee. Par Is
Wfweeaaary Able to furnteb wed.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to P0. Doa iii .-- DivineDetail.
•
Maids $35 to ON Per Week
New York, New Jersey, Boa.
ton, Mass., Hartford, (Sinn.
Jobs with free room Si board
TV, Uniform,
Ticket Rent It once
Write Williams Agency
172W Beale St., Memphhe
CUL
20 MAIDS NEEDED
Co. chica•n New Vnta
Of 444 Wools 400. lit St
Pro. Finney, Nnisrd t' v
rorket eons. la•rotanee. Nee•len
opit• err sTair
Uottorn orn.rina.nwnt 050nr5
WM rani
Pit 94551 cit. eine
MA:DS $35 to 560 per WI
I tte le.•, ya• tt. r 'A •••
Ho.11Lid,
lab. with e• & •..J.
TV, Uolf..; on. flitted§ min' at Ol 
.rWIle
WU I lit MS AGENCY
177,"I Beale Sheet
Memphis, Tenn. JA 7.05711
the balance
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.
AGENTS WANTED
429 South Main
10 MEN 10 WOMEN
apply " --
FULLER PRODUCTS
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
SMARMS TO SSO *Vi"Guaranteed loos hoot wnrkIng
onnditions Free room. hoard, unl
forma, r V Tlelrata gam 0-1
Agency. 100 a mein at., Home-
stead. Pone Ta/and. N f
—
Walker Church
To Observe
's Day, Sun
I am hurrying to Nashville in
connect
raising campaign for Fisk uni-
versity. However, when our
Mayor publicly blasts the en-
tire Negro community, events
are approaching a delicate posi-
tion. There are many of us who
are willing to assume any re-
sponsibility if we are given the
oportunity. Only in recent
months have we been permit-
ted such an opportunity. But
this is not the problem. The
problem goes much deeper than
this and I hope, I can make it
understood.
The Negro race is the only
race legally discriminated
against with reference to edu-
cational opportunities and job
opportunities. There isn't a
single technical school in Mem-
phis opened to Negroes. Yet,
we are inviting industries to
Memphis. I have been told that
the Negro population is 37 per
cent of the total. Certainly any-
one can see that a vast poten-
tial is being overlooked in the
field of skilled labor in connec-
tion with any program luring
industry to our community.
What of engineering? Teem
are schools of engineering at
Tennessee A & I State uni-
versity and the University of
Tennessee. But Negroes who
graduate in engineering all
leave Memphis for employ-
ment even though many of
them are Memphis students. It
is a fearful loss of manpower
to sit by and watch the best
quality of our trained young
people being siphoned off and
forever lost because no one lifts
a finger to repair the damage.
Negroes who graduate in ac-
counting, forestry and mining
can expect little or no opport-
unity for employment by the
stores, factories, governmental
bodies and other businesses
who need technicians in these
fields.
In the field of medicine, Ne-
gro doctors have decreased in
number rather than increased
because of no facilities for Ne-
gro interns, yet Memphis is
one of the outstanding Medical
Centers of the nation. This is
a sad paradox. Many of these
doctors were born in Mem-
phis, yet live elsewhere because.
of this lack of intern facilities.
In many instances we h a
sought community responsibi-
lity and have been denied. We
have begged for a Negro mem-
ber on the board of the Shel-
by United Neighbors for Nis
time, but the answer
ways been no.
"The decision of the City
Commission to drop A. W. Wil-
lis jr., described in the press
without refutation, was enter-
ed upon by the Mayor and
t h e Commissioners without
knowledge or advice of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Vol-
unteer Association. Prior to this
decision to scuttle Willis, the
Commissioners had invited the 
constitute the divine fire that
members of the Volunteer As- will illuminate our presently
of a citizen who would be most 
fear.,ful future.sociation to present the name
The world has changed, and
we Southern folk have got torepresentative for the Negro face it. We are happy to soycommunity.
that many of our citizens, both
"The Association responded. white and colored in MemphisIt selected the name from the are beginning to face it.roll of qualified Negro citizens "it is indicated in the threewho had already been recom- editorials of The Commercial
mended by the Greater Mem- Appeal last year insisting onphis Race Relations Commit- giving the Negro a voice intee. In order to further avoid the City Government, and thethe possible indictment that editorial of The Press-Scimitarour selection was hand picked, supporting this idea. notwith-
awhnioleee tginrgoutwi aoaf clatelllecileadfoerrsthteu 
sfltadnidnginginsotilii:irwedhoilteosoriiailia back-o
the executive committee
in the selection of a name that
the community would aprove.
The name of A. W. Willis was
placed before this group of lead-
ers and they responded with
an overwhelming endorsement.
We went further than that. We
sought the advice and consent
of the Lincoln Republican Lea-
gue, the Democratic Club, the
Bluff City Council of Civ ic
Clubs, leaders of the Minister.
on human relationship that will
enable the American Negro and
the American white man to cre-
ate those great bridges over
which they must cross in order
to reconcile and to adjust their
divergencies in race and relig-
ion and in the neighborhood
atmosphere, so that an inspiring
and dynamic democracy will
porting the appeal of Mayor
Loeb to race prejudice. It it
indicated in the attitude of the
Greater Memphis Race Rela-
tions Committee, who have ad-
vocated a democratic way of
life, a way of kindly yet vig--
orous life against which the
marshaled forces of Commun-
ism cannot prevail. It is indi-
cot.id by the Volunteer Assoc.,
which has kept the Negro com-
munity united behind a pro-
sal Group. and all responded gram of community progress.
with enthusiastic endorsement, who has fought to reduce pro-
NOT HAPPY ABOUT IT vocation in the Negro group
"Of course, we are not hap- without destroying the essen-
py about Mr. Walker accept- tial elements of racial progress.
mg this appointment without "It is our honest prayer that--
consulting the committee nor do a wholesome and healing influ- „
we brand his motives as die. ence in these days when some
light
tadof 
the
pu filet 
very good
are genuinely distressed.
 and sincere whitethhoantesthein withaeyorig
commissioners across the racial CONSERVATISM —
barrel and waved in front of CHILDLESS SPINSTER
them letters and telegrams The Mayer called it conser-
from the Lord knows where, vatism, but as Bishop Wat-
The commissioners seeking to kins has well said, conserve-
avoid what Mr. Loeb had pie_ tism alone is like a spinster
lured as the gathering., racial with noble ancestry but no
storm, sought retie% by high descendants. Conservatism did
pressuring Mr. Walker for an not send Columbus sailing in
immediate decision indicating the sunset to the discovery of
that the place might be lust to America; conservatism did not
the race. cause Patrick Henry to cry out
"Mayor Henry Loeb who en- lin the darkest hauls when our
gineered this switch ably as- skies were without a single
slated by the newspapers, who star, "give me liberty or give -
seemed bent on creating a me death." Conservatism did
Memphis Fatibus, claimed that not write the Declaration of
he was acting in the name of Independence, which is said to
epriservatiern by waving the be the only commutation of the
flag of intolerance and speaking sermon on the mount; conser-
vatism did not write the Con- -
stitution which has a divine
flavor; conservatism did not •
write the Bill of Rights, which...
race against race and creatingFinally, the Universal Life an atmosphere chuck full of Insurance Company :and the plosive cross currents.Tri-State Bank of Memphis (!. " "His action in the name ofam President of both inatitu-
tions) have made loans (a cum- 
conservatism cannot be support- contains within it the last great .,
ed by the record. Both Mr. Wil- hope that miserable man mightbined total) of nearly- 30 mil-Ilia
 and Mr. Walker are mem- briefly know; conservatism did -lion dollars over the past sev-
• 7 bers of the NAACP. Mr. Wil- not write the Emancipationeral years to homeowners of ha is one of the lawyers em- Proclamation that loosed four-this city to foster a better and. •
more permanent community, 
tphleoyeodarbtay onthenomases(r)couiastitornam sin. mgrilalsiponofpenoigphlet. from the ugly ._
.,
1011S. Mr. Walker has co-chair- "The whole progress of our
I ed the campaign for member- country which has challenged -
ship, the wonder of civilized man has
. "Was it conservatism that die- been built on a series of social ,.
i tated the appointment of a change. We serve notice on ..,
1 white man to fill a colored those who would employ de- _
Iman's place on the Traffic Ad- vious efforts to divide the Ne-
visory Committee? Our faith gro citizens, that this can hard-
mothers the belief that fair play ly be done, for the Negro citi-
should have caused the ap- zens are conceived of a nits-
poinunent of another colored sion, and they won't be satis- ,.
man in the place that Mr. fied until they achieve the dig-
Walker had resigned. nity of first class citizenship.
DEFENSE OF THE NAACP WILL NOT GIVE IN TO 
.
"Was it conservatism that HATE
caused Mr. Loeb and Richard "In the final analysis, we ),
Ely, Civic Council president, to realize that two wrongs C8rL-
hold up the NAACP as a par- not make a right, and we will
allel of the Communists? The not employ, as Mr. Loeb did,'.'
Communists seek to overthrow the weapon of racial intoler-
the government. The NAACP ance to inflame our people in -
awould fight until the talons of order to win a fight,
the American Eagle were wet
ment. The NAACP has been Woman Torturedwith blood to save the govern-
Ford Foundation
Gives $100,000
For Education
The annual celebration for
"Men's Day" at Walker Me-
morial Christian church, 478
Flynn rd., has been set for
Sunday, Aug. 13, announces
Thomas Snyder. chairman.
The celebration is scheduled
to start with the 11 a. m. eery-
ices. Featured speaker at the
3 rim. orogriM is expected to
be ttev. C. M. Lee, pastor of
Pilsisin Rest Baptist church.
Mime is to be suppliod by the
Whitehave District chorus. The
affair is open to the public.
Rev. G. A. Evans is the minis-
ter.
Ford Foundation granted
one of the neighborhood of
Richmond, Calif., with high
honors as neighborhood houses
of the city. This award was
from a one million-dollar
grant which is to help children
in slum areas of the city. They
were given $100,000 dollars.
This neighborhood is made up
of Negro migrants. This grant
will assist the education of
children in slum areas and
combat drop-outs It will also
give those persons who come
from poor and indigent fami-
lies a chance to graduate from
secondary school. It will help
to encourage and develop ma-
ture graduate students into be-
coming well grounded in the
fields of teaching, accounting,
enginering, and all professional
fields.
Bapt. Association
24th Session
given a clean bill of health by
John Edgar Hoover. head of by Agonizing ITCHthe FBI. and every investigat-
"lotrady ached to death
71,4 yea rs. hen !larva a
new wonder rr•eme.Now
Pon happy," writes Mrs.
P. Ramsay of L A. Calif
Here's blessed relief from
tortures of •aginal itch,
rectal itch, chafing. rash
and eczema with an amazing new scientific
formula called LANACANE.Thisfast-nctinee
medicated c teme ki II s harmful bacteria germs
while it soothes raw, irritated and inflamed
tissue. Storm weatching—w, ,pe.d, healing.
Don't suffer I Get LANACANE at drusaistaii
mg committee in the United
States Congress. The NAACP is
only a protest organization try-
ing to right the wrong of the
Negro thru the courts of the
land. It does not set race
ageinst race, religion, against
religion, the North against the
South or the East against the
West. It places special emphasis
The 24th Annual Session of
the Memphis District Associa-
tion and Auxiliaries of the
Baptist church is in session a
Progressive Baptist church,
394 Vance Ave. It started
Monday and will continue
through Friday, Aug. 11.
The moderator's annual
message is scheduled to be
delivered at 3:30 p.m. to-
morrow (Thursday). Rev. W.
M. Fields, Sr., pastor of East-
ern Star Baptist church, is the
moderator. The keynote ser-
mon is expected to be delivered
Thursday morning by Rev.
James Netters, pastor of Mt.
Vernon Baptist church.
Congress session will be
held daily, from 8:30 to 10
The convention is open to
the public. There will be daily
sermons by some of Memphis'
nutatanding ministers.
Other officers of the as-
110eletion are: Rev. W. T
Gretton, vice-moderator; Misc
C. Sanders, secretary; anii
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, treasurer
Rev. 0. C. Collins is host
SAVE
 80. .under priCe of
home delivered
milk
'terd'is
11111 1111111
1111 11111111
MR HEIN
1 r-1 'CART HOME SAVINGS!
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE :
FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, III. 120 Acres
FULL SET OF TOOLS $14,000 TERMS
CONTACT
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., ChicaN 9, Ill., KE 8-1112
4 ,4II
Thomas To Coach
-
' Ghana In Afro Meet
DEFENDER
BATON ROUGE, La. —Bit- will be the second overseas
gene D. Thomas, Southern coaching
University track coach has' as.
been selected by the state! Prior to coming to Southern
department. division of cul-in 1959, Thomas, a former
tural exchange, to spend paratrooper, coached the 11th
three months as track coach
in Ghana, a member of the
British Commonwealth lo-
cated in Wset Africa.
Ghana, a nation of 5,000,-
000 inhabitants, will partici-
pate in the African games to
be held on the continent in
September, and Thomas will
serve as coach of the year.
Notified of the selection
only 10-days ago, and with
final confirmation coming
just a day ago, the youthful
Southern University coach of
three seasons has been scur-
rying about a ta mile-a-min-
ute clip to complete prelimin-
aries prior to departure dur-
ing the second week of Aug-
ust.
Thomas will have to be in
'Washington, D. C., for his
'state department briefing see-
More Pros From
Florida A&M
Than Any Other
TALLAHASSEE — Coac
Jake Gaither of the Florida
AlkM University Rattler
probably has more act iv
players on the rosters of pro-
fessional football teams tha
any other coach today.
Gaither, considered the win
nlngest active coach in foot
ball, has sent four play
from his '60 squad into th
pro ranks this summer, mak-
ing a total of 11 former Rat-
tlers under pro pacts.
Halfback Clarence Child
two-time Negro All-Americ
who received honorable men-
tion on the AP Little All-In 1961, Thomas' team fin- America, is with the Calagaryished in second place in the Stampeders of the CanadiaSWAC championship behind League, Fullback Lewis John
Texas Southern University. son is with the Houston Oil
era, Tackle Jake Bradley
with the St. Louis Cardinals,
and Center Harold Scott
with the Montreal Alouet
of the Canadian League.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A Halfback Al Frazier, run
world batamweight title fight fling mate of the famed Wil-
in Venezuela and an interest- lie Galimore, has reported
-sion for August 4. ing television match for one the Denver Broncos. He was
"The selection caught me of the fighting Fullmers at with the Chicago Bears last
off guard." said Thomas, Madison Square Garden fea- season. Center Willie Taylo
grinning broadly and beam- ture this week's boxing sched- is seeking his third chanc
ing proudly in spite of the ule. with the Hamilton Cats of the
obvious presence of mixed Unbeaten Ader Jofre of Canadian League. Taylor wasemotions. Brazil, recognized as world previously with the Gree
Thomas confided that for a bantamweight champion by Bay Packers and the Los An-
geles Chargers.short time, he stoped to won- the National Boxing Associa- Coach Gaither has fiveder why the honor had come tion, defends against Ramon players who have a Irea d yhis way, but made it known Arias at Caracas, Venezuela, been established in pro footthat there was suddenly no Saturday night. ball: Galimore and Tack 1time for pondering the hard Ader hopes to extend his Willie Lee of the Bears, Tarto believe selection with such unbeaten string to 43 bouts, kle Riley Morris of the Oakki short time left and so many including three draws. Also on land Raider s, End Williedetails to be taken care of. Saturday night, 22-year
-old Barber of the Stampeders, and
. According to the coach,spe- Don Fullmer, younger broth- Tackle Willie McClung of th
eific duties will include con- er of champion Gene, will Detroit Lions.
experience for thorn-
ducting clinics, and serving
as a general track advisor
In addition to readying the
Ghana team for the African
games.
The African coaching stint den.
airborne division team in
Europe, and later served as
head coach of CISM, a unit
made up of more than 15
European nations.
Upon assuming head coach-
ing duties at Southern in
1959, Thomas led his Jaguar
tea mto the SWAC champion-
ship in his first year, and re-
peated with a conference title
in 1960.
In TV Fight
meet former Welterweight
Champion Benny (Kid) Paret
of Cuba in a nationally tele-
vised 10-rounder at the Gar-
Gilbey's Distillet London Dry Gin. 90 Proof 100% Gi.ain Neutral Spirits. W.& A
Gilbey, Ltd., Cint.nnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
Ben Gazzara Fair
AfterBreakingLeg
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ac-
tor Ben Gazzara was repor
in "satisfactory" condition to-
day after breaking his lef
ankle while playing softball
Central Park.
The 3I-year-old stage and
screen star was admitted t
Roosevelt hospital.
MORE
According to Changing
Times, there are 193,467 bar
tenders in this country
against only 167,471 clergy
men. The magazine adds
"This suggests that a lot o
folks are probably trying t
send their messages to th
Lord in empty bottles."
-
!Hot Weather-Oh
Contributes To
Death Of Fish
SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 196110
JACKSON, Tenn. — Pond
owners and fishermen can ex-
pect to see fish dying in sonic
ponds and lakes at this tune,
of the year, according to E.
S. Cobb, fisheries biologist of;
the State Game and Fish Com-
mission-
With the exception of pollu-
tion and intentional Poisoning
or cLynarniting, Cobb says these
deaths are natural occurences
which cannot be prevented.
Most such kills occur in over-
stocked bodies of water and
the losses sometimes are bene-
ficial.
All the
this season
fish kills reported
to the Jackson Of-
fice of the State Game and
Fish Commission have been
due to oxygen deficiency in the
water. AU living matter is de-
pendent upon a constant re-
placement of oxygen which is
consumed. Fish obtain oxygen
through blood vessels in the
gills. If the oxygen content of
water becomes too low, some
fish die. Several factors cause
an oxgen deficiency under
natural conditions.
Feels Braves To Follow pond or lake water its green-
MAURY WILLS, Los Angeles shortstop, waves a sheaf
of congratulatory telegrams after he hit his first ma-
jor league homerun in a game with the Chicago Cubs.
During hot weather, micro-It came upon Wills' 1167th time at bat in his third sea-
scopic green plants in the water OSLO, Norway — (UPI) — 1 New York last June 24, whichson in the Major Leagues.— (UP! Telephoto) grow profusely and oxygen is Frank Budd equalled the worIch still is awaiting official recog-
given off in the process. These record for the 100-yard dashl nition as a new world mark.
swing is Cecil Goodloe. Hop-
ing to take a few pounds off
the middle is Dr. T. W. North-
cross. Two new golfers learn-
ing the game together are
Charles Jones and Harold Lew-
is.
Incidentally, S. W. (Topp)
Sawyer's putter is 14 karat
gold and a beauty too. Stop-
ping by to see what it was like
at the 19th hale was Mrs. Em-
ilia Reid of Oakland, Calif.,
mother, of Mrs. Dorothy Small.
One wonders why did Clarence
Fitzgerald go all the way to
Milwaukee to shoot the moon
that feat can be accomplished
right at home. Next week "'Our
Pioneer of Golf' Robert (Rollo
Dodger Pennant Pace
SAN FRANCISCO — Ten were robbed of the 1951 pen-
years ago, Charles Dressen's nant.
Brooklyn Dodgers lost the pen- "We'd have clinched it innant to the New York Giants Boston but umpire Frank Das-after blowing a 13-12 game colt called Bob Addis safe whenlead and he feels that his Mil-
waukee Braves might come up
with a similar fast finish.
"Chance? Sure we got a
chance," the peppery pilot said
recently while munching on a
raw onion in the dressing
room." One thing though, is
that Cincinnati and Los Angeles
must do some more losing.
We're doing pretty good now.
We're better on the road than
at home where we have lost 13
of the last 20. Don McMahon
(51) is pitching good relief for
us now. He was 3-6 last year
because he tried to blow every-
body over with his fast balls.
He learned how to throw
curves and sliders this spring
and that's why he's better."
BOSTON MLXUP
Dressen, who drifts around
considerably in his conversa-
tion, still feels that the Dodgers
DON'T MISS
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billions of little plants give and Jim Beatty ran the fastest
1,500 meters of the year to lead
five American stars to victory
in an International Track and
Field Meet at Sisley Stadium.
Budd, Villanova university
star who is unbeaten at 100
meters and 100 yards on the
Yanks' current European tour,
flashed to victory in the 100-
yard dash in 9.3 seconds. Thatenough, the oxygen suppy be-Roy Campanella had him out at comes so low that some fish equalled the existing world
record first set by America's
Mel Patton in 1948 and tied
many times.
?Pere; hovever. one-tenth of
a second slower than Budd's
ish cast. These plants require
light to grow and grow only
during the day. At night, how-
ever, some of these microsco-
pic green plants die and in the
process of decay, oxygen is
consumed and carbon dioxide
is released. When this process
of decomposition continues long
home by a mile. Addis hasn't die. Usually the fish die at nightgot there yet. We lose the game arid are not observed until thethen after three more games following morning. Several days
we're in the playoff with the of dry, windless weather create
Giants." the most conductive condition
And, as all good stove leag-
uers recall, Bobby Thompson's
home run in the third game
against Ralph Branca gave
New York the pennant.
"Yeah, we got a chance to
get back into first place," Dres-
sen repeated.
As of this morning, his
Braves were back in fourth
spot 10 games away. They open
a two-game series at Los An-
geles Tuesday.
At one point in August of '51,
the Giants were 13% behind
Brooklyn but forced the his-
toric playoff after winning 37
of their last 44 contests.
"Chances also is the word
that most of the Milwaukee
troops care to lose. In fact,
"chance" is a big factor with
that club in the dressing room.
Before the players take the
field, the platy looks like a
card room with three or four
games in progress It's tough to,
find an equipment locker that NASHVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI)
isn't covered with the paste-
boards and surrounded by
burly men only half-suited up.
GOOD CHANCE
fur kills of this type.
These kills occur mainly
where fish populations are un-
usually high. Benefits result
from some of these fish kills
since surviving fish grow fast-
er because of more food. Fish-
ing success also may improve.,;
This is one of Nature's meth-
ods of removing an excess of
fish. Often, however, ponds be-
come severely overcrowded fol- Gored Matador Under Treatmentlowing a fish kill and complete
reclairnation of the pond is nec-
essary.
Several isolated fish kills
have occurred at the Hum-
boldt Fish Hatchery and at
least two ponds in the Jack-
son Area have suffered severe
kills during the recent hot
weather.
own clocking of 9.2 seconds at
Beatty, of the Santa Clara
Youth Village, scored an im-
pressive victory in the 1,500
meter run in 3:40.2 as Belgian
mile star Roger Verheuen ran
the best 1,500 meters of his
career to finish second in 3:42.4.
Ralph Boston, world record
holder for the broad jump, ex-
ceeded his world world record
of 27 feet, 2 inches when he
leaped 8.38 meters (27 feet 5
1-2 inches). However, the jump
was ruled invalid and the
Tennessee State star won thigh
event with another jump of 8.1W
meters (26 feet, 9 1-2 inches),
which set a new Scandinavian
records.
Arrest 13 In
Racial Flareu
—Police arrested 13 persons
Saturday night when picket-
ing of a chain grocery touched
off racial violence.
"Yeah, we got a chance," 1 Six whites and seven Ne
pitcher Lew Burdette jiggled' groes were charged with dis-
his feet up and down as he sat orderly conduct after nine
, on a stool. "But it looks like squad cars and two patrol
I we'd have to play about .800 wagons rushed to the scene.ball while the other clubs were' Two pickets, Joe McDonald, a
at .500. Isn't that the way the white youth from New York
figures go" City, and Larry Hunter, an
"As long as there's 11 
games' Atlanta Negro, were injured
to go and we're 10 out, we still
could win," said Frank Thomas.
"You never can tell," said Ed
Mathews, who is breaking out
of a slump. "I know my hitting
has been bad, that's for sure."
"When you're 10 games out,
you're in tough," said Henry
Aaron, whose smashes helped
1 the Braves take two out of
three from the Giants. "But
there's that chance."
"These onions is pretty
by objects hurled by a gang
of white youths.
A bi-racial group of around
15 persons was picketing the
grocery, located in a racially-
mixed neighborhood, in pro-
test against the alleged re-
fusel of the store to hire Ne-
groes
good," Dressen said as he bit
into another one. "When I get
to Los Angeles I'll mix 'em
with some eggs."
NOW OPEN
TUESDAY NIGHTS
All Rides Sc For Kids Under '12 Yrs.
7:00 P.M. — 9:00 P.M.
FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most
Popular-Priced Midway",
Golfing With ` Lir
By
' MI5. Cornell Wolie
Golf beauty at its best was
displayed Sunday when the
golfing ladies and men team-
ed up for a Wenphis first
Scotch Foursome. Low score
honor and first prize went to
Mrs. Doris Clift and Robert
Jeter second prize was won by
Mrs. Odessa Dickens and Paul
(Nick) Nickolas. Golfing fun
was enjoyed by all. New teams
are anticipating the next con-
test which will be played again
this fall. A husband and wife
team are schedule to compete.
Already, teams are challenging
each other before that date.
The gallery prize was won by
Mrs. C. C. Smith of 4955 Wil-
liam Arnold Road.
Trying to retrieve his golf Wright Sr.
Budd Runs 9.3 Century As
Yanks Win International
MALAGA, Spain — (UPI) — World tarnous matador An-
tonio Ordonez, seriously injured when he was gored in the
groin by a bull, left last night for Madrid for special treatment
of his wound.
Dr. Horacio Oliva, who operated on Ordonez Saturday nightfor more than an hour, said the bullfighter "spent a restless,
nervous night. He will enter a private clinic in Madrid for
further treatment."
Ordonez, one of the late Ernest Hemingway's closest
friends, received his first goring of the current season whildis
making his sixth appearance in as many days at a bullfighlar
festival here.
Spain's No. 1 matador was injured when he accidentally
tripped on his red cloth muleta as he started to thrust his sword
into the bull for the kill. He fell on the bull's horns.
Tower Urges Slash In Spending
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. John Tower, R-Tex., has
urged that Congress slash spending for foreign aid, housing,
public works and welfare programs to pay for the U.S. military
buildup in the Berlin crisis.
But Tower said in a television interview the nation must
spend whatever is necessary "to keep ourselves in a position
of technical and strategic superiority to the Soviet Union."
Iran Protests Soviet Attack
TEHRAN, Iran — (UPI) — Iran plans to send a "strong
note of protest" to Moscow for a Russian attack on an Iranian
Airways cargo plane, official sources said.
Soviet fighter planes fired on the cargo plane after luring
it near the Soviet-Iranian border, the sources said.
They said the Iranian DC4 had lost its way on a flight f
Beirut to Tehran last Friday and was flying near the bond
when Russian ground patrols established radio contact with it
and directed it northward toward Soviet territory.
Flight Cheers Grissom's Father
MITCHELL, Ind. — (UPI) — The father of U.S. astronaut
Virgil Grissom said the Soviet manned space shot proved to
him only that his son could safely make a similar trip if neces-
sary.
Dennis Grissom, informed by United Press International
of the successful Soviet orbit, said "if the Russians can do it, I
know we can."
Che Taking No chances At Meet
PUNTA DEL ESTE, Uruguay — (UPI)—Cuban economic
"czar" Ernesto (Che) Guevara is taking no chances at the In-
ter-American Economic Conference.
The bearded Cuban official not only has his bodyguards
patrolling inside and outside the Playa hotel where the Cuban
delegation has an entire floor for 38 people, but he also has
a food taster in the kitchen.
According to a hotel staffer, the pint-sized food taster
watches every step of the preparation of Guevara's food to
make certain no one tries to poison him.
Sees More U. S.--Canada trade
Sees more 18 pt. 66.. ETA01 SHRDLU CMWYP WYPonIon
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — (UPI) — A Canadian jurist has pre-
dicted that if Britain joins Europe's Common Market Canada
will turn more to the United States for trade.
In a speech to the American Junior Bar Conference lunch-
eon. Kenneth G. Houston said many of his countrymen fear
that too-close ties to the U.S. could cost Canada her economic
autonomy.
Houston, chairman of the Candian Bar Association Junior
Bar section, added that Canadian loss of independence could
come about only if she surrendered it herself.
Canada, with the other members of the Commonwealth,
has opposed the entry of the United Kingdom into the Com-
mon market, Houston said.
Witnesses Meeting In France
PARIS — (UPI) — Jehovah's Witness delegates from 41
countries gathered at Colombes stadium in the northwest sub-
urbs for the largest meeting the group has ever held in France.
An estimated 23,004 persons attended the assembly spon-
sored by the world organization of Jehovah's Witnesses and
featuring a speech by international president Nathan H. Knorr.
of New York.
Knorr said the world's governments "have created a sit-
uation capable of provoking the destruction of the human
family."
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